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The anomalous thermodynamic behavior of fluids near the critical point can be described in terms 
of scaling laws. In this paper we consider two critical region equations of state, to be referred to as 
the NBS equation and the Linear Model parametric equation, that satisfy the scaling laws. A complete 
formulation of the thermodynamic properties in terms of the two equations is given. The statistical 
methods used for fitting these equations to experimel1tal data are described. Each of the equations is 
fitted to experimental equation of state data for six-fluids, namely He3 ,!He4, Xe, CO2 , O2 , and H20. An 
evaluation of the recorded experimental material is included. We find that the two equations represent 
the experimental data -in the range IT-Tcl/Tc < 0.03 and Ip-Pcl/pc < 0.25 equal1y well and that the 
exponents and amplitudes of the power laws deduced from the two equations agree closely. The opti
mum critical exponent,.s app~ar to vary little from substance to substance. Moreover, a restricted 
version of the Linear Model with only two freely adjustable constants, in addition to the critical point 
parameters and the critical exponents, fits the data well in most cases, in al,,'Teement with expectations 
based on universality of critical behavior. The principle of universality is discussed and applied to 
predict critical region parameters for nine additional fluids, including several for which only limited 

, experimental information is available. These additional fluids are AI, Kr, N 2 • H2 , Cl-L,C2H 4 , SF6 • NHa• 

and D20. We thus conclude with a single universal equation for the critical region of all fifteen fluids 
considered in this paper. 

Key words: Air constituents; critical region parameters: ethylene; heavy noble gases: helium; Linea. 
Model; methane; NBS equation; scaling laws; statistical analysis; steam; universality. 
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The purpose of this paper is to present an accurate 
characterization of the anomalous thermodynamic 
behavior in the critical region of a number of gases. The 
need for a new characterization has been felt acutely in 
the last 10 years, during which it became common 
knowledge that the methods for data correlation used 
until then had been inherently in error in the critical 
region. We are referring here to the engineering calcula
tions that make use of so-called "classical" equations 

of state, i.e. equations which are analytical at the critical 
point and which ca~ be considered as improved versions 
of van der Waals' equation of state. Analytical equations 
yield a critical isotherm that is asymptotically of the 
third or of the fifth degree, a quadratic or a quartic 
coexistence curve, a finite constant volume specific 
heat C v in the one-phase region and an analytic vapor 
pressure curve. On the other hand, real fluids have a 
critical isotherm that is somewhat flatter than a fourth
degree curve but not as flat as a fifth-degree curve, a 
coexistence curve that is almost cubic, a weakly 
divergent specific heat Ct" and a nonanalytic vapor 
pressure curve. 

In It:n:ml yea-I:;, llew liIeUJiel!!; uf t:ailiL:al vlJeuuJJlt:JJa 

have produced a form for the equation of state in the 
vicinity of the critical point which incorporates the 
observed nonana}ytic character of the thermodynamic 
behavior and which also leads to a reduction of the 
number of independent variables. The critical behavior 
is associated with long range fluctuations in the system 
and the physical properties depend primarily on a 
single variable, namely the correlation length. There
fore, the function which characterizes the anomalous 
thermodynamic behavior near the critical point' is a 
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function of one variable, which is a combination of the 
two original independent variables, density and tempera
ture. This reduction of the number of independent 
variables in the critical region from two to one is known 
as scaling. Furthermore, since the correlation length is 
much larger than the range of the intermolecular inter
action, the behavior of the system becomes highly in
sensitive to details of the molecular interaction and, 
thus, is expected to have a universal character. The 
range of validity of such a scaled universal description 
is determined by the requirement that the correlation 
length be much larger than the range of the interaction. 
This defines a region around the critical point which 
we will call the critical region. In practice, this region 

is located within approximately 25 percent of the 
critical density and about 3 percent of the critical 
temperature. 

The literature on critical phenomena is rapidly in
creasing. For a survey of the development of the subject 
concerning one-component fluids the reader is referred 
to s~me other papers of one of the authors [Ll, L2, L3].I 

This paper is organized as follows: 
We first formulate in section 2 a description of the 

thermodynamic behavior of fluids in terms of the scaling 
laws. We then describe in section 3 two scaled equations 
of state that have been used successfully. The first 
equation is an equation formulated by Vicentini-Missoni. 
Levell Sengers and Green [VI] to which we ::;lIa}] rdeJ', 
for the sake of convenience, as the NBS equation. The 
second equation is the Linear Model parametric equa
tion proposed by Schofield, Litster and Ho [Sl, S2]. 
Since the Linear Model is the most versatile of the two 
equations, we give a list of the expressions for the 

I Symbols in brackets indicate literature references. 
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4 LEVELl SENGERS, GREER, AND SENGERS 

various thermodynamic properties in terms of the Linear 
Model in section 3.3. 

A method for fitting the NBS equation to experimental 
equation of state data was formulated earlier [VI]. For 
the purpose of this paper it was also necessary to develop 
a method of statistical analysis for fitting the Linear 
Model to the experimental data. This method is de
scribed in section 4. 

We then proceed .in section 5 to fit the NBS equa
tion and the Linear Model to the equation of state data 
of Habgood and Schneider for xenon [HI], the data of 
Roach for helium 4 [RI], the data of Wallace and Meyer 
for helium3 [WI], the data of Michels et a1. for carbon 
dioxide [MI], the data of Rivkin et a1. for steam [R2, 
R3, R4] and the data of Weber for oxygen [W2]. In 
each case, a detailed discussion is given of the experi
mental a~~llra~y. the ~hoi~e of ~ritical parameters and 
the analysis of the coexistence curve. The optimum 
fit for each of the two scaled equations is presented and 
the results compared. Deviations between the experi· 
mental and calculated data are plotted and compared 
with estimates of the experimental error. For the Linear 
Model fits, we also present a complete error analysis 
of the six adjustable parameters. 

From the results obtained, we can derive the coef
ficients and exponents of the power laws that describe 
the anomalous behavior of a number of thermodynamic 
properties on approaching the critical point. The values 
of these coefficients and exponents are included in the 
tables of critical region parameters presented in section 
5. We also make a comparison with other independent 
sources of experimental information, when available, 
such as the data of Kierstead for helium 4 [KI, K2] and 
the data of Estler, Wilcox and Hocken [EI] and those of 
Thoen and Garland [TI] for xenon. 

We conclude this paper with a discussion of the ques
tion of universality in section 6. The principle of uni
versality requires the critical exponents to have the same 
value for all fluids: furthermore, it implies that, in addi· 
tion to the critical temperature, density and pressure, 
only two other parameters can be freely chosen in the 

scaled equation of state. Hence, the validity of this 
principle would imply great economy in the description 
of the thermodynamic behavior of fluids in the critical 
region. The material gathered in this paper permits a 
test of the principle of universality. We conclude that 
universality holds at least within the accuracy of the 
data available for six fluids. We then wse Lhj~ fur Je
veloping a description of the critical region for nine 
additional fluids. We thus conclude with a list of critical 
region parameters for 15 different fluids in terms 
of a universal equation of state. 

2. Thermodynamic Description in Terms of 
Scaling Laws 

2.1. Choice of Variables 

If volume and temperature are chosen as the inde· 
pendent variables, then the characteristic thermo-

J. Phys. Chern. Ref. Data, Vol. 5, No.1, 1976 

dynamic potential is the Helmholtz free energy per mole; 
in this description pressure P and volume V are con
jugate variables and the equation of state P(V, T) is 
obtained by differentiation of the Helmholtz free energy 
with respect to V. On the other hand, if density and 
temperature are chosen as the independent variables, 
then the characteristic thermodynamic potential is the 
Helmholtz free energy per unit volume; in that descrip
tion chemical potential JL and density p are conjugate 
variables and the corresponding equation of state 
JL (p, T) is obtained by differentiation of the Helmholtz 
free energy density with respect to p. 

The choice of variables in which the scaling laws are 
formulated is dictated by considerations of symmetry 
which have been amply discussed elsewhere [L3, 
VI]. Be it sufficient here to remind the reader that the 
coexistence curve, when plotterl ::IS a fl1n~tion of rlen!O.ity, 

shows considerably more symmetry than when plotted 
as a function of volume, as illustrated in figure 1. An 
equally striking difference in symmetry features is 
noted above the critical temperature, when a /1-(p)
isotherm is compared with a P(V)-isotherm, as illustrated 
in figure 2: the /-L(p )-isotherms are antisymmetric with 
respect to the point Pc, /-A-(Pc), in contrast .to P(V)

isotherms.· These symmetry properties are perfectly 
satisfied in the lattice gas model; for a real fluid they are 
only satisfied asymptotically when the critical point is 
approached. The scaling laws in the form we use them 
do assume these symmetry properties. The scaling laws 
are only valid asymptotically and, therefore, the range 
of experimental validity has to be tested in each indi
vidual case. 

In view of these symmetry features we adopt density 
p and temperature T as the independent variables. The 
extensive thermodynamic functions, such as Helmholtz 
free ·energy, A, entropy, S, and heat capacity at constant 
volume, C v, are taken per unit volume. The equation of 
state to be considered will be the chemical potential, 
/1-, as a function of p and T. The basic thermodynamic 
formulae are 

-120' 

r .·C 

I 

l __ 
(\ 

( 
I j 

I 

ARGON 

J._----".'_~~j-.--L-~---L.. 
10 20 - 30 40 05 10 15 2.0 2.5 

V/Vc PIPe 

FIGURE 1. The coexistence curve of argon in terms of volume and 
temperature and in terms of density and temperature. 
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0-50'C o-1225'C =Te 
0-85'C '-125'C 10 

O-IIO'C ARGON 

,J/mol 

75 

, I 

: I I~I 
5~ : 
~ 

0.5 I 0 15 2.0 2 " 
V/VC 

0.5 

I 

10 

PIPe 

25 

15 

FIGURE 2. P(V)-isotherms and J.L(p)·isotherms of argon in the 
critical region. In contrast to the P(V)-isotherms, the 
JL(p)-isotherms are nearly antisymmetric with respect 
tope. 

dA /J-dp-SdT, (1.1a) 

(l.Ib) 

(l.Ic) 

J.L= ((JAliJph-. (l.Id) 

while the pressure follows from a Legendre trans
formation 

-P=A-(.Lp. (l.Ie) 

The "generalized compressibility" (ap/d(.L) T will 
play an important role; it is related to the isothermal 
compressibility Kr - V-I (aV/aPh by the relation 

(1.lf) 

All properties are made dimensionless by expressing 
them in units of appropriate combinations of critical 
parameters. We thus define 

C:=CvTe/P e, 

A*=A/Pe1 

K~=KTPe. 
1(1.2) 

The critical density and temperature in reduced units 
will be occasionally indicated by P: I) and T: I). 
In addition we introduce quantities defined with respect 
to their values at the critical point 

(1.3) 

The chemical potential difference 8(.L plays an 
important role in scaling. It is defined as 

(1.4) 

where /-t(Pc> T) is the chemical potential on the critical 

isochore at temperature T. If for real fluids the (.L(p)
isotherms are truly antisymmetric near Tc, then /J- (Pc, T) 
would have to be a· regular function of temperature, 
as it is in the lattice gas; In the scaled equations to be 
used in this paper, regularity of /J-(Pe, T) is assumed. 
For a further discussion we refer the reader to other 
publications [GI, K2, L4, VI, W3]. 

2.2. Power Laws 

It is assumed that the critical anomalies can be 
described by power laws when the critical point is 
apPl-oached along a 5pecifi..:; path lSuch alS the I..ailical 

isochore, the critical isotherm or the coexistence 
boundary. The power laws needed for the purpose of this 
paper are defined as follows 

Coexistence Curve 

(2.1) 

Critical Isotherm 

81L*=D(8p*) [ ~p*IO-l (~T*=O) (2.2) 

Compressibility 

p*2K;= [' I ~T* I -y' 

S peeiflc Heat 

C* A+ 
_..E =- {(8T*)-a - I} 
T* a 

C* A-
T~ = a! {I ~T* I-a' -I} 

(p* = 1, ~T* > 0) (2.3a) 

(coexistence curve, 8T* < 0) 

(2.3b) 

(p* = 1 1 ~T* > 0) (2.4a) 

(along coexistence curve, t:,.T* < 0) 
(2.4b) 

C* A-
T~= a}: { I ~T* I-all -I} 

(p*= 1, 8T* < O,2·phase region) (2.4c) 

The paths along which these power laws are defined 

are indicated schematically in figure 3. 

J. Phys. Chem. Ref. Data, Vol. ~, No.1, 1976 
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boT 

a - Cv SCALING 

(3 - COEX. 
a cal .. a ll 

y - KT 
Y = yl 

8 - GRIT. I SOTHo ~a,y 

boP 

\ yl a
l f3 

COEXISTENCE 
BOUNDARY 

FIGURE 3. Special paths in the ap - aT plane and power law ex
ponents defined along them. 

The scaling laws to be introduced in the subsequent 
section impose a number of conditions upon the critical 
exponents in the power laws. First, the exponents asso
ciated with the behavior of C v and of KT when the critical 
temperature is approached from below, are taken to be 
identical with the exponents that describe the behavior 
of these same properties of Cv and K T , when the critical 
temperature is approached from above: 

0'= a' = a", 1'= 1". (2.5) 

Furthermore, the critical exponents a, f3, 1', 8 are 
assumed to satisfy the equalities 

2-0'= f3(8+ 1), (2.6a) 

1'=,8(8-1), (2.6b) 

so that only two exponents can be chosen independently. 
In this paper we shall use the exponent f3 of the coexis
tence cul'vc and the exponent 8 of the critical i:5otherm 

as the two critical exponents to be selected. 

2.3. Scaling Law for Equation of State and 
Compressibility 

The scaling laws are a phenomenological consequence 
of the physical intuition that the anomalous critical 
behavior depends on one length only, namely the corre
lation length which measures the size of the critical 
fluctuations [K3]. Hence, when appropriately reduced, 
the anomalous part of the thermodynamic functions 
must become a function of one, rather than two inde-
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pendent variables. This assumption can be formulated 
mathematically by the hypothesis that the anomalous 
part of the thermodynamic potentials is a generalized 
homogeneous function of its variables [H2, L2, W3]. 

It is somewhat easier to visualize the scaling laws as a 
straightforward generalization of a Taylor series ex
pansion of the classical equation near the critical point, 
first considered by van der Waals in 1893 [L1, V2]. If 
we expand the reduced chemical potential of a classical 
equation in powers of /:lp* and /:IT* around the critical 
point, we obtain 

+ J.tll (/:lp*) (/:IT*) + 

+ J.t21 (/:lp*)2(/:lT*) + 

The coefficients J.tJO and J.t20 of the terms proportional to 
Ap* and (/:lp*)2 in the expansion vanish as a con-· 
sequence of the definition of the critical point as a point 
of marginal stability. The first two terms on the right 
hand side in (2.7) are asymptotically equal to the chemi
cal potential p.. * (Pc, T) on the critical isochore. Thus, 
remembering the definition (1.4) of /:lJ.t *, we have in 
first approximation for a classical equation 

A *_ (A *)3[1 J.tll~] u.J.t - J.t30 u.p + J.t30 (/:lp*) 2 . (2.8) 

The critical isotherm is obtained from (2.8) by setting 
/:IT* = 0; since /:lJ.t * = 0 at the coexistence curve, its 
form is obtained by setting the term in square brackets 
equal to zero for. tlT* < O. Thus, in the classical theory 
the critical isotHerm has the asymptotic form /:lp.. * = 
D(/:lp*)o with D=J.t30 and 8=3, and the coexistence 
curve has the asymptotic form tlp* =±BI/:lT*113 with 
B = (J.tlll J.t30) 1/2 and f3= 1/2. If we now define the 
variable x as 

(2.9) 

s.o that, at coexistence, x = - Xo with 

XO=B-l/ 13 , (2.10) 

we may then rewrite the classical equation (2.8) as 

/:lJ.t* == tlp* Itlp*1 0-1 [D(1 + xlxo)]. (2.11) 

For real fluids f3 is not equal to 1/2 and 8 is not equal to 3. 
However, permitting arbitrary values for the exponents 
f3 and (j and allowing for a more general dependence 
upon the variable x, we may generalize the classical 
equation (2.11) to 

(2.12) 
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which is, in Griffiths' formulation, the scaling law for the 
chemical potential origina1ly proposed by Widom [Gl, 
W31. One can readily demonstrate that all the power 
Jaws introduced in section 2.2, together with the expo-· 
nent equalities (2.5) and (2.6), are indeed implied by the 
scaled form (2.12). Notice that AJ.L'" is indeed a function 
of only one variable x, when scaled by the antisym
metric quantity .1p*IAp*lll-t. 

The scaled equation for the compressihility p*2Iq 
(ap*JaJ,L*)r follows immediately from (2.12) 

(2.13) 

Thus, the compressibility is a function of the variable x 
only, when I;cRl,.d hy th,. ~ymmp.tric quantity /.1p*II-O. 

The scaling variable x = dT*/ / tlp* IIJ!3 assumes the 
value - Xo at the phase boundary, the value 0 on the 
critical isotherm and the value + 00 on the critical iso
chore. Since the chemical potential is a constant along 
any isotherm in the two-phase region, tlJ.L * = 0 at co
existence and, thus, h (- xo) = O. The function h (x) 
becomes infinite at the critical isochore. In addition to 
the houndary conditions h (- xo) = 0 and h (00) 00, 
the function hex) is restricted by several conditions, 
formulated by Griffiths [Gl]. These conditions arise 
first of an from the requirements of thermodynamic 
stability. Thus, for the compressibility to be positive, 
it is necessary that 

(2.14) 

as follows from (2.13). Additional conditions are imposed 
on h (x) by the assumption that JL(p, T) is an analytic 
function throughout the one-phase region with the excep
tion of the critical point and perhaps the phase boundary. 
Thus, in this theory th€ existence of higher-order phRse 

transitions on special curves such as the critical iso
therm or critical isochore is excluded.· The analyticity 
of JL (p, T) in the one-phase region, combined with the 
assumed analyticity of J1. (Pc, T) mentioned earlier, im
plies analyticity for the function 1lJ.L * (Ilp*, AT*) 
inside the one-phase region. The relation (2.12) then 
implies thRt h( x) has to hI' analyti~ in x in thp rang,. 

- Xo < x <: 100 ; it can,.. therefore, h~· expanded· in a 
power series in x at every point in this range. Spe
cifically, an expansion 

h (x) = ~ hnxn, (2.15) 
n=Q 

should be valid for small values of x (near the critical 
isotherm). Analyticity at large x (at the critical isochore) 
implies that, around x 00, h(x) can be expanded as 
follows: 

h(x) i: 1]nX !3(8+1-211). (2.16) 
11"'1 

Notice that the leading term of this expansion is 'r)lX'Y 

with ')'= /3(8-1). 

2.4. Scaling Law for the Helmholtz Free Energy 

The-.hasic scaling law (2.12) introduced in the pre
ceding section represents the equation of state JL (p, T). 
However, an equation of state does not yield a complete 
description of the thermodynamic behavior of the 
system. It thus becomes necessary to inquire about 
the scaled form of the corresponding thermodynamic 
potential which is the Helmholtz free energy per unit 
volume. Since J.L* = (aA*/Bp*)r we have, in terms of 
the difference variables Ap*, dJ.L*: 

( aA * ) _ . * ( T) A * 
. ril1(l* T - J.L pc, + QJ.L . (2.17) 

We, therefore, postulate that A* assumes the form 

A*=Ari(T*) +P*J.L*(P:, T*) +A:c(tlp*, IlT*). 
(2.18) 

. The integration constant Ari(T*) is an undetermined 
function of temperature. From the antisymmetry of 
dJ.L * and the relations (2.12) and (2.17), it follows that 
the scaled part A:c is symmetric in Il.p* and, therefore, 
has the form 

(2.19) 

The new scaling function a(x) for the free energy is 
related to the original scaling function h(x) for the 
equation of state by 

f3h(x) =-xa' (x) + (3(0+ 1 )a(x), (2.20) 

where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to x. 
Because of the analytic properties of h(x), a(x) is also 

analytic in the· range - Xo < x < 00. The general solution 
of the differential equation (2.20) is 

x I X II-a LX· a(x)=- - a(xd-f3xlxI 1 - a dylyla- 3h(y), 
Xl Xl ~l 

, (2.21) 

with a=2.- f3(8+ 1) and Xl a value of x in the range 
o < x < 00. The first term on the right hand side is 
manifestly non analytic at x = O. Since a (x) has to be 
analytic, the nonanalyticity of the first term on the right 
hand side in (2.21) has to be cancelled by the value 
of the lower limit of the integral. That is, once h (x) is 
known, a(x) is uniquely determined through analyticity. 
In those cases where h (x) is of a sufficiently simple 
functional form for the integral in (2.20) to be evaluated 
p".<pHcitly (aF. in thp. Linear Model version of the para
metric equation of state, to be discussed subsequently), 
a{x) has a unique, explicit functional form. The function 
a (x) can be expanded in powers of x everywhere in the 
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rall~',4' .-;\ I) < :r <. DC. Specifically, we have, for small x 

a(x) = i a"x 1i
, (2.22) 

11=0 

where the coefficients an are related t() the coefficients 
hll in the expression (2.15) by 

an 2 -~ a -- n' (2.23) 

Using this expansion (2.22), Griffiths [Gll obtains for 
values of x within the radius of convergence I x 1= Xo of 
the power series expansion (2.15) of h( y) 

a(x) 

- ,8xlxll-a Ldyjyj a-3![h(y) - h1y - ho]. (2.24) 

On the other hand, the general solution (2.21) may be 
written as 

a(x) =Cx2- a + f3x2 - a f: dyya-Sh(y) , (2.25) 

for all x > O. The constant C is defined as 

In the region of oyerlap, the general solution (2.25) has 
to equal the solution (2.24). Therefore, we find 2 for the 
constant C 

(2.26) 

In summary, the equations (2.24) and (2.25), together 
with the expression (2.26) for the constant C, allow us 
to calculate the scaling function a(x) for the free energy 
from the scaling function h (x) for the equation of state. 

2.5. Scaled Expressions for the Thermodynamic Functions 
in Terms of h(x) and a(x) 

Chemical Potential 

One-phase tJ.(-t"';;;;... tJ.p* I tJ.p"" I S-lh(x) (2.27a} 

Two-phase /lJ.L* = 0 (2.27b) 

Compressibility 

(2.28) 

1C0J1trar)' to equation (28) in ref. [GI}.this f:'xples~i\ln foJ' C cont"jn" tilt: Iru~ h{y). ""I II" 
seric~ e"lllUlsion around y= O. 
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Helmholtz Free Energy 

One-phase 
A*=A~ (T*) + p*J.L*(P: ,T*)+ Iil.p* Ili+l a (X) (2.29a) 

Two-phase 
A*=A~ (T*) + p* p,* (p~,T*) + xg-2a(- xo} \AT* \2-0 

Pressure 

One-phase 
P*=-At(T*) +Ap*IAp*lli-1h(x) 

+ \Ap*\&+l{h(x) -a(x)} 

Two-phase (vapor pressure) 
P~ap=-.4t(T*) -x~-2a(-xo) /AT*/2-0 

Entropy 

Onc-phal!'>c 

+ \Ap*\O-o)(fla ' (x) I 

Two-phase -S* =A~I (1'*) + p*p..*' (P:, T*) 

(2.29b) 

(2.30a) 

(2.31a) 

- (2 - a)xg-2~a(- xo) IAT*ll- 0 (2.31b) 

H eat Capacity 

One-phase - C~/T* =A~" (1'*) + p*p..*" (P:, T*) 

+ IAp*\-al~a/l (x) (2.32a) 

One-phase, at phase boundary -C~/T* =Atll (T*) 

+ P */'- *" (Pc* ,'T*) +x~a"(- xo) /AT*/-a (2. 32b) 

Two-phase 

(2.32c) 

Jump across phase boundary 

A(- C~/T*)= f3x~-lh' (- xo) IAT*I-a (2.32d) 

In these expressions primes denote differentiation with 
respect to the relevan1 variable; for Ao* (T*) and 
p.. *(p~, T*) this variable is the temperature T*, for the 
functions h(x) and a(x) this variable is x. In the two
phase re~ion the density p* is to be interpreted as the 
avera{!e density of the system. 

3. Scaled Equations of State 

3.1. NBS Equation 

TIll' .'5cIlJcd expressions presented in section 2.5 are 

110\ u~eful for data correlation unless one specifies an 
explicit form [or the function h(x) or a(x). However,. 
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the choices are severely restricted by the conditions 
formulated by Griffiths as discussed in section 2.3. A 
dosed form for h (x) that fulfills most, but not all, of 
ihese conditions was proposed by Vicentini·Missoni, 
Levelt Sengers and Green [VI]. We shall refer to this 
equation as the NBS equation; it is defined as 

(
x+xo) [ (x+xo )213 ](1'-1)/ 2(3 h(x)=El -- I+E2 --

Xo Xo 

(3.1) 

This equation contains the critical parameters Pc, T c 
(through the definition of x), two critical exponents, {3, ,}" 
and three constants, Xo, El and E2. As we shall see, the 
exponents {3 and 'Y and the parameter E2 vary only 
slightly from substance to substance' and are probably 
universal as discussed in chapter 6. The constants Xo 

and E 1 on the other hand, vary considerably from sub
stance to substance. 

The coefficients of the power laws defined in section 
2.2 are related to the constants in the NBS equation by 

B=Xofl , (3.2) 

D=El (1 + E 2)(1'-0/2(3, (3.3) 

r = x'6El1 E~1-,1')/2f3, (3.4a) 

f'={3x'6E1l, (3.4b) 

rtr' = {3-1E~1-1')!2(3. (3.4c) 

No simple explicit formulae can be given for the specific 
heat coefficients A + , A I , A Ii in terms of the constants 
of the NBS equation. 

The NBS equation has two singularities, one at 
x = - Xo (coexistence curve) and the other at x = 00 

(critical isochore). The. function is analytic in the range 
- Xo < x < 00. However, the expansion for large values 
of x has, in addition to the terms x1', X1'-2(3 as required 
by (2.16), also spurious terms, the leading one being 
proportional to x'Y- l • As a consequence, only the first 
and the second density derivatives of the chemical 
potential at x= 00 e~ist. This may, however, be sufficient 
for most practical purposes. 

From the NBS equation one can readily calculate the 
compressibility as a function of Ap* and AT* using 

(2.28). However, the equation has the disadvantage that 
the corresponding free energy function a(x) cannot be 
derived in dosed form, but must be obtained by numeri
cal integration. Techniques for doing this have been 
discussed by Vicentini-Missoni et ai. [LS, VI] and by 
Schmidt [S3]. 

3.2. Linear Model Parametric Equation 

We have seen that the requirement of ana]yticity of 
thermodynamic behavior in the one· phase region except 

at the critical point, led to a number of conditions on 
the function h (x). These conditions cannot be met 
readily by a single expression in closed form. Further· 
more, even if one were able to find a closed form ex
pression for the function h (x), it still could probably 
not be integrated analytically to yield a' closed form 
expression for the function a (x) . Finally, the fact that 
both x and h (x) become infinite on the critical isochore 
leads to complications in the presentation of data. 

The problem:5 with analyticity can be overcome rigor

ously by using parametric scaled equations introduced 
by Schofield [Sl] and Josephson [J1]. This formulation 
entails a transformation from the physical variables, 
Ap* and AT*, into two parametric variables, rand O. 
The variable r is meant in some sense, to describe a 
"distance from the critical point" and the variable 0 
a "location on a contour of constant r.·· The idea of 
this approach is to incorporate all anomalies repre
sented by the power laws in the r-dependence, while 
keeping the O-dependence strictly analytic. In this 
way, nonanalyticities are confined to r= 0, the critical 
point, and no irregularities will appear anywhere else 
in the one-phase region. 

The manner in which the thermodynamic variables 
. are expressed in terms of rand () is not unique' (FI]. 
The constraints that the power laws and the scaling 
laws are preserved are met by the following choice 

AT* = rT( 0) , (3.Sa) 

Ap* = rf3M «(}), (3.Sb) 

AiJ, * = rf3f> H ( ()) . (3.Sc) 

On constructing the ratios AiJ,*/(Ap*)IAp*If>-l and 
x = A T* I I Ap* Il/f3, one sees immediately that both ratios 
depend on () alone. so that the scaling law (2.12) is im
plied by the parametric representation (3.5). 

Choices compatible with the observed lowest-order 
symmetry are those for which M (0) and H (0) are anti
symmetric functions and T(O) is a symmetric function 
of lJ. The parameter () can be chosen to s pan the range 
- 1 to + I, such that it equals zero on the critical 
isochore and ± I on the coexistence boundary, as indi
cated schematically in figure 4. For the functions 
T( lJ), M (0) and H (0), the simplest choices compatible 
with these requirements are 

T( lJ) = 1-b2(}2, (3.6a) 

M(O) = k(}, (3.6b) 

H (0) = a«(})O(l- 02 ), a(O) symmetric in 0, 

where k and b (b > 1) are adjustable constants. In this 
representation 0 assumes the value ± lib on the critical 
isotherm. 
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6T 

8=0 

e = -lib 

8= -I 

8= +l/b 

COEXISTENCE 
BOUNDARY 

8=+1 

6P 

FIGURE 4. Schematic representation of the variable (J in the para
metric equation of state. 

In this formulation a (0) is still an unknown function 
of O. When a(O) a is assumed to be a con~tant inde
pendent of 0, then (3.6) represehts the Linear Model 
parametric equations introduced by Schofield [S 1]. The 
name refers to the linear dependence of the function 
M (0) on O. If a is taken to be a constant, then the 
linearity of M(O) is a consequence that can be investi
gated experimentally [H3]. However, in order to verify 
the validity of the Linear Model with the methods of 
statistical analysis, we have found it more convenient 
to start from the linear equation (3.6b) for M (0) and to 
check whether the experimental values of a (0) are 
indeed independent of O. 

The constant b2 is constrained by thermodynamic 

stability to a value in the range [H4] 

(3.7) 

The constant k is related to the constant Xo, introduced 
earlier in (2.10), by 

(3.8) 

In addition to the critiC{l1 parameters pc arid Tc, the 
Linear Model has thus two adjustable exponents, /3, 
0, and three adjustable constants, b2, k and a, which is 
the same number of adjustable parameters as in the 
NBS ~quation. Again there are indications that one of 
thcse adjustable com~tants is redundant. Schofield, 

Litster and Ho have, therefore, suggested that b2 not be 
considered independent, hut that it may be calculated 
from [S2] 

b2 = 0-3 
SLH ( 8 - 1 ) (l - 2/3) 

(3.9) 

We shall refer to the Linear Model subject to condition 
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(3.9) as the restricted Linear Model. While some authors 
automatically include equation (3.9) in the definition of 
the Linear Model, we leave b2 as as independent adjust
able parameter, subject only to the constraint imposed 
by (3.8). As the data analyses to be discussed reveal. 
the value of b2 from equation (3.9) is actually the best 
choice in most cases. 

The coefficients of the power laws defined in section 
2.2 are related to the constants in the Linear Model 
equations by 

(3.10) 

(3.11 ) 

f=k/a, (3.12a) 

f' = (b 2 -1)"Y-l {l- b2 (1-2/3) }k/2a, (3.12b) 

f/f' = 2(b 2 -lP-"Y{I- b2 (1- 2f3) }-1, (3.12c) 

A+=- (2~a) (1-0:)0:/0, (3.13a) 

A/,=- 0:{3 (b2 -1 )o{l--- b2 (1- 2{3) }-3 r {(1- 0:) 

.[1- b2 (1- 2(3)] --- 2f3b2(l- 2(3)} {(8+ 1)/0 

+ (8 - I) /2 + (I) - 3) /4 } :..... 2f3 {I - b2 (1 - 2(3) } 

.{ (0-1)/2+2(0-3)/4}], (3.13b) 

Alll=~ (2-0:) (1-0:)0:(/0+ /2+ /4) (b2 -I)o-2. 
(3.13c) 

In (3.13) we have introduced the symbols /0, /2, /4 
defined a~ [H4] 

ak{0-3-b2a(8-1)} 
2b4 (l - 0:) 0: ( 8 + 1) , 

/2 =+ ak{f3 (1)- 3) --- b2
0: (1- 2(3)} 

2b2 (1- 0:)0: ' 

/4=- ak(l2~2f3). 

(3.14a) 

(3.14b) 

(3.14c ) 

We note that, in contrast to the NBS equation, the coeffi
cients A + , A~ ,A ~ of the specific heat anomalies can all 

be expressed explicitly in closed form. 

3.3. Thermodynamic Properties in Terms of the Linear 
Model 

In calculating thermodynamic functions from the 
equation of state, it is necessary to perform an inte
gration of t he equation of state that often cannot be 

performed in closed form. It is here that a major advan
tage of the Linear Model is apparent. The simplicity of 
the function M(B) permits integration in closed form 
so that the free energy and other thermodynamic 
properties can be obtained in closed parametric form. 

] n t his section we present a summary of all relevant 
thc~rmodynamic functions in terms of the Linear Model. 
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With some minor differences we use the notation of 
Hohenberg and Barmatz who first presented a list of 
these formulas lH41. 

Variables 

IIp* = ri3k8 (3.15) 

Chemical Potential 

One-phase (3.16a) 

Two-phase /lp .. *=O (3.16h) 

Compressibility 

Helmholtz Free Energy 

One-phase A* =A~(T*) + P*fL*(P~, 1'*) 

(3.18a) 

Two-phase A*=A~(T*) +P*JL*(p~, 1'*) 

(3.1Bh) 

One-phase 

(3. 19a) 

Two-phase (vapor pressure) 

(3.19b) 

Entropy 

One-phase -S*=At'{T*)+ p*~*'(p:, T*) 

(3.20a) 

Two-phase -S*=Ar(T*)+p*f..t*'(P:, T*) 

Heat Capacity 

One-phase -C:/T*=At"(T*)+ p*t.J..*" (pt, T*) 

(3.21a) 

(3.21b) 

where 

a1 = (1- a){ 1-b282(l- 2J3)} - 2{3b 202 (1- 2{3) 

a2 = (0 + 1 }/o + (8 - 1 )f2()2 + (8 - 3) J4 ()4 (3.22) 

a3 = 2~(J2{1- b2(J2(1- 2/3) }{(8 -1)f2 + 2 (0 - 3 )f4 (F} 

while the quantities /0, /2, /4 are defined by (3.14). 

4. Method of Statistical Analysis 

4. J. Introduction 

The purpose of the statistical data analysis presented 
in this paper is to answer the following two questions: 
(I) do the proposed scaled equations of state represent 
thp p"'penment::\' ,lAta to within their- nmdom €'rrOT, and 

(2) how do the random experimental errors affect the 
accuracy of the parameters determined in the fit? The 
techniques of linear least squares can only he used to 
answer these questions under very restrictive condi
tions. Thus, only the dependent variable is supposed to 
be subject to error, and the functional form has to he 
linear in the parameters that are to be determined. The 
cases we study here violate both conditions and. there 
are, therefore, no rigorous statistical tools available 
for our purpose. 

Statistical techniques for fitting the NBS equation to 
experjmenta] equation of state data were developed 
earlier IVI). For the purpose of this paper it was also 
necessary to develop a statistical method for fitting the 
Linear ModAl to thp. AxpArimAntHf rtHtB. Thl", tRsk is not 

trivial; the model is not only nonlinear in several of the 
adjustable parameters, but also transformations have 
to be made from the physical to the parametric variables. 

The approach we have taken is, to apply the methods 
of linear least-squares statistics under the assumption 
that the function can be linearized in the parameters in 
at least a small range of parameter values near the 
optimum set. We will fIrst summarize some results of 
linear least-squares statistics that we have· used, and 
then proceed to show how these results can be adapted 
to the more genera} nonlinear problems encountered in 
our work. In describing the method of statistical analysis 
we shaU follow Natrella and Scheffe in using a matrix 
formulation wherever ?Iactical ~ L6 ~ N 1, S41. 

4.2. Linear least-Squares Analysis 

The general problem of linear least-squares is to fit 
a set of n observations Yi , subject to random error, to a 
linear combination of a set of k functions Xl, ... X,. 
of the independent variables which are free of error and 
whose values are indicated by Xli, ... , X,..i (i=l ... 
n). It is convenient to consider the observable Y as an 
n-dimensional column vector denoted by Y. The set of 
function values Xli, ... , Xki (i= 1 ... n) can then 
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be represented by a matrix X of n rows and k columns. 
The expectation value E (Y) of Y is assumed to be a 
vector of the form 

E (Y)=Xp. (4.1) 

Here P is a k-dimensional column vector representing 
the k adjustable parameters multiplying the functions' 
Xl . .. Xk • 

The Vdlidut.:e:s dud t.:UVdl-iClUt;e:s uf the uU::;eI-vClule }T 

are conveniently described by 

Vary=(T~, (4.2) 

where B is the n X n variance-covariance matrix of the 
experimental data. 

If the independent variables are free of error, then the 
fundamental theorem of least squares says that un
biased, most probably estimates for the parameters fj 
are obtained by minImizing the sum-of-squares SS, given 
by 

SS (Y-XP)TB-l(Y_XfJ) , (4.3) 

with respect to the ~,.s. The superscript T denotea a 

transpose. The optimized set P is calculated from the 
so-called normal equations 

XT B-IXP = XT B-1 Y. (4.4) 

The variance-covariance matrix of the coefficients fj is 
the inverse of the matrix of normal equations. We have 

(4.5) 

The variance (T~, if not known a priori from repeated 
measurements, can be estimated from the observed 
deviations from the fitted function, Y - Xp, as 

(4.6) 

In the case that the experimental data are un cor
related, the matrix B in equation (4.2) is diagonal, and 
we have, for each experimental point Y i , 

(T~t= (T~B ii· (4.7) 

The inverse of the n X n diagonal matrix with elements 
B ii is another n X n diagonal matrix called the weight 
matrix. If we call its elements Wi, then the expression 
(4.6) for the variance of the fit, (T~, goes over into the 
more familiar form 

1 
(72 = -- "" w S? 

Y n-k"'-' t l' 
(4.0) 

with Si= Y i - (Xfj)-i= Yi,exp- Yi,calc' The absolute 
value of (T~ will depend on the values chosen for the 
elements of the matrix B, through (4.2) or (4.7). Thus, 
if the diagonal elements of B are chosen to be equal to 
Bii= (T~i' or those of the weight matrix to Wii= l/(T~i' 
then we have assigned absolute weights. The value of 
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(T~ may be estimated according to (4.6) or (4.8). The 
variance (T~, when absolute weights are given, is called 
the reduced variance X2; it is generally estimated from 
(4.6). If this estimate is based on a large number of 
experimental points, X2 will be quite close to unity. In 
fact, ;>(2 is distributed as chi-square, and~ if the number of 

degrees of freedom is appreciable, as is true in most of 
our applications, X2 will exceed the value unity by 0.1 
or more by chance in no more than 30 percent of the 
cases [BI, NIJ. 

Thus, if in a particular fit using absolute weights a 
value of the reduced variance is obtained that greatly 
exceeds unity, closer scrutiny of the procedures may 
reveal one or more of the following problems. 

(1) The experimental variances (T~i have been under-
I estimated so that weights have been assigned that are 
too large. In most cases, the information needed for 
independent determination of the (T~il' namely repeated 
'measurements at each point, is simply not available and 
the variances (T~j have to be estimated using our insight 
into the experimental method used, or information about 
it provided by the experimenter. Thus, an inordinately 
large (or, for that matter, small) value of X2 may reveal 

that our understanding of the experirr.ental accuracy 
is incomplete. 

(2) The model function used is wrong .. The functional 
form used may be incorrect, or one or more fixed param
eters have been assigned wrong values. In either case, 
the experimental function values will depart from the 
calculated ones in a systematic way, while at .least 
some of the deviations will grossly exceed the estimated 
standard deviation (TYr If the functional form has been 
chosen incorrectly. the model function has to he 
rejected. If, however, only some parameters have been 
chosen incorrectly, the .possibility exists of improving 
the fit and decreasing the value of X2 by modifying the 
parameters in the fit. In fact, minimization of X2 by 
stepwise variation of parameters in the fitting function 
is a technique we have extensively used in this paper. 

(3) One or more experimental points are in error. In 
order to determine whether this is the case, the indi
vidual deviations between experimental and predicted 
values are inspected. Here the assignment of absolute 
weights is a very useful tool. Each deviation is compared 
with the estimated standard deviation at the same point, 
(TYi= (I!Wi) 1/2. For the numbers of data points handled 
hele, deviatioJ)::; lalgel than tIuee Lime:; Lhe :;LClutlanl 

deviation are unlikely to occur by chance, and points at 
which such deviations occur have to be rejected unless 
factors listed under 0) or (2) are present. 

Summarizing, our procedure will be to make an 
absolute weight assignment on the basis of our insight 
into the experimental procedure, and then to minimize 
X2 hy variation of adjustable parameters in the model 
functioll. The adequacy of the model function and the 
absellce of erroneous data can be tested using the prop
erti(~s of the reduced variance X2 and the distribution 
of individual errors (Ty. 
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4.3. Nonlinear Least-Squares Analysis 

The data analysis in the present paper will fall almost 
invariably outside the reach of linear least-squares 
fitting procedures. The reasons are one or more of the 
following. 

(1) The model functions used are nonlinear in one or 
more of the parameters. 
, (2) Independent as well as dependent variables are 

subject to error. 
The methods of linear least-squares, as sketched in 

the previous section, will, however. still be anDroxi·. 
mately valid if the functional form used can be ex-' 
panded to linear order for parameter values near the 
'optimum ones. This assumption is basic to the work 
that follows. 

In matrix formulation we have, instead of the linear 
relation 1£ (f ) = X tJ, the more general form 

E (Y) = Y(X, P). (4.9) 

Expanding thp. fnndional form Y(X. /3) in the vicinity 
of the parameter set flo, we obtain 

(4.10) 

Here Y,e is the n X k matrix of derivatives a Yi/a{3j , 
i = 1 ... n, j= I ... k. Note that the relation 
(4.10) is linear in the parameter adjustments p- po, 
the derivatives Yj3 replacing the fl1nr.tion~ X in (4_1)_ 

In the linear case, we minimized the weighted sum of 
squares of the differences Y - E (Y) with respect to 
p; now, we minimize Y - E(Y) - Y(X, PO) with respect 
to the (3's. Note that Y - Y(X, PO) are the experimental 
residuals ~yo= rexp- rcalc, calculated with respect to 
the parameter set po. Consequently, we have reduced 
the nonlinear problem of fitting Y to Y (X, fl) to a linear 
least-squares problem, namely that of fitting the "zero
order" residuals~Yo to the derivatives Y,e. In practice, 
these derivatives are obtained analytically or nu
merically from the function Y (X, PO) at the parameter 
values po. 

The calculation of the adjustments {J- po proceeds 
Vi:u'alld Lv lb~ calc.;ulaljuJl~ uf the P's sketched in the 
previous section. In particular, the variances and co
variances of the parameter adjustments P - po, and, 
therefore those of the P's themselves, are calculated 
from the equivalent of (4.5): 

Var (13- PO) = Var p= (l1B-IY{3)-l<T~. (4.11) 

The procedure we haye generally followed in this paper 
is to calculate the "best" parameter set (30 from a com
bined stepwise variation/least-squares fit to the data, in 
which some parameters were kept fixed in those cases 
where they were well-known. After the value of X2 could 
no longer be lowered by further parameter changes con· 
sidered reasonable in the physical context, the lineariza
tion procedure 'was used for the sole,purpose of obtaining 
the variance-covariance matrix (4.11) for all parameters 
involved. This way, the errors and correlations of all 

parameters including those occurring nonlinearly could 
b.e estimated. 

4.4 Nonlinear Least-Squares and Propagation of Error 

Having outlined the procedures for statistical treat
ment of parameters occurring nonlinearly, we now turn 
to the second obstacle to usage of linear least-squares, 

namely, the fact that independent as well as dependent 
variables are subject to error. Thus, we want to make 
adjustments not only in the dependent, but also in the 
independent variables. A sum of squares has to be 
minimized while weighted so as to reflect not only the 
accuracy of the different variables, but also the "steep. 
ness" of the functional dependence on each of these 
variables. A slight generalization of the linearization 
procedure outlined in the previous section will be 
'1er.p.~~Rry_ 

Since all variables are subject to error, there is no 
point in distinguishing between dependent and inde
pendent variables. So we lump all variables together 
and denote the collection by Z, an m-dimensional vector 
of observables. 

Then the functional relationship between the ex
pectation values of the Z's which includes the adjustable 
parameters {31 ... 13k, can be written as a set of 
condition equations 

!,dE(Zd 

FlI {E(Zd 

{3d=O, 
( 4.12) 

~d=O. 

Thus. the n. condition equations F {Z, P) = 0 replace the 
n linear equations E(Y)-XP=O, given in (4.1). While 
in the linear problem the sum IwdYi -E(Yi)}2 was 
'minimized with respect to the (3's with E(Y) - XP= 0, 
,we will now want to minimize IwdZi-E(Zi)}2 with 
respect to the (3's, while fulfilling the conditions (4.12). 
To this end, we again linearize the equations (4.12), by 
expanding around a set of parameter values po and a set 
of Z values for which we take the experimentally 
mca::mred sct. 

We then obtain 

FO=n{Z -E(Z)} + Ff3(pj- (3;). (4.13) 

Here FO=F{Z, PO} and Fz is the mXn matrix of 
derivatives a Fj/aZi , i=l ... m, j=l ... n, and 
Ff3 is the n x k matrix of derivatives -i:JFjliJfjl~ 

j= 1 ... n, l= I ... k. We can write (4.13) more 
compactly as 

(4.14) 
where 

(4.15) 

Now suppose we minimize the weighted sum of squares 
S5: 

(4.16) 
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with respect to .& p. Here the n X n matrix L is defined 
by 

L = FiFz. 

Using (4.14), it is easily seen that 

(FO - F aafJ)T L -1 (FO - F ~ap) 

= [n~Z]T[F!Fz]-l[n~Z] 

= (aZ)T(aZ). 

(4.17) 

(4.18) 

Thu:; the :5um of 15quale:; of po_ FI36./J, wt:i~hlt:d by 

the matrix L, equals the unweighted sum of squares of 
the adjustments az. Therefore, by solving the linear 
least-squares problem (4.16) we achieve a minimiza
tion of the sum of squares of the l1Z. 

By analogy with (4.3) and (4.4), the solution of minimi
zation of (4.16) is 

(4.19) 
while 

(4.20) 

Then, the adjustments of the experimental Z values 
follow from 

(4.21) 

So far, the az have been treated as being of equal 
weight. The extension to correlated data of unequal 
variance is entirely straightforward. The variance of Z 
is now given by 

Var Z=u!A, (4.22) 

where A is an m X m matrix. The L matrix in (4.17) is 
generalized to 

L' = FlAFz. (4.23) 

The adjustments of the f3's are calculated from 

F~L'-1Fl$a{J- F~L'-IFo. (4.24) 

Comparing (4.24) with (4.4) we see that the new matrix 
L'-1 plays the role of the former weight matrix B-1. 

The variance-covariance matrix of the adjustments 
ap is given by 

(4.25) 

while the adjustments of the Z follow from 

U=AFzL'-l (FO- F B~{J). (4.26) 

The results (4.22) through (4.26) are sufficiently gen
eral to be applicable to a variety of nonlinear least
squares problems. One such problem, of particular 

interest to us here, is that of the case in which all 
variables are subject to error. For simplicity, we will 
assume that the dependent variable Y, an n-dimensional 
vector, can be explicitly expressed as a function of 
independent variables Xl, X 2, such that 

(4.27) 
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We will assume that the errors in dependent and 
independent variables are un correlated but of unequal 
variance. Thus 

Var Z=uiA, (4.28) 

where A is an m X m diagonal matrix. The first n 
elements A ~f), i = 1 . . • n, refer to the variances of the 

Yi, the next n elements A~:), i = 1 ... n, to the vari

ances of the first independent variable X 1, etc. The 
condition equations (4.12) are now replaced by (4.27) 
expressing the expectation values of the n-dimensional 
vector Y as a function of the expectation values of the 
independent' variables Xl, X2 , and the adjustable 
parameters p. Therefore, the matrix of derivatives, 
F z, now consists of a vertical stack of n X n square 
diagonal matrices: the first one;involving the derivatives 
aF/aYl to aF/aYn , being a unit matrix, the second one 
having diagonal elements aF/aXli , i= 1 ... n, etc. It 
follows that the matrix L' in (4.23) is diagonal, of size 
n X n, with elements of the form 

L;{=A~?)+ An> (aYi/ax li ) 2 + A~7) (aYi/axZi )2 + 
(4.29) 

(Strictly speaking, (4.29) is oversimplified, since instead 
of Y and X, their expectation val1:les should have been 
used.) 

Thus the fact that all variables are subject to error 
is, in this linear approximation, accounted for by 
modifying the absolute weight of the individual points 
Yi(Xli , X2i ... ) to a new weight Wi such that 

Wi} =AW)+A\p(aYdaXu )2 + All)(aYdaX2i)2 + 

(4.30) 

The use of these modified weights is the equivalent of 
the procedure of "propagation of error". 

In the present work, propagation of error has been 
used extensively. However, for the sake of completion 

we mention that the calculation of tlJj, the variance
covariance matrix and of ~Yand tlX proceeds straight
forwardly according to (4.24), (4.25) and (4.26). It may 
be pointed out that the adjustments are partitioned 
between the independent and dependent variables in the 
following way 

ayj = 

(4.31) 
ilX1j = 
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4.5. Fitting the linear Model 

The Linear Model, as formulated in section 3.2, con
tains seven parameters, namely, Pc, Tc, {3, S, a, b2 and k 
or Xo. The values of these parameters are determined 
by the following procedures. First, the critical density 
Pc is determined either as the point of antisymmetry of 
the~J,L-isotherms or from the diameter of the coexis
tence curve [L 7, V}]; it is verified whether both proce· 
dures yield the same value for pc within the precision of 
the analysis. The coefficient Xo and the exponent {3 are 
determined from power law fits to coexistence curve 
data in accordance with [L7J. 

(4.32) 

starting with a best estimate for T c' The parameters T c, 

S, b2 and a are then determined from an analysis of 
experimental ~p. * data as a function of density and 
temperature. It is checked whether the optimum value 
obtained for Te is consistent with the value used in (4.32). 
The critical pressure Pc appears only as a normalization 
factor in the calculation of t!J,L * and is, therefore, not 
important in the analysis; it is simply taken as the experi
mpntal prpssurp corresponding to the density and tem
perature attributed to the critical point. 

The problem is thus reduced to that of finding the 
optimum values of T c , a, b2 and a from the experimental 
~p.* as a function of density and temperature, as
suming that Pc, {3 and Xo are known. We proceed as 
follows. For a given choice of Te , D and b2 we construct, 
for each T, p pair, the quantity 

aT* }- b2 (}2 
x= 

lap* IIII' k I/I'18I I/ I" 
(4.33) 

with k determined through equation (3.8). Equation 
(4.33) is solved by standard numerical methods to yield 
a value of the parameter () fOT each experimental 
(~T*, ~p*) point. As a next step the quantity a( (}) is 
calculated as 

Hence, each experimental value of ~JL* as a function 
off:t.p* and f:t.T* is converted into an "experimental" 
value of a «(}) as a function of (). For the Linear Model 
to be Y£llid, a (0) must be independent of 0 to within the 

precision of the experiments. The weighted average 
a of the experimental a (8) values is determined to
gether with the reduced variance X2. The procedure is 
then repeated for other choices of Te , D and b2, until 
a minimum value of X2 is returned from the fit. 

An absolute weight assignment to the experimental 
a «(}) is obtained as follows. First, an estimate is made of 
the experimental error in chemical potential, density 
and temperature. Let UT*, U p * and U IJ* be" the esti-

mated standard deviations of the reduced temperature 

T*, the reduced density p*, and the reduced chemical 
potential JL *, respectively. Using the law of propagation 
of errors (4.30)! we write 

( 
oa )2 + -- <T~*" 

op. * r*,p* 
(4.35) 

Because of the intervening transformation to parametric 
variables, the calculation of the variance of a is a little 
complicated. We first calculate the variance of fJ 
using (4.33) and the experimental errors ur* and Up * 
and then calculate the variance in a (fJ) due to the direct 
error in t:.p * and AfL * and the propagated errors in 0 

"from t!p* and f:t.T*. We thus obtain 

(4.36) 

with 

To each experimental value aj= a«(}j) we thus assign 
the weight Wai= l/u~i with U~i given by (4.36). The 
variance S2 of the average of a( (}), ii, over all N data 
points is 

-2] N a N-}' (4.37) 

(4.38) 

Assuming that the experimental errors have been prop
erly estimated, the Linear Model provides a valid 
representation of the data, if Xl"! is of order unity as dis
cussed in section 4.2. 

4.6. Error Estimation for the Parameters in the Linear 
" Model 

Suppose that a minimum is found on the X2 surface 
after stepwise variation of Te , S~ b2 , keeping Pe, {3 and 
Xo fixed. The location of the minimum determines all 
parameters in the Linear Model, namely a in addition 
to the six just mentioned. The question now arises as to 
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wh~~t kjnl~ of vrlri;~hility wOlllrl hlWf> f>'Xi~tf>rl in these 
:-;('\,('11 paralll(~ters, had they a11 been varied simulta
neously. The results of section 4.3 will be used to answer 
this question. As was shown in (4.10), the functional form 
for the quantity a, given by (4.34) in combination with 
(4.33), should ·be expanded in the vicinity of the "best" 
parameter set. The matrix Y.B of derivatives of the 
functional form with respect to all derivatives, occurring 
in (4.10), is then used to form the matrix of normal 
equations, the inverse of which, cf. (4.11), forms the 
variance-covariance matrix of the parameters. 

For the Linear Model,. the matrix of derivatives Y 13 

can be calculated analytically. Again, the transformation 
to parametric variables presents some complications, 
but these are not insurmountable. Thus, as a first step, 
the derivatives of e with respect to the adjustable 
parameters Tc, Pc, Xo, b are calculated from (4.33). 
Then, the derivatives of a with respect to all parameters 

are calculated from (4.34) realizing that there is, in addi· 
tion to the direct dependence on Pc, Xo, b2 , {3, also an 
implicit dependence on these parameters through e. 
The resulting derivatives of a with respect to the six 
adjustable parameters Tc, Pc, {3, Xu, 0, b2 are presented 
in the Appendix and can be evaluated in a straight
furward marJJlt:l. 

Since. a is an adjustable parameter itself, the matrix 
Y{3 contains a column of unity, in addition to the deriva
tives of a with respect to the six other parameters. One 
problem was encountered in constructing the matrix 
Y". It turned out that the derivative (aa/ab)" is constant 
for the choice b2 = b~LH' defined in (3.9). As a conse
quence, two columns of the matrix Y" are proportional 
to each other. Ifb2 is close to b~LH' the adjustments of 
a and b will be nearly dependent. Thus, the adjustments 
of a and b cannot be separated in the cases we have 
studied. The practical course we have taken is, to ascribe 
the contribution arising from the unit column in Y.B to 
errors in b2 and to quote as error in a the experimental 
standard deviations defined by (4.37). 

In the fits to the Linear ModeL we have performed the 
error calculation as outlined above, and we present for 
each gas, jn addition to the standard deviation of each 
individual parameter, the variance-covariance matrix 
of the six parameters with diagonal elements normalized 
to unity. 

4;7. Fitting the NBS Equation 

The NRS f>f}mltlon 

(4.39) 

was fitted to experimental ~J1. * (bp*, b T*) data by the 
same procedure used earlier in reference [VI]. The 
parameters Pc, Xo and f3 are again determined from an 
analysis of coexistence curve date and from symmetry 
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conditions and have {he same values as used in fitting 
the Linear Model. Then for a given choice of Tc and ')I, 

an experimental quantity G(x) is constructed as 

[
IAJL*I ( Xo )~2.B/(-Y-l) 

[G(x)]exp= IAp*lo. x+xo ~ , (4.40) 

with x=AT*/IAp*ll/.B. 
According to the NBS equation (4.39), the quantity 

G (x) is a linear function of the experimental variable 
{ (x + xo) / (xo}2.B 

(4.41) 

Thus, a weighted linear least-square fit of equation 
(4.41) to the experimental values of G(x) yields, for 
each choice of <') (or y) and Te, an intercept E,I3/h-O 

and slope E2E~.BI(-y-1), from which values of EI and E2 

are extracted; in addition a value is obtained for the 
reduced variance )(2 of each fit. The parameters a and 
Tc are then varied in fine steps, until a minimum value 
is obtained for X2. 

The absolute weight assignment to the experimental 
values of G (x) is obtained by calculating the variance 
of G(x) from the estimated standard deviations O"r' 
O"p* and 0"11* using the law of propagation of errors (4.30): 

( 
aG )2 ( aG )2 ( iJG)2 O"~= -:-; O"~ + --* 0"2* + --* O"!*, 

, aT P*.I1* op T*,p.* p oj1.· r,p* 
(4.42) 

which, using (4.33), reduces to 

( 
2{3 )2 [( O"T*)2 ( X )2 0"2.=G2(X) -- -- --

(, ')1-1 AT* x + Xo 

( O"p*)2{ X}2 (0"11*)2] 
+ Ap* 0- (3(x+xo) + AJL* . (4.43) 

The absolute weight assigned to each experimental G 
value is the inverse of O"~, given by (4.43). 

For the NBS equation we did not conduct a detailed 
error analysis of all parameters, as was done for the 
Linear Model. First, the necessary derivatives were 
hard to obtain analyticaUy. ~econdly, in view of the fact 
that it is integrable and that it satisfies all the conditions 
of ana]ytidty, the Linear Model seems the more funda
mental approach. Since the NBS equation and the 

Linear Model have the same number of adjustable 
parameter~ and appear to fit the dat.a equally well, we 
expect that the error estimates for the critical exponents 
in the! wo equations will be the same. 

5. Oaia Evaluation and Results of Analysis 

5.1. Introduc1ion 

The NBS equation and the Linear J\1odel were fitted 
10 clH'rnical potential data as a function of density and 
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temperature. Most of the available experimental data 
are pressure data as a function of density at selected 
temperatures. Values for the chemical potential differ
ence AJ.L were obtained by integrating P (p) data along 
isotherms 

(5.1) 

using the Gibbs-Duhem relation (aPlaJ.L)r= p. 
Tables of Ap.. as a function of density and temperature 

for Xe, He4 and CO2 were presented earlier in reference 
[VI]. We found it desirable to repeat the calculations 
for CO2 and we present a somewhat revised table of 
Ap.. values. We have also made a few corrections in the 
table of Ap.. values previously reported for He4 • For 
He3 we have used the Ap.. values tabulated by Wallace 
and Meyer [W4]. For Sleam a compUler program for 

numerical integration was written in view of the large 
amount of experimental data. However, the PV data of 
!'l.tpam arp rathpT wirtely !;paced in density which reduces 
the accuracy of·the values deduced for AJ.L. Weber's 
data [W2] for O2, being density profile data, did not 
require numerical integration. 

In order to fit the NBS equation it is necessary that 
the pressure data be converted into chemical potential 
data. In this paper we want to make anintercomparison 
between the NBS equation and the Linear Model and 
to present sets of consistent parameters so that the two 
scaled equations of states can be used interchangeably. 
Therefore, for the purpose of this paper the two scaled 
equations of state are fitted to the same set of input 
data, i.e. chemical potential data. However, as a conse
quence of its integrability, it is in principle possible to 
fit the Linear Model directly to the experimental 
pressure data. A method for doing this has been de
veloped in collaboration with Murphy [M2, M3]. 

For each gas we give a detailed discussion of the 
accuracy of the experimental data, the choice of critical 
parameters, the results of an analysis of the coexistence 
curve and optimum values for the parameters in the two 
scaled equations. For bUlh equiitiuw:i uf statt: wt: ple

sent a plot of deviations of the experimental AJ.L values 
from the fitted curve. In order to show the quality of 
the fit we consider normalized deviations (AM!xp
Ap..6alc)!a:t::.,.,,*, where U"t::.,.,," is the total estimated un
certainty in Ap..* due to the uncertainties CTT*' U" p* and 
U",.,,* in temperature, densitY. and chemical potential 

(5.2) 

Since the density is usually several orders more pre
cisely known than the small increments in pressure 
along the near-critical isotherms, the estimated error, 
u,.,,* in the chemical potential J.L* was taken to be twice 
the estimated error U"p* in the pressure. 

For the Linear Model we also present a plot of normal
ized deviations (a-ii)/U"a of the experimental aCe) 

values from the average value ii, where U"a was defined 
in (4.36); these plots show directly to what extent the 
Linear Model approximation to the parametric repre
sentation is justified. 

It turns out that the NBS equation and the Linear 
Model represent the experimental data equally well. If 
the two equations are equivalent, then one way of inter
relating the parameters in the two equations explicitly, 
is to require that both equations yield the same coe· 
fficients D and r in the power laws (2.2) and (2.3) with 
the result [eI]: 

-1- [ b{O-3)/(Y-1) ]213 

E2 - b2 -1 -1, (5.3) 

(5.4) 

These relations are approximately satisfied by. the 
parameters of the best. fits. 

The NH::S equation is a convenient equation, when one 
needs only to calculate the chemical potential or the 
compressibility as a function of density and temperature. 
Closed form expressions for the singular contributions 

to the other thermodynamic functions can only be given 
in terms of the Linear Model parameters. Use of the 
Linear Model requires that equation (4.33) be inverted 
to determine the value of the parametric variable e as 
a function of Ap* and AT*. 

. In the tables of equation of state parameters we also 
present the corresponding values of the coefficients and 
exponents of all power laws defined in section 2.2. The 
coefficients A + , A)" and A ii for the specific heat anomaly 
are given for the Linear Model only. Calculation of the 
specific heat from the NBS/equation is tedious; we made 
some checks which indicated that the NBS equation 
yields the same values for the coefficients A + ,A)" and A ii 
to within about one percent. However, these coefficients 
do vary strongly with changes in the values assumed for 
the critical exponents f3 and o. 

The equations presented in this paper yield an 

accurate description of the chemical potential and the 
compressibility. The coefficients for the specific heat 
Cv· are given for the sake of completeness and con
sistency. An analysis of experimental Cv data in terms of 
a scaled equation of state has been attempted by a few 
authors, but with limited success [B2, H5, M4J. In 
iinalYl.iug C v Uiilii uut: t:1Jl:UUJlLt:H; lht: fulluwing cumplica

tions. The exponent ex of the specific heat anomaly· is 
small, and very sensitive to small changes in the values 
of the exponents f3 and o. Since the anomaly is weak, 
the background terms A*t (T*) and p*/J. *" (Pc*' T*) 

in (3.21) playa crucial role in the analysis; these back
ground terms cannot be deduced from the equations of 
state presented here. Moreover, C r being a second 
derivative, one cannot exclude the possibility that ex
tended scaling terms need to be included if one wants 
to describe the C 1..' data in the density and temperature 

J. Phys. Chern. Ref. Data, Vol. S, No.1, 1976 
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range under consideration [C2]. A systematic analysis 
of the C v data in terms of scaled equations of state 
requires, therefore, further research which is outside 
the scope of this paper. 

In all tables in this paper the thermodynamic variables 
are expressed in SI-units. That is, the pressure is ex
pressed in MPa (megapascals), the density in kg/m 3 

and the temperature in kelvins or degrees C. However, 
in the· discussion we occasionally also refer to pressure 
in terms of bars (= 0.1 MPa), atmospheres (= 0.101325 
MPa) or Torrs (= 0.101325/760 MPa). 

5.2. Xenon 

5.2.0. Data Sources for Xenon 

The critical constants and vapor pressure of xenon 
were first measured by Patterson, Cripps and Whytlaw
Gray in 1912 [PI]. An accurate determination of the 
entire vapor pressure curve was made by Michels and 
Wassenaar in Amsterdam in 1950 [M5]. Within their 
combined errors the Amsterdam values agreed with 
the old data. An extensive set of PVT data for xenon, 
covering temperatures from 16.65 °C to 100°C and 
pressures up to 400 atmospheres, were reported hy 
Beattie, Barriault and Brierley in 1951 [B3]. However, 
these data are not suitable for a scaled analysis, because 
they include only one isotherm in the critical region 
proper. 

The equation of state and coexistence curve of xenon 
in the critical region were determined in great detail, 
with high accuracy, and with full appreciation of 
gravity effects, by Schneider and coworkers . at the 
National Research Council in Canada in the 1950's 
fHl, W5]. 

In the coexistence curve experiment Weinberger 
and Schneider [W5] used glass cells, approximately 1 
cm in diameter and 10 cm long, that could be held in 
horizontal or venical position, thus enabling them to 

assess the effects of gravity. The gas densities were 
measured by weight to 0.2 percent accuracy. The 
temperature stability wa~ hetter th:m 1 mK_ However, 

the data span only a narrow temperature range and, 
therefore, in spite of the high quality of the measure
ments, they are not suitable for an accurate determina
tion of the coexistence curve parameters Band f3. 

The equation of state work, conducted by Habgood 
and Schneider on xenon [HI], is a prime example of 
careful and accurate critical region experimentation. A 

horizontal glass vessel of 1 cm Ld. was connected to a 
filling system that included a weighing bomb, and to a 
pressure measuring system in a mercury U tube placed 
inside the thermostat. The gas height was thus limited 
to a maximum of 16 mm, noxious volumes were avoided 
completely and the pressure was measured at a well
dt:lt::Imiut:d It:vd ut:al Lltt: l:t:ULt:l uf LIlt:: LUIllL. Tht: 

temperature was controlled to ± 1 mK, the density was 
again measured to ± 0.2 percent by a weighing tech
nique. while the pressure was measured with a re
producibility better than ± 0.001 atm. Two sets of data 
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were obtained, one for the P - T relation along a number 
of isochores, the other forthe P-V relation along a set 
of isotherms. The existence of some small discrepancies 
between the two data sets was noticed earlier, the iso
choric data appearing to be more consistent and more 
precise [VI]. The isochoric data form the basis for the 
analysis presented here. 

New coexistence curve data were recently reported 
by Cornfeld and Carr [C3], who revived the method of 
twin cells first used by Young in 1891 [YI]. The data 
cover a range of 80 degrees below Te and are of good 
quality. However, there are no data points closer than 
1.8 °C from Te , a limitation which is inherent in Young's 
method. 

Two sources of density versus height profiles for 
xenon in the immediate vicinity of the critical point 
have recently become available. The first source is the 
work of Wilcox, Estler and Hocken [EI], in which the 
refractive index gradient was studied by a laser beam 
interference technique. The vicinity of the critical 
point, IAT*I < 10-4, was mapped out in this experiment 
and the coexistence curve was studied over the range 
10-5 < jAT* j < 5 X 10-2• The second source is an experi· 
ment reported by Thoen and Garland, who combined 
sound velocity and sound absorption measurements 
with a determination of the dielectric constant as a 
function of height [TI]. We shall compare the results 
of both profile experiments with the results of our 
analysis of Schneider's PVT data in section 5.2,£. 

In addition to this equation of state work, direct 
measurements of the specific heat Cv of xenon have 
also been reported. The data were obtained by Edwards, 
Lipa and Buckingham [E2] at the critical density as a 
function of temperature. The measurements were con
ducted with an adiabatic calorimeter in a "ramping" 
mode, the rate of temperature increase at constant heat 
input being inversely proportional to Cv• Thc height of 

the cell was 1 cm and gravity effects are expected to 
be important for reduced temperatures smaller than 
2 X 10-4 (i.e. IT- Tel < 0.006 °C). From the data range 
not affected by gravity, Buckingham and coworkers 
deduced a value 1/8 for the exponent a. 

S.2.b. The Coexistence Curve 01 Xenon 

The coexistence curve measurements of Weinberger 
and Schneider [WS] span a range of temperatures from 
15 °e to the critical temperature 16.59 °e. The data 
obtained with the vertical bomb are affected by gravity 
in almost the entire experimental temperature range. 
Hohenberg and Barmatz [H4] have shown that the 
experimentally observed relationship between the tem
perature of meniscus disappearance and the filling 
density in the field of gravity can be described on the 
LH:;i:; uf !lit:: LiUt:HI Mudd willi f3 ..... 0.351. For lhe UHlH 

obtained· with the horizontal bomb, gravity effects are 
expected to become appreciable at temperatures within 
0.3 °C of the critical temperature. The gravity effects 
to he expected in these data were recently calculated 
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by one of us using the NBS equation and they are 
presented in table 1 [L2]. 

TABLE 1. Expected gravity effect on the co~xistence curve of xenon 
in horizontal bomb, 1.2 cm high (p=average filling density; p=true 
interface density) 

Tc-T,OC I(p,-p)/pc I Tc-T,oC I(p- p)/Pc I 

0'()(}1 0.0397 . 0.095 0.0033 
0'()(}6 0.0257 0.254 0.0011 
0.020 0.0138 0.496 0.0005 
0.045 0.0073 

It would have been possible to fit the data to the power 
law (2.1) after applying the gravity corrections. However, 
the wisdom of such a procedure is questionable. Since 
a stirrer was used in the experiment, we do not know 
whether the full profile was actually developed as 
pointed out by Hohenberg and Barmatz [H4]. In deter
mining the coexistence curve parameters we have, there
fore, only considered the 8 data points available below 

16.476 °C. Using absolute weights as described in 
reference [L 7], we find 13 = 0.358 ± 0.002 for a choice of 
Tc=289.744 K and 13=-O~350±0.002 for a choice of 
Tc=289.736 K, the higher value of Tc corresponding to 
the lowest standard deviation of the power law fit. 
However, in this experiment T c was directly observed 
to be (289.740 ± 0.001) K; the corresponding value of 
f3 is 0.354 ± 0.002. Since gravity effects flatten the 
coexistence curve, the true value of f3 may be slightly 
higher. For the noble gases argon and krypton Pings and 
coworkers recently found ·f3~0.357 [G2, W6]. 

In table 2 we present a list of values recently reported 
for the exponent f3 of xenon. 

The coexistence curve data of Cornfeld and Carr 
[C3] span a large range in temperature. Since they do 
not include measurements within 1 °C of the critical 
temperature, gravity corrections do not need to be 
considered. The data yield a value f3 = 0.362 ± 0.005 

which is rather insensitive to the choice of Tc and the 
temperature range of the fit: However, on the basis of 
data taken previously with another method, Carr and 
coworkers have suggested that f3 would become smaller 
for temperature ranges closer to the critical temperature 
[S5]. 

From the interferometric experiments performed by 
Wilcox, Estler and Hocken [E1] the exponent f3 was 
obtained in two distinctly different ways. On the one 
hand, the coexistence curve was determined in the range 
10-5 < I a1'* I < 5 X 10- 2 and it was found that the ex
ponent f3 decreased when the range of the power law 
fit was shrunk. While f3 was somewhat larger than 0.35 
when the data were fitte~ in the range 10-3 < I aT* I < 5 
X 10-2, the value of that exponent appeared to become 
as low as 0.337 in the range 10-~< laT*1 < 10-3• On 
the other hand, a scaled fit to all profile data in the even 
narrower temperature range -10- 4 < IlT* < + 10-4 re
turned the value 13 = 0.357, compatible with the "large 
range" values deduced from the coexistence curve 

data. 
Thoen and Garland [TI] report 13 = 0.357 ± 0.002 for 

data in the range IIlT* I < 10-2, 

We conclude that the true value of the exponent f3 
for a substance as extensively and carefully studied as 
xenon is still not entirely clear. A satisfactory resolution 
of these discrepancies may depend on our insight into 
the nature of the order parameter and the corrections 
to scaling. 

For the purpose of analyzing the PVT data of 
Schneider and coworkers we have used the value 
f3=0.350 which in hindsight, may be somewhat low. 
With this choice for f3 the data of Weinberger and 
Schneider yield the value 0.186 for the coefficient Xo. 

5.2.c. The Equation of State Data and Critical Parameters for Xenon. 

The values of the critical parameters for xenon are 
rather well established. A survey of the values reported 

TABLE 2. Values reported for the critical E;xponent f3 of xenon 

Experimenters Ref. Data analyzed by Ref. Method of Range of AT* Value of f3 
analysts 

- .. -
Cornfeld and Carr., ..... ,""' .. , ... ,·. {C3] J. M. H. Levelt [L3] power law ........ 0.1 > I~T*I > 0.005 0.362 ±0.004 

Sengers. power law ........ 0.06 > IAT*I > 0.005 ·0.362 ±0.OO5 

Wilcox, EstIer, Hocken .......... [El] same authors ................ [El] power law ........ 0.001 > I~T* I > 0.00001 0.337 ±0.003 
power law ........ 0.05> IAT*I > 0.00001 0.344 ±0.OO3 
power law ........ 0.05 > 'I~'f* I > O.OO} 0.353 ±O.OOI 
power law ........ 0.05 > '1~r*'1 > 0.01 0.357 ±0.OO1 
compressibility -'0.0001 < AT* < O.OOul 0.3520 ± 0.0006 

model. I 

Wilcox's scaled -0.0001 < AT* < O.OOO} 0.3583 ± 0.0002 
equation. 

Thoen and Garland ............... {TI] same authors ................ [T}] power law ........ -0.01 < ~T* < 0.001 0.357 ±0.OO2 

Weinberger and Schneider ..... [W5] present authors ............. ............ power law ........ 0.06 > I~T* I > 0.004 0.354 ±0.002 
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TABLE 3. Critical parameters rep0:r:.te_d ~~ _xe~~n 

Authors Te, K 

Patterson et al ............................. . 
Weinberger, Schneider ................... ' 
Whiteway, Mason ......................... . 
Habgood, Schneider ...................... . 
Cornfeld, Carr ............................. . 
Thoen, Garland ............................ . 
Buckingham et al ........................ .. 

289.75 
289.740 ± 0.001 
289.74 ± 0.01 
289.740 ±0.003 
289.74 
289.793 
289.694± 0.002 
289.73 

TABLE 4. Reduced equation of state data for xenon 

T,K Ap* a 104. Ap,* a, b 
X+Xo a,c 

Xo 

289.940 -0.1347 -8.26±0.35 2.140 
289.940 -0.1319 -7.43±0.35 2.210 
289.940 -0.0916 -3.74±0.35 4.434 
289.940 -0.0499 -0.94±0.35 2.046 X 10 
289.940 +0.0301 +0.53±0.35 8.351 X 10 
289.940 +0.0614 + 1.48±O.35 1.175 X 10 
289.940 + 0.1456 +9.51 ±0.35 1.912 

290.140 -0.1347 -13.04 ±O.35 3.281 
290.140 -0.1319 -11.79±O.35 3:420 
290.140 -0.0916 -6.07±O.35 7.869 
290.140 -0.0499 -1.87 ±0.35 3.993 X 10 
290.140 +0.0301 + 1.45 ±0.35 1.660 X 102 

290.140 +0.0614 +3.56±0.35 2.249 X 10 
290.140 +0.1456 + 15.46 ± 0.36 2.824 

290.340 -0.1347 -17.70±0.36 4.421 
290.340 -0.1319 -16.1O±0.36 4.630 
290.340 -0.0916 -8.S7±0.35 1.130 X 10 
290.340 -0.0499 -2.68±0.35 5.939 X 10 
290.340 +0.0614 +5.80±0.35 3.324 X 10 
290.340 +0.1456 + 20.S9±0.36 3.736 

290.740 -0.1319 - 26.83 ± 0.36 7.051 
290.740 -0.0916 -15.77 ± 0.36 1.817 X 10 
290.740 -0.0499 -7.07±0.35 9.831 X 10 
290,740 0.0307 - :::;.66.± 0.3:::; 2.024 X 10' 
290.740 -0.0251 -3.52±0.35 6.957 X 102 

290.740 -0.0095 1.41 ±0.35 1.117 X 104 

290.740 +0.0614 +9.49±0.35 5.473 X 10 
290.710 +0.1156 + 31.19 ± 0.36 5.561 

291.140 -0.1319 - 37.69 ± 0~37 9.471 
291.140 -0.0916 -23.05±O.36 2.504 X 10 
291.140 -0.0499 10.80±0.36 1.372 X ]02 

291.140 -0.0387 -8.24±0.36 2.830 X 102 

291.140 -0.0279 -5.37±0.36 7.190 X 102 

291.140 -0.0251 -5.28±0.36 9.735 X 102 

291.140 -0.0095 -2.1B±O.36 1.564 X 104 

291.140 +0.0614 +14.12±0.36 7.622 X 10 
291.140 +0.1456 +43.12 ±0.37 7.:185 

291.540 -0.1319 -48.55±0.37 1.189 X 10 
291.540 -0.0916 - 29.60:1.. 0.37 3.191 X 10 

291.540 -0.0499 -14.44 ± 0.36 1.762 X 102 

291.540 -0.0387 -11.48±0.36 3.635 X 102 

291.540 -0.0095 -2.73±0.36 2.011 X 104 

291.540 -t 0.0301 I 8.99±0.36 7.436 X 10· 

291.540 +0.0614 + 19.28±O.36 9.771XIO 

a Pc= 1110 kg/rn 3• 

b P,,/pp=O.05192 atm' m3/kg=O.OO5261 MPa . rna/kg. 
c Tc=289.740 K, /3= 0.350, xo=0.186. 
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Pc, atm " Pc, kg/m 3 Ref 

58.22 1155 [PI] 
1105 [W5] 
1110 [W7] 

57.636±0.005 1099 [HI] 
1113 [e3] 

[Tl] 
(from fit to C,.) [E21 

(from max. relax. time) 

for the critical parameters in the literature is presented 
in table 3. By direct observation Weinberger and 
Schneider [W5] found Tc= (289.740±0.OOl) K; this 
value was confirmed by Habgood and Schneider [HI] 
to within ± 0.003 K. Therefore, in fitting the xenon data 
the critical temperature was not treated as an adjustable 
parameter, but fixed at the value T c=289.740 K. 

Using the law of rectilinear diameter Weinberger and 
Schneider deduced for the critical density Pc = ll05 
kg/m 3• Habgood and Schneider feel that a slightly 
higher value of Pc would be consistent with their data. 
Whiteway and Mason [W7] have reported Pc= 1110 
kg/m 3 , while Cornfeld and Carr have obtained Pc = 
1113 kg/m 3• We have found that a value pc=1110kg/m 3 

gives good antisymmetry of the supercritical chemical 
potential isotherms. 

The critical pressure follows from the data of Habgood 
and Schneider, once the value of Tc is chosen: P c= 
57.636 atm = 5.8400MPa at Tc=289.740 K. 

The PVT data of Habgood and Schneider [HI] along 
isochores were combined to form isotherms and then 
converted into chemical potential data by numerical 
integration as discussed in section 5.1. The reduced 

chemical potential data AIL * are tabulated in table 4 as 
a function of temperature T and density Ap*. For the 
convenience of the user we have also listed the values of 
(x+ xo)/xo for the individual data points. The value 
used for reducing the chemical potential data is I-Lc= 
Pc/Pc=0.05192 atm m3/kg. 

5.2.d. Analysis of the Xenon Data in Terms of the NBS Equation 

The fit of the NBS equation to the xenon data was 
carried out by fixing Pc=1110 kg/m3 , xo=0.186 and 
f3 0.350, varying 8 and Tc over a two-dimensional grid 
and adjusting E1 and E2 at each point on the grid by 
the method of least squares as described in section 4.7. 
.For the absolute weight aSSignment the experimental 
errors were estimated as 

crT'" 0.34 X 10-5 (0.001 °C), 

crp * 2x 10-4, crp,*=0.35 X 10-4 • (5.5) 

At each point on the grid we calculated the value of 

the reduced variance X2 ; part of the X2 surface is shown 
in table 5. The fit is insensitive to the choices of 0 and 
Te. At Tc= 289.740 K the best fit corresponds to 0=4.53, 
but X2 is almost independent of Tc and increases only 
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TABLE 5. The values of X2 as a function of 6 and Tc for Xe. 
NBS equation with /3=0.35, xo=O.I86 

6=4.47 4.50 4.53 I 4.56 

Tc= 289.739 K 2.27 2.08 1.99 1.99 
289.740 K 2.25 2.08 1.99 2.01 
289.741 K 2.25 2.08 1.99 2.01 

slowly with variations in 6. The reason for this behavior 
is likely to be found in the very narrow temperature 
range spanned by the data, so that the parameters are 
ill-determined even though the quality of the data is 
excellent. 

We have also made some fits using the parameters 
xo=0.1743 and ,8=0.362 deduced from Cornfeld and 
Carr's coexistence curve data. This choice led to a 
slightly improved fit, with minimum X:l values near 1.H4. 

S.2.e. Analysis of the Xenon Data in Terms of the linear Model 

The fit of the Linear Model to the xenon data was 
carried out by again fixing Pc, Xo and,B, varying 8, Tc and 
b2 on a three-dimensional grid and calculating the 
average value Ii of a(9) at each point on the grid as 

described in section 4.5. The assignment of absolute 
errors was again based on the estimated errors in aT* , 
ap* and aJ.L * given in (5.5). The quality of the fit was 
insensitive to the choice of Tc and b2

• We, therefore, 
preferred the experimental value 289.740 K for Tc and 
made the choice b2 = b~LH' defined in (3.9) for the 
restricted Linear Model. For this choice of b2

, we show 
part of the X2 surface in table 6. The minimum value of X2 
is obtained for 6 = 4.46, slightly lower than the optimum 
value 6=4.53 for the NBS equation. However, in view 
of the shallowness of the X2 surface, this difference is 
not significant. 

For the Linear Model fit we calculated the variance
covariance matrix for simultaneous variation of all 
parameters, as described in section 4.6. This matrix 
is shown in table 7 with the diagonal elements nor
rn~li7.ed to unity. We also display the variance

covariance matrix when all parameters except Tc are 
considered variable. 

5.2.f. Critical Region Parameters for Xenon 

The parameters for the best restricted Linear Mode! 
fit to the xenon data with Tc=289.740 K and 6=4.46 are 
presented in table 8. We also list the corresponding 
values of the coefficients and exponents of the power 
laws defined in section 2.2. 

TABLE 6. The values of X2 as a function of 6 for Xe. Linear Model with 

/3=0.35, xo=O.l86, b2=b~LH' Tc=289.740 K. 

6 X2 6 )(2 

4.40 1.56 4.46 1.46 
4.42 1.51 4.48 1.46 
4.44 1.48 4.50 1.49 

TABLE 7. Correlation malrix of parameters. Linear Model til for 

xenon 

Tc Pc Xo 13 6 b 

Tc 1 
Pc -0.005 1 
Xo -0.44 +0.34 1 
f3 +0.53 -0.30 -U.99 1 

6 -0.71 +0.27 +0.94 -0.97 1 
b +0.02 +0.34 +0.87 -0.82 +0.66 1 

Pc Xo /3 6 b 

Pc 1 
Xo +0.37 1 
f3 -0.36 -0.998 1 
6 +0.37 +0.99 -0.99 1 

i b 
i 

+0.34 +0.98 -0.99 +0.96 1 
I 

The errors quoted tor pc, Xo, ,8, 6 and b2 are those 
corresponding to one standard deviation in the five
parameter linearized error calculation· with Tc kept 
constant. The error quoted for a is the standard devia
tion of the mean of a(8) as obtained in the Linear Model 
fit. 

As explained in sections 3.2 and 4.6, in our analyeis 

the test of the validity of the Linear Model apprOXInla· 
tion of the parametric equation of state is formulated as 

TABLE 8. Critical region parameters for Xe from data of Schneideret aJ. for the best restricted 

Linear Model and for the equivaJent and the optimum .NtiS equatIOn 

Linear Model Equivalent NBS Optimum NBS 
equation equation 

Pc 5.8400 MPa Pc 5.8400 MPa P" 5.8400 MPa 
Pc (l1l0±0.3) kg/rna Pc 1110 kg/m3 Pc ] llO kg/m3 

T" 289.740 K Tc 289.740 K T" 289.740 K 
Xo 0.186±0.1O Xo 0.186 Xo 0.186 
f3 O.350±0.04 f3 0.350 f3 0.350 
() .4.46±O.3 0 4.46 8 4.53 
a 17.682±0.S EJ 2.4798 EJ 2.7276 
b~LH 1.4066 ± 0.04 E2 0.32184 E2 0.35069 
X 1.21 X 1.53 X 1.41 
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TABLE 8. Critical region parameters for Xe from data of Schneider et al. for the best restricted 

Linear Model and for the equivalent and the optimum NBS equation-Continued 

Linear Model Equivalent NBS Optimum NBS 

a 0.089 a 

'Y 1.211 'Y 
B 1.802 B 
D 2.721 D 
r 0.07436 r 
r' 0.01777 r' 
r/r' 4.18 rtr' 
A+ 2.11 
AI 0.0727 
Au 3.94 

i 

the test of whether the individual experimental values of 
the quantity aCe) are constant to within their experi
mental accuracy. For this purpose we present in figure 5 
a plot of the normalized deviations of a( e) from the aver
age value ii, with (Ta defined in (4.36), as a function of 
(x + xo)/xo. Iu VJ Ut::l tv ::o;how the accUlacy to which the 

Linear Model describes the original experimental AJ.L * 
data, we present in figure 6 a plot of the normalized 
deviations (AJ.f!xp - A/J..:o.IJ /a Ilu * with (T Ilu * defined 
in (5.2). 

In table 8 we also present the parameters for the 
equivalent NBS equation, that is the NBS equation with 
the same value 0 = 4.46 as in the Linear Model fit, as 
well as for the optimum NBS equation with 0 = 4.53. A 
plot of the normalized deviations (AI-!-:xp - AJ.L~alc) j(T IlJ.l.* 

for the optimum NBS equation is presented in figure 7. 

5.2.g. Comparison with Results of Other Authors 

As mentioned in section 5.2.a. two other sets of thermo
dynamic measurements for xenon are available from 
which critical region parameters have been derived. One 
set consists of the laser interferometry measurements of 
density profiles obtained by Estler, Wilcox and Hocken. 
The data were obtained in the narrow temperature band 
-10-4 < AT < 10- 4 around critical, approaching Tc as 
close as 10- 7• The data and their analysis can be found 
in Estlcr's Ph.D. thcsis [El]. 
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FIGURE 7. Plot of normalized deviations (aH-:xp-:- ap.~alc)I<TCl.fL· as a 

function of (x + xo) / Xo for xenon, when the data are 
represented by the optimum NBS Equation. 

Estler et a1. did not analyze their data in terms of 
the scaled equations used in this paper, but instead 
analyzed the data in terms of a more general scaled 
parametric equation proposed by Wilcox [W8] and also 
in terms of a "compressibility mode)" scaled parametric 
equation proposed by Ho and Litster [H6]. The values 
thus obtained by Estler et a1. for the coefficients and 
exponents in the various power laws are listed in table 
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9. Of the two scaled equations used by Estler et aI., the 
compressibility model has the same number of adjusta
ble parameters, namely five, as the restricted Linear 
Model used in our analysis. With the exception of the 
~alue of the coefficient D for the critical isotherm, the 
critical region parameters determined by Estler et a1. 
from their density profiles are in good agreement with 
the values deduced by us from the PVT data of 
Schneider et a1. Although the value of D is extremely 
sensitive to the choice of 0, the 0 values preferred by 
Estler do. not differ enough from our choice to warrant 
the large difference in D and the deduction of its value 
from the density profile data should be reconsidered. 

TABLE 9. Critical region power law parameters for Xe reported by 
other authors 

EstIer et al. a EstIer et al.b 

I 
Thoen and GarlandC 

[Ell [Ell [TIl 

a 0.054 ± 0.001 0.093 ± 0.002 0.079 

f3 0.3583 ± 0.0002 0.352U ± 0.0000 U.3!J" 

'Y 1.2296 ± 0.0005 1.203 ± 0.002 1.207 

8 '4.432 ±0.001 4.418 ±O.002 4.38 

B 1.823 1.687 1.843 
D 1.83/ 1.767 2.852 

r 0.0663 0.0922 0.0676 

r' 0.0182 0.0222 0.0168 

rtf' 3.654 4.145 4.030 

a Analysis in terms of Wilcox's parametric equation. 
b Analysis in terms of compressibility model parametric equation. 
C Analysis in terms of restricted Linear Model. 

The second set of thermodynamic data for the critical 
region of xenon is that of Thoen and Garland who meas
ured density versus height profiles simultaneously from 
the velocity and adsorption of sound [TIl. The coexis
tence curve was measured to yield values for Band f3. 
Compressibility data on the critical isochore reported by 
Smith, Giglio and Benedek [S6] were used to fix the 
value of the coefficient r in the power law for the 
compressibility. The other parameters in the restricted 
Linear Model were then varied to fit the zero-frequency 

speed of sound. The values thus obtained for the 
coefficients and the exponents in the power laws are 
presented in the last column of table 9. The Linear 
Model parameters obtained by Thoen and Garland are in 
quite close agreement with our choice. 

The values reported in the literature for the exponent 
f3 of the coexistence curve were discussed in section 
5.2.b. A survey of the values reported for the exponent '}' 
of xenon is presented in table 10. The original high value, 
1.26, assigned by Vicentini-Missoni et a1. must be 
attributed to a choice of Tc at a value lower than ob
served experimentally. Al1 other values recently reported 
appear to be in reasonable agreement and a value near 
1.21 seems to emerge as highly probable. 

S.2.h. Discussion 

Xenun il5 the firl5t gal5 for which highly accurate 

density profile data can be compared with good PVT 
data. Such a comparison is of crucial importance. 
Good agreement between the two sets of data would 
imply that the asymptotic range of the validity of the 
scaling laws in fluids is, large, so that valid conclusions 
regarding the asymptotic behavior of the equation 
of state near the critical point can be drawn from an 
analysis of PVT data taken in the fairly large range of 
25 percent in ap Of and several percent in tJ.T *. This 
statement can also be reversed. Accurate data, such as 
the density profile data, obtained in the limited range 
I aT * I < 10-4 could then be used to predict the equa
tion of state in a range covering several percent in 
aT*. Until recently, it was much harder to obtain these 
density profile data than to obtain conventional equa
tion of state data. The main limitation was not the 
accuracy of the method (refractive index or capacitance 
measurement) but the failure to meet the extreme 
demands of temperature control. This situation, how
ever, has been reversed since highly stable thermostats 
were developed by Wilcox and coworkers [Ell. With 
temperature stability of the order of 10 JLK, the measure
ment of a complete isotherm by laser interference tech-

TABLE IO. Values reported for the critical exponent 'Y of xenon 

ExpcrimcntcT:! nd. Datel. tUJaly;t;l::u Ly Rd. Ml::lhuu uf iilliily!Si!S Range of tlT+ Value of 'Y 

Habgood and Schneider ......... [Hl) Vicentini·Missoni [Vl) NBS equation ...... 0.0006 < ~T< 0.006 1.26 ±0.06 
et al. 

Habgoou and Schneider ......... fH1] present authors ............ ........... Linear Model ...... 0.0006 < ~T< 0.006 1.21 ±O.03 

Smith, Giglio, Benedek .......... [56] Smith, Giglio, [56] power law ........... 0.0001 < ~T<0.03 1.21 ±O.03 
Benedek 

Wilcox, Estler, Hocken .......... .1 [Ell Wilcox, Estler, [El] power law ........... 0.0001 < AT<O.l 1.260 ±0.002 
Hocken 

power law ........... 0.00001 < AT < 0.001 1.232 ±O.O06 
compressibility -0.0001 < AT< 0.0001 1.2296 ± 0.0005 

model 
, Wilcox's scaled -0.0001 < AT< 0.0001 1.203 ±0.002 

equation 
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niques takes no more than a day of almost fully auto
matic data generation. 

Regarding the agreement of the optical and PVT 
data, however, the situation is not quite as hopeful 
as table 9 suggests. For one thing, those exponents 
~, that arc obtained by direct count of thc number of 

fringes disappearing at the interface [El, B8], have 
a tendency to vary with the range and to become quite 
low, about 0.33, in the range /)"1'~: < 10-4 • Moreover, 
recent determinations of density profiles in a number 
of fluids [H7J do not confirm the Stoneybrook result 
but lead to lower values for {3. In contrast, preempting 
the results of our analysis of the density profile data 
of oxygen (table 32), the exponents obtained for this 
gas in the gravity-affected region /)"T* < 10-4 agree 
very well with the results we have obtained for other 
fluids in larger ranges around critical, which suggests 
that the range of validity of the asymptotic laws is large. 

Since the agreement of the results of profile studies 
and those of PVT data has not been proven beyond alI 
reasonable doubt, the question about the range of 
validity of the scaling laws in fluids must be considered 
unresolved. 

5.3. Helium 4 

5.3.0. Introductory Comments 

The discovery of helium in 1868 occurred at about 
the same time that Andrews discovered the existence 
of a gas-liquid critical point in carbon dioxide. Shortly 
thereafter van der Waals formulated his equation of 
state and the law of corresponding states. Although a 
respectable number of "permanent" gases had been 
liquified before the turn of the century, helium was not 
among those. The question whether helium would have 
a critical point as well, caused lively debate and much 
speculation. An experimental attempt to answer this 
qucstion had to wait until the invention of the Dewar 

vessel in 1892. Then, physicists at the University of 
Leiden started moving deliberately towards the lique
faction of helium. From the behavior of the isotherms 
at low temperatures, determined in the first years of 
this century, Kamerlingh Onnes estimated a critical 
temperature of 5 K or 6 K on the basis of corresponding 
states [K4J. Moreover, his determination of the .1oule
Thomson inversion temperature led him to the conclu
sion that liquefaction of helium would be feasible by a 
louIe-Thomson process us~ng hydrogen at reduced 
pressures as a cooling agent. The liquefaction of helium 
was achieved by Kamerlingh Onnes in 1908 and rough 
estimates of the critical temperature and density were 
obtained [K5 J. 

The first accurate determination of the critical 
parameters was reported in 1911, namely Tc 5.25 K 
and Pc= 1718 Torr [K6]. At the same time supercon
ductivity was discovered and the research at Leiden 
began to take a distinctly new direction. As a result, 
the liquefaction of helium and the early determination 
of its critical parameters marked not only a high point in 
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the 40-year-old research on the equation of state of gases, 
but also the onset of a decline of interest in such stud
ies. Kamerlingh Onnes' critical parameters of helium 
were enshrined in Keesom's classical book on the sub
ject [K7]. They were incorporated in the 1958 helium 
vapor pressurc scalc which still forms thc basis for 

thermometry at low temperatures. Only in the late 
fifties did a renewed interest in critical phenomena lead 
to new experimental studies of the critical region of 
helium. Since then, a wealth of material has been 
gathered which forms the basis for the correlation 
presented here. 

In the course of this century many attempts have been 
made to correlate the properties of helium, a survey of 
which falls outside the scope of this article. The most 
recent correlation was conducted by McCarty for this 
journal [1\16] and we refer to his article for general 
references to the literature. It was McCarty's goal to 
fit data for a number of thermodynamic properties of 
heljum over a large range of temperatures and densWes. 
Due to the nature of the equations used by him, McCarty 
had to exclude the critical region from his correlation. 
Thn~ the pre~pnf seC'tlon on the critiC'Rl region proper

ties of helium may be considered a complement to 
McCarty's correlation. 

S.3.b. On the Temperature Scale in the Critical Region of He4 

The critical region of He4 presents a unique experi
mental complication, since the international1y accepted 
temperature scale [B4, V3] in this region is based on the 
vapor pressure-temperature relation of He4 itself. The 
use of the so-called TS8 scale has two major disadvantages 
for studying the critical region of He4 • First of all, the 
scale extends only up to the critical point and is not 
defined above Te. Secondly, the scale is based on an 
analytic representation of the vapor pressure relation, 
which, according to pre~ent-day in~ight~, mu~t fail at 

the critical point. In addition to these fundamental 
difficulties, there is evidence that the T58 scale deviates 
from the thermodynamic scale by as much as 10 mK 
near 5 K [C4]. Furthermore, the slope near Tc is too low, 
perhaps by as much as 5 percent. Finally, the scale is 
based on a vapor pressure relation that terminates at 
a pressure that is supercritical'[K2, M4J. The procedure 
adopted by most experimenters is to use a secondary 
thermometer~ usually a carbon or germanium resistor, 
which is calibrated with respect to the He4 vapor 
pressure at temperatures not too close to the critical 
temperature. An analytical representation of the resist
ance as a function of temperature is then used to 
extrapolate to the critical temperature and upwards. 
Kierstead [Kl, K2] had his germanium thermometers 
calibrated with respect to the NBS provisional scale 
based on acoustic thermometry [P2]. 

This arbitrariness in the thermometric procedures 
makes it difficult to compare experiments from different 
laboratodes. It will also contribute to the uncertainty of 
reported critical exponents; however, the effect of 
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;mooth deviations from the thermodynamic scale is 
expected to be small for the larger exponents, because 
the large changes in the anomalous property occur over 
small temperature intervals. 

5.3.c. Data Sources for He 4 

The revival of experimentation in the critical region of 

He4 in the sixties had a precursor in the highly accurate 
redetermination of the coexistence curve by Edwards 
and coworkers [E3, E4, E5].Edwards measured the 
refractive indices of the coexisting phases using a J am in 
interferometer. The cell was immersed in a bath of 
liquid helium, the vapor pressure of the bath being an 
indication of the temperature. The main experimental 
questions "in this work are, whether the vapor pressure 
of the bath did indeed indicate the temperature of the 
~ell. and whether the ahsolute fringe ~ount for 1 he liquid' 
phase had been achieved. In the initial interpretation of 
the data some difficulties were encountered which must 
be attributed to the fact that the critical temperature was 
assumed to have the value determined by Kamerlingh 
Onnes. When it was realized by Moldover and Little 
[M7] that Tc is much lower than Kamerlingh Onnes' 
value, all data of Edwards fell right into place. In the 
most recent analysis of his data Edwards [E6] reports 
Te= 5.18988 K and 13= 0.3598, in substantial agreement 
with later work. The value of the exponent 13 is quite 
close to that found for other fluids. 

The work of Moldover and Little on the specific heat 
C l' of He'!! [M7, M8] established the existence of a weak 
divergence very much like that fuund by VUIUJJd (:11u1 

coworkers for heavier gases [B5, V 4]. The specific heat 
was measured in an adiabatic calorimeter along five 
isochores including the critical. The critical temperature 
was established as (5.189±0.00l) K on the T58 scale, 
and the critical density as Pe= (69.58 ± 0.07) kg/m3 
[M4]. The actual temperature measurements were 
performed with carbon resistors, calibrated repeatedly 
with respect to the vapor pressure of helium. A careful 
assessment was made of the possible errors introduced 
hy the non:mRlytl~ity of T"s :md by the extrapolation 

above Te. 
The first set of measurements of the equation of state 

of He'!! in the critical region is that of Roach and Douglass 
[Rl, R5]. In these experiments, a capacitor was im
mersed in the cell with fluid He'!! under investigation. 
The capacitance was measured as a function of pressure 
and temperature. A germanium thermometcr was 

clamped directly to the capacitor assembly, and cali
brated along the coexistence curve of He4 before each 
run. A three-constant resistance-temperature relation 
was used for inter- and extrapolation. The· pressure 
deformation of the capacitor was obtained somewhat 
indirectly, namely, through intercomparison with 
Edwards' refractive index data on the liquid side of 
the coexistence curve. In calculating densities from the 
dielectric constant measurements the Clausius-Mosotti 
flln~tl0n (f' -l)/(F + 2) wa~ a~~llmeil til lw a linear 

function of the density p. This assumption leads to some 
questions concerning the accuracy of the value 69.0 
kg/rn3 reported for the critical density Pc; in reduced 
units, however, the reported densities should be quite 
precise. Roach reports Tc =5.1888 K and 13=0.354 from 
his own analysis of the coexistence curve. The pressure 
~as measured on a quartz Bourdon gauge with a re

producibility close to ±O.l Torr=±0.6 X 10-4 Pc, but 
the absolute accuracy of the pressure is at most 1 part 
in 104 of· the critical pressure. The effect of gravity 
introduces a problem in this expel·iment. The problem 
is not in the spacing of the capacitance plates which 
was only 0.0025 em, but is associated with the fact 
that the pressure was not measured at the level of the 
capacitance. A long vertical capillary connected the 
Bourdon gage with the top of the sample cell, which 
itself was several em high. Consequently. the measured 
pressures differ by an inestimable amount from the 
pressures at the location where the dielectric constant 
is measured. 

Roach's data, provided prior to publication, were 
first scaled by Vicentini-Missoni, Levelt Sellgers and 
Green [VI]. In this paper we present a refined analysis 
of the published data [Rl] (which differ from the pre
publication data in a few details), using both the NBS 
equation and the Linear Model. 

Roach's work was followed by new precise data 
published by Kierstead [Kl, K2]. Kierstead measured 
the values of pressure increments along isochores using 
a differential quartz Bourdon gage of low range, with 
10-3 Torr rcsolution. A reference pre55ure, known t'O 

0.1 Torr but stabilized to 10-3 Torr, was used. The 
values of (dPldTh" , so obtained, have an estimated 
precision of 0.1 percent, while the density of each iso
chore was determined to 1 part in 5000 by gas expansion 
.into known volumes. Hydrostatic heads were kept quite 
small in this experiment; the sample cell was only 1 mm 
high and the filling tube was brought out horizontally 
and was heated to temperatures far above Tc at a short 
distance from the cell. The total gas head was estimated 
to be only 0.035 Torr. TemperRtl1re~ were l11PlHmrerJ on 
two germanium thermometers calibrated on the NBS 
acoustical scale. The resolution of the temperature was 
0.3 M-K, but the long-term stability of the thermometers 
was not better t.han 0.5 mK. 

In his first paper [K2], Kierstead reported three 
isochores within 1 percent of the critical density. 
From these data he concluded thatPc = (l706.12±O.lO) 
Torr, Pe= (69.64±0.07) kg/m3 and Tc= (5.1983± 
0.0021) K on the NBS provisional scale. Calculating the 
temperature on the T'b8 scale from his observed c~ritical 
pressure, he obtained Tc= (5.18992 ± 0.00010) K. In his 
second paper [KI], Kierstead reported work on 29 
isochores within 20 percent of the critical density. This 
work did not result in a new absolute value for Te , 

because of a shift in calibration of the germanium 
thermometers. The critical density was found to be 
p,,= (69.580±O.014) kg/m3 , in good agreement with the 
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previous determination. The value of Pc, reported by 
Kierstead, is in excellent agreement with other volu
metric determinations of this quantity, namely Pc = 
(69.58 ± 0.07) kg/m3 as determined by Moldover [M4] 
and Pc= (69.76±0.20) kg/m3 as determined by E1 
Hadi and Durieux [E7]. On the other hand, the more 
indirect determinations of Pc from refractive index or 
dielectric constant measurements yield somewhat lower 
values,· namely Pc= (69.323±0.069) kg/m3 as found 
by Edwards [E6] and Pc= 69.0 kg/m3 as found by 
Roach [RIJ. We feel that Kierstead's values for this 
quantity is most reliable. 

In his second paper, Kierstead also presented an 
analysis of his data in terms of the Linear Model 
equation of state, covering a range of ± 3 percent in 
reduced temperature and ± 20 percent in reduced 
density. However, the deviation plots revealed some 
systematic deviations as a function of density indicating 
that the antisymmetry of J.L (p), as assumed in the 
Linear Model, was not satisfied to within the precision 
of the data. He then proceeded to describe his data 
within their error in terms of a more general parametric 
equation. The critical region parameters deduced from 
Kierstead's data will be further discussed in section 
5.3.h. 

5.3.d. The Coexistence Curve of He4 

A survey of the values reported in the literature for 
the critical parameters and the coexistence curve 
parameters of He4 is presented in table 11. 

We have made several attempts at analyzing Roach's 
coexistence curve data, but with less than total success·. 
Since gas and liquid densities were not measured in 
cunditiollti of coexil!)tence, it i:5 nece~~ary to represent 

the data as 

ip iJi/p,,= ip p,,+CAT*lIpt'=BIAT*If3, (5.6) 

where p = Pc - C AT* is the equation of the diameter of 
the coexistence curve [L 7]. 

Since, in calculating the densities from the observed 
dielectric constant, the Clausius-Mosotti function was 
assumed to be a linear function of p, one must allow 
for the possibility that the slope of the diameter, C, may 

be different from the slope deduced from other direct 

determinations of coexisting densities. Consequently, 
in fitting equation (5.6) to the data we needed to treat 
Pc, Tc, B, {3 and C as adjustable parameters. 

We have determined the parameters Band {3 by the 
method of least squares, while the parameters Pc, Tc and 
C were varied on a grid. The four data points closest to 
the critical point were excluded from the analysis be
cause of errors due to gravity. The inclusion of other 
points in the fit resulted in values for the critical tem
perature and density which were not sharply defined. 
This results from the scatter of the data near the critical 
point being more than one would estimate on the basis 
of the experimental accuracy, which leads to large values 
of and shallow minima for the reduced variance X2. If 
the power law fit is· restricted to data points with 
IAT*I > 0.01, then X2 exhibits a more pronounced 
dependence pn the choice for Tc and Pc' The optimum 
value for Tc is then found to lie in the range 5.188 K to 
5.189 K and for Pc in the range 68.96 kg/m 3 to 69.02 
kg/m3 • Values for the exponent {3 in the range 0.349 to 
0.359 are compatible with Roach's data, as long as Tc is 
chosen accordingly. Values for the reduced slope in the 
vicinity of p/ Pc = 0.12 implied by the measurements of 
Edwards [E4] and El Hadi [E7] are also in accord with 
the data of Roach. 

Since the value of the exponent {3 is not sharply 
defined from the data of Roach, we have decided to lean 
heavily on· Kierstead's finding that {3 = 0.355. We have, 
therefore, selected a power law fit to Roach's coexist
ence curve that yielded {3 = 0.35556, occurring at 
Tc= 5.188 K. The corresponding value of the coefficient 
B is 1:426 which implies xo=0.3687. It is with these 
choices of {3 and Xo that we have analyzed Roach's 
data in term!; of the NBS equation and the Linear 

Model. 

5.3.e. The Equation of State Data for He 4 

The chemical potential data, calculated from the PVT 
data of Roach by the procedure described in section 5.1, 
are presented in table 12. The data are the same as those 
listed in reference [Vl] except for some minOT adju~n
ments in the reduction factors. The chemical potential 
data f.L (p) exhibit antisymmetry in the range Ap* = ± 25 
percent with re~per.t to the density Pc=69.3 kg}m 3• 

Although the absolute values of Roach's densities are 

TABLE 11. Values reported for the crilical and coexistence curve parameters of He4 

Authors Pc, Torr Te,K Pc. kg/rn3 ~ B 

Kamerlingh Onnes [B4] ................... 1718 5.1994 
:,\1athias et a1. [M9] ......................... 69.3 
Roach {RIJ ................................... 1705.0 5.1888 69.0 0.354 ±O.O]O 1.47 

Edwards [E6] ................................ 1705.84 ± 0.86 5.1897 ±0.0007 
5.18988 ± 0.00008 69.323 ± 0.069 0.3598 ± 0.0060 1.417±O.024 

Moldover [M4] ............................... 5.1891 ±0.0007 69.58 ±O.O7 
El Hadi et aI. [E7]. ......................... 69.76 ±O.2 
Kierstead I [K2J. ............................ 1706.12±O.1O 5.18992 ± 0.00010 69.64 ±0.07 0.3554 ± 0.003 1.395 

Kierstead II [KIl ........................... 69.58 ±0.02 
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:in doubt because of the conversion from measured 
dielectric constants, the shift of 0.5 percent, between 
the critical density Pc = 69.0 kg/m3 from the coexistence 
curve and the value Pc=69.3 kg/m 3 from the point of 
antisymmetry of the isotherms, is a matter of internal 
consistency and, therefore, reason for worry. It is 
perhaps related to a lack of complete antisymmetry of 
the IJ-(p) isotherms noticed by Kierstead [KIJ. 

In table 12 we have listed flJL * as a function of tlp* 
and T. The experimental densities were reduced by the 
factor Pc= 69.3 kg/m 3 and the experimental chemical 
)otential values by the factor /-Lc=PclPc=24.60 Torr 
n 3/kg. 

TABLE 12. Reduced equation of state data for He4 

10· . t:.1J." Q. b 
x+xo 3

•
C 

T,K t:.p"'<> 
Xo 

5.1097 +0.3343 +27.0±1.5 0.1026 
5.1097 +0.3522 +67.5 ± 1.7 0.2250 

5.1406 -0.3586 -176.8± 1.8 0.5520 
5.1406 -0.3319 -103.1 ±1.6 0.4431 .. 
5.1406 -0.2986 -35.3±1.4 0.2500 
5.1406 +0.2973 +38.0±1.4· 0.2407 
5.1406 +0.3201 + 77.9± 1.5 0.3832 
5.1406 +0.3400 + 124.4± 1.7 0.4795 

5.1663 -0.3563 -257.8±1.9 0.7885 
5.1663 -0.3356 -188.6± 1.7 0.7499 
5.1663 -0.3004 -100.8± 1.5 0.6584 
5.1663 -0.2654 -44.2±1.4 0.5158 
5.1063 -0.2355 -15.1:::!: 1.3 0.3225 
5.1663 +0.2266 + 12.6± 1.3 0.2445 
5.1663 +0.2561 +38.2±1.3 0.4651 
5.1663 +0.2752 +61.8± 1.4 0.5628 
5.1663 +0.2965 +95.9±1.5 0.6457 

5.1795 -0.2856 -98.0±1.4 0.8403 
5.1795 -0.2519 -51.1±1.3 0.7728 
5.1795 -0.2189 -23.1:± 1.3 0.6627 
5.1795 -0.2019 -13.4±1.3 0.5764 
5.1795 +0.1856 +9.5±1.2 0.4632 
5.1795 +0.1955 + 1l.5±1.2 0.5366 
5.1795 +0.2159 + 24.1:± 1.3 0.6492 
5.1795 +0.2315 +36.6±1.3 0.7116 

5.1822 +0.1990 +17.5±1.3 0.6912 
5.1822 +0.2162 +29.1±1.3 0.7554 
5.1822 +0.2313 +41.1 ± 1.3 0.7978 

5.1835 -0.2022 -22.0±1.3 0.7656 
5.1835 -0.1805 -1l.9±1.2 0.6777 
5.1862 +0.1887 + 18.7 ± 1.2 0.8692 
5.1862 +0.2110 +32.9±1.3 0.9044 
5.1862 +0.2355 +s4.5±1.3 0.9298 

5.1869 -0.1970 -21.8±1.3 0.9193 
5.1869 -0.1753 -11.7± 1.2 0.8880 

5.1929 -0.3567 -34O.4±2.0 1.042 
5.1929 -0.3163 -=-293.8±1.6 1.059 
5.1929 -0.2794 -120.1 ± 1.4 1.083 
5.1929 -0.2392 -61.5± 1.3 1.128 
5.1929 -0.2038 -31.4± 1.3 1.202 

TABLE 12. Reduced equation of state data for He4 • - Continued 

T,K !l.p*a 104.!l.p. * a, b 

5.1929 -0.1639 - 13.4± 1.2 
5.1929 +0.1361 +8.5±1.2 
G.1929 +0.1771 ·-1 21.1 ± 1.2 
5.1929 +0.2118 +41.8±1.3 
5.1929 +0.2499 + 79.4± 1.4 
5.1929 +0.2823 + 129.9± 1.5 
5.1929 +0.3110 + 190.5 ± 1.6 
5.1929 +0.3456 +291.3±1.9 

5.2011 -0.3494 -340.7 ± 1.9 
5.2011 -0.3088 -21O.2±1.6 
5.2011 -0.2691 -124.2±1.4 
5.2011 -0.2325 -74.2±1.3 
5.2011 -0.1977 -42.0±1.3 
5.2011 -01534- -100+ 1.2 
5.2011 -0.1198 -9.8±1.2 
5.2011 +0.1286 + 11.1 ± 1.2 
5.2011 +0.1737 . + 26.4 ±1.2 
5.2011 +0.2111 +5I.4±1.3 
5.201} +0.2534 +98.2± 1.4 
5.2011 +0.2906 + 161.8± 1.5 
5.2011 +0.3299 + 263.4 ±1.8 

5.2205 -0.3019 -238.6±1.6 
5.2205 -0.2504 -129.6± 1.4 
5.2205 -0.2007 -69.0±1.3 
5.2205 -0.1405 -30.7±1.2 
5.2205 -0.0851 -14.1 ±1.2 
5.2205 +0.0801 + 13.0±1.2 
5.2205 +0.1094 +23.2±1.2 
5.2205 +0.1658 +46.9±1.2 
5.2205 +0.2144 +87.4± 1.3 
5.2205 +0.2563 + 144.7±1.4 
5.2205 +0.3009 +236.2± 1.6 

5.2637 -0.2599 -24O.2± 1.5 
5.2637 -0.1996 -133.3±1.3 
5.2637 -0.1453 -77.2±1.3 
5.2637 -0.0879 -4O.0±1.2 
5.2637 -0.0367 -15.Ci:::!: 1.2 
5.2637 +0.0154 +7.0±1.2 
5.2637 +0.0719 +32.9±1.2 
5.2637 +0.1284 +66.6±1.3 
5.2637 +0.2006 + 137.8:::!: 1.3 
5.2637 +0.2772 +283.0±1.6 

5.3142 -0.0986 -80.9±1.3 
5.3142 -0.0452 -33.6± 1.3 
5.3142 +0.0595 +49.6±1.3 
5.3142 + 0.1107 +97.2± 1.3 

a p~= 69.3 kg}m3. 

b p c/pc= 24.60 Torr' m3lkg= 0.003279 MPa' rn3/kg. 
c Tc= 5.1885 K, f3= 0.35556, Xo= 0.3687. 

X+Xo a,c 

Xo 

1.372 
1.628 
1.299 

1.181 
1.114 
1.081 
1.061 
1.046 

1.127 
1.179 
1.264 
1.399 
1.629 
??.R4 

3.575 
3.109 
1.905 
1.523 
1.313 
1.213 
1.149 

1.486 
1.822 
2.531 
5.170 
1.808 X 10 
2.128 X 10 
9.441 
3.620 
2.271 
1.770 
1.490 

2.739 
4.656 
9.923 
3.771 X 10 
4.305 X lot 

4.886 X 103 

6.565 X 10 
1.363 X 10 
4.604 

2.451 

4.545 X 10 
3.999 X 102 

1.852 X 102 

3.307 X 10 

5.3.f. Analysis of the He 4 Data in Terms of the NBS Equation 

The fit of the NBS equation to the He4 data was 
carried out by fixing Pc = 69.3 kg/m3 , Xo = 0.3687 and 
f3 = 0.35556, varying Band Tc on a grid and adjusting 
E1 and E2 at each point on the grid by the method of 
least squares as described in section 4.7. For the abso-
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lute weight assignment the experimental errors were 
estimated as 

O'T*= 0.5 X 10-4 (0.25 mK), 

IT IL*= 1.2 X 10-4 (5.7) 

At each point on the grid we calculated the value of the 
reduced variance X2; part of the X2 surface is shown in 
table 13. 

The optimum fit occurs at 8=4.36 and Tc= 5.1885 K, 
but the minimum X2 is considerably larger than unity. 
As can be seen from figure 10 to be presented in section 
5.3.h, no data points deviate by more than four standard 
deviations. Hence, the high value of X2 is probably due 
to an underestimate of the experimental error in at 
least one variable. A 10 percent increase in X2 occurs 
when Tc deviates by about 1 mK from its optimum value 
or when a deviates by about 0.04 from its optimum 
value. 

TABLE 13. The values of x2 as a function of 8 and Tc for He4 • 

NBS equation with f3 = 0.35556 and Xo = 0.3687. 

0=4.32 4.34 4.36 4.38 4.40 4.42 4.44 

Tc =5.1875 K 3.69 3.28 2.96 2.75 2.62 2.56 2.59 
5.18BO K 3.06 2.22 2.62 2.52 2.53 2.60 2.70 

5.lB85 K 2.72 2.59 2.52 2.56 2.65 2.79 3.02 
5.1890 K 2.59 2.56 2.62 2.76 2.92 

5.3.g. Analysis of the He4 Data in T~rm$ of the Linear Model 

The fit of the Linear Model to the He 4 data wa~ 
carried out by again fixing Pc, Xo and (3, varying 0, Tc 
and b2 on a grid and calculating the average value a 
of a (e) at each point of the grid, as described in section 
4.5. The absolute error assignment was again based on 
the estimated errors in AT*, Ap* and AiJ-* given in 
(5.7). The best fits were obtained for values of b2 near 
the value b~LH corresponding to the restricted Linear 
Model. The X2 surface, obtained with this particular 
choice b2 =. b;LH' is shown in table 14. 

TABLE 14. The values of X2 as a function of 0 and Tc for He4 • 

Linear Model with {3 = 0.35556, Xo = 0.3687. b2 = b2 SLH 

0=4.30 4.32 4.34 4.36 4.38' 4.40 4.42 

Tc =5.1875 K 3.22 2.98 2.83 2.76 2.76 2.85 3.00 
5.1880 K 2.77 2.61 2.53 2.54 2.62 2.77 3.00 
5.1885 K 2.53 2.44 2.44 2.52 2.67 2.90 3.20 

5.1890 K 2.49 2.43 2.55 2.70 2.93 3.23 3.60 

A minimum X2 is obtained at 8=4.34 and 5.1885 
K. A 10 percent increase in X2 corresponds to ap· 
proximately 1 mK in Tc or 0.04 in o. 'thus the optimum 
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values of 8 and Tc for the NBS equation (4.36 ± .04, 
5.1885 ± .001) and for the restricted Linear Model 
(4.34 ± .04, 5.1885 ± .001) are in agreement. 

For the Linear Model fit we calculalt~u the vi:uiam.:t:

covariance matrix for simultaneous variation of all 
adjustable parameters, as described in section 4.6. 
This matrix is shown in table 15 with the diagonal 
elements normalized to unity. 

TABLE 15. Correlation matrix of parameters. Linear Model fit for H e4 

Tc Pc Xo f3 0 b 

T(. 1 

Pc +0.11 1 

Xo -0.58 -0.15 . 1 

f3 +0.73 +0.16 -0.98 1 
8 -0.95 -0.17 +0.66 -0.79 1 
b +0.09 -0.03 +0.70 -0.55 -0.07 1 

5.3.h. Critical Region Parameters for He 4 

The parameters for the best restricted Unear ModeJ 
and the NBS equation, as deduced from the data of 
Roach [Rl], are presented in table 16. We also list the 
corresponding values of the coefficjents and exponents 
of the power laws defined in section 4.2. 

The errors quoted for Pc, fe, Xo, (3,a and 62 are those 
corresponding to one standard devjation in the six
parameter linearized enUf cakulaliuJI. Tht: enOI- quoted 

for a is the standard deviation of the mean of a( e) in 
the Linear Model fit. 

In figure 8 we show the normalized deviations of a(e) 
from the average value Ii for the Linear Model fit. 
Plots of the normalized deviations of the experimental 
chemical potential data are presented in figures 9 and 
10 for the Linear Model- and the NBS equatiun, 
res pectively. 

In table 17 we present critical region parameters for 
He4 deduced from the (aPjaT)p data of Kierstead. The 
Linear Model parameters, presented in the first column 
of table 17, are those obtained by Kierstead himself 
[Kl]. It should be remembered, however, that Kier
stead's data do not conform to the Linear Model to 
within their accuracy. The Linear Model parameters 
from Kierstead's data are in good agreement with the 
Linear Model parameters deduced by us from the data 
of Roach. The agreement confirms the absence of any 
large systematic deviations between the measurements 
of Roach and the values calculated on the basis of 
Kierstead's Linear Model parameters (K1J. Since the 
data of Kierstead exhibit less scatter t han those of 
Roach, Kierstead's Linear Model parameters should be 
u5ed prefera.bly. 

In table 17 we also present the parameters for the 
NBS equation equivalent with Kierstead's parameters 
for the Linear Model. These parameters were not de
termined by fitting Kierstead's experimental data 
directly, but were deduced from the Linear Model 
parameters using the relations (5.3) and (.1.4). 
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TABLE 16. Critical region parameters for He4 from data of Roach 

Linear Model NBS equation 

Pc 0.22726 MPa ( 1704.6 Torr) Pc 0.22726 MPa 

Pc (69.3 ±0.02) kg/m3 Pc :)9.3 kg/m:! 

Tc (5.1885 ± 0.001) K (TS8 ) Tc 5.1885 K (TS8 ) 

Xo 0.3687:!: 0.02 Xo 0.3687 
{3 0.35556±0.006 (3 0.35556 
a 4.34±0.06 C) 4.34 
a 6.413±0.1 EI 2.6522 

b~I.H 1.3888 ± 0.006 E2 0.31763 

X 1.56 X 1.61 

a 0.101 a 0.101 
y 1.188 Y 1.188 
B 1.426 B 1.426 
D 2.863 D 2.852 
r 0.1589 r 0.1560 
r' 0.03905 r' 0.04099 
f/f' 3.99 fir' 3.81 
A+ 0.524 

AI 0.0220 
.4« 1.13 

o 5.1097 I< () E.1869 K 
l! 5.1406 I< 0.1929 K 
+ 5.1663 K x 5.2011 K 

+4 
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.t'IGURE 8. Plot of normalized deviations (a-ii)/CTII as a function of 

(x + XI)) /xo for the optimum Linear Model fit to the He 4 

data. 
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TABLE 17. 

Pc 

Pc 
Tc 
Xo 

{3 

'Y 
a 

b~L1i 
X 

0: 

0 
B 
D 
r 
f' 
fir' 
A'" 
..1,-

An 

+4 

+2 

Critical region parameters for He4 from data of Kierstead 

Linear Model 

0.22746 MPa (1706.12 Torr) 

(69.58 =0.20) kg/m 3 

(5.18992:!: 0.00010) K (Tss) 
0.392 ± 0.013 
0.3554 ± 0.0028 
1.1743 ±0.0005 
6.053 ± 0.016 
1.3649 
1.5 

0.115 
4.304 
1.395 
3.019 
0.1611 
0.04089 
3.94 
0.442. 
0.0191 

1.08 

He" NBS Equation 

A • ~ ~ 
+ +. • 

+£>io:' • 
o .. 'iI! ~ ., ~¥ ,. • , 

Equivalent NBS 

Pc 

Pc 
Tc 
Xo 

(3 

'Y 
EI 
E2 

a 
/) 

B 
D 
r 
r' 
flf' 

equation 

0.22746 MPa 

69.58 kg/rn3 

5.18992 
0.392 
0.3554 
1.1743 
2.8461 
0.27156 

0.115 
4.304 
1.395 
3.019 
0.1611 
0.04158 
3.87 

o 5.1097 K 0 5.1869 K 
A 51406 K 0 5.1929 K 

+ 5.1663 K "5.2011 K 
v 5.1795 K • 5.2205 K 
.5.1822 K 
• 5.1862 K 

11' 5.2637 K 
" 5.3142 K 

::t *:1. 
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FIGURE 10. Plot of normalized deviations (£ll+!xp - £lJ..t:alc)/CT !l,.,.*as a 

function of (x+xo)/xo for He 4, when the data are 
represented by the NBS Equation. 

5.4. Helium 3 

5.4.0. Data Sources for He3 

In contrast to the study of the critical region of He 4 , 

the work on He 3 spans no more than a decade or two. 
Only by the late fifties had enough He 3 been collected 
as a fission product in reactors for its bulk propenies 
to be determined. Sydoriak, Gril1y and Hammel at Los 
Alamos [G3, S7]determined the critical parameters of 
He 3 in 1949: the year heforf' thf'Sf' pHrametp.l'~ hnd IWf'n 

predicted by De Boer and Lunbeck on the basls of 

quantum-mechanical corresponding states ID1J. The 
Los Alamos group then proceeded to explore the PVT 
surface of He 3 , first in the liquid phase [S8] and then 

along a great number of jsochores from 8upercrjt.icaJ 
temperatures down to the coexistence curve [S9, S]O, 
SIll· 
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Concurrently with the Los Alamos PVT work 
Moldover measured the specific heat C v of He3 and 
demonstrated that it was weakly divergent at the 
critical point [M8]. 

A systematic study of the equation of state in the 
critical region of He3 was undertaken by Chase and 
Zimmerman in the mid-sixties [C5]. The dielectric 
constant was determined as a function of pressure 
and temperature. The coexistence curve and a large 
number of i50tht::II1U; Wt::lt:: mt::a:;U1t::d and dJ1aly:t.t::u fUI 

the critical exponents /3, -y, and a. A full report on the 
results of these measurements was' published only 
recently. In the meantime, a large body of thermo
dynamic data for He 3 in the critical region originated 
from Meyer's group at Duke University. The equation of 
state was determined by WalJace and Meyer [WI]; 
using the same sample of He 3 , the specific heat Cr was 
subsequently measured by Brown and Meyer [B2]. 

The PVT data were obtained by measuring the 
Jidt::\;hic \;Olll!tttwt of d 5ample of He 3 a:5 a function of 

pressure and temperature in a cell with an effective 
height of less than 1.5 mm. The hydrostatic gas head 
was kept small bv bringing the fill capillary out hori
zontally and heating it well above the critical tempera
ture before it bent upwards. The pressure was measured 
on a quartz Bourdon gauge with a resolution of 4 X 10- 5 

atm. and an accuracy of 3 X 10- 4 atm. Temperatures 
were measured with a germanium resistor calibrated 
with respect to the vapor pressure of He 4 • The ther
mometer had a sensitivity of 5 JLK and a stability of 
20J..tK. 

A limited number of data points were obtained for a 
!'.amplf': of Hf':3 with 10 ppm Hf':4 impurity. The main body 
of data, to be considered in this analysis, was obtained 
for a sample with 250 ppm He 4 impurity. 

The experimental data cover a range of I Ap* I ~ 0.5 

in density and -0.1 <AT*<0.05 in temperature. Wal
lace and Meyer have also integrated the PVT data to ob
tain tables of AJL * as a function of density and tempera
ture; they have these tabulated data available on request 
[W4]. In view of the large amount of data it is not prac
tical to reproduce the tabulated values in this paper. 

Wallace and Meyer made an analysis of their equation 
of state data in terms of the NBS equation [WI]. In this 
paper we present a new analysis of the data with both 
the NBS equation and the Lineur Model. For this purpose 

we consider the chemical potential data in the range 
I dp* I ~ 0.25 and at temperatures 3.27981 K ~ T ~ 
3.36699 K. This range is comparable to the range in 
which scaling laws were found to describe the data for 
other gases. 

5.4.b. The Coexistence Curve of He3 

Wallace and Meyer report the following values for 
the coexistence curve parameters of He3 [WlJ. 
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Tc= (3.3105 ±0.OO02) K 

{3 = 0.361 ± 0.005 

Pc= (41.45±0.2) kg/m s 

(5.8) 
B= 1.31 

We have repeated the coexistence curve analysis 
principally because the value 0.361 for f3 is substantially 
higher than for other fluids. Our results can be sum
marized as follows. If all points are included in the fit, a 
minimum standard deviation of order unity occurs for 
Tc=3.3099 K and {3=O_35B3_ However, if the furthest 

point is omitted, a substantially better fit, with standard 
deviation 0.6, is obtained with Tc= 3.3103 K and 
/3 = 0.3648. We have conducted power law fits with 
several pairs of Te and f3 and found the fits to be very 
insensitive to the choice. We have ultimately settled on 
the value /3 = 0.3583 for the following reasons: the trend 
in f3 values from Xe to He 4 does not lead one to expect 
any strong increase in f3 for He 3 ; and the lower f3 of 
0.358 corresponds with a Tc value below 3.31 K for 
which there is independent evidence in the specific 
heat experiment on the same sample by Brown and 
Meyer [B2]. 

5.4.c. Critical ReQion Parameters for He3 

The fit of the NBS equation to the He3 data was 
carried out by fixing Pc=41.45 kg/m 3 , xo=0.48043 and 

0.35831, varying a and Tc on a grid and adjusting 
Eland E 2 at each point on the grid by the method of 
least squares as described in section 4.7. The fit of the 
Linear Model to the He 3 data was carried out by again 
fixing Pe, Xo and /3, varying 0, Tc and b2 on a grid and 
calculating the average value ii of a (OJ at each point of 
the grid, as described in section 4.5. For the absolute 
weight assignment the experimental errors were 

estimated as 

(J'T*= 0.9 X 10-4 (0.3 mK), (J'o* = 5 X 10-4 , 

(J" #* = 1.2 X 10-4 • (5.9) 

The Linear Model fit was quite insensitive to the choice 
of b2 which, therefore, was identified with b2 

SLH' 

Both the NBS equation and the Linear Model yielded 
values of X2 between 0.8 and 0.9 which varied only 
slowly with a and Te. Hence, these parameters are not 
well defined from the data. In table 18 we present the 
parameters for the Linear Model and the NBS equation 
that correspond to 0 = 4.26 and Te = 3.3099 K as deter
mined from the optimum restricted Linear Model tit. 
We also list the corresponding values of the coefficients 
and exponents of the power laws defined in section 4.2. 

The errors quote,d for Pn Tn Xo, fl, 8 and b2 are those 

corresponding to one standard deviation in the six
parameter linearized error calculation. The error 
estimate thus obtained for Pc is certainly too small. 
Wallace and Meyer quote an error of ± 0.02 kg/m 3 from 
their analysis of the coexistence curve. The error 
quoted for a is the standard deviation of the mean of 
a (8) in the Linear Model fit. 
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TABLE 18. Critical region parameters for He3 from data of Wallace 
and Meyer 

Linear Model NBS equation 

Pc 0.11678 MPa (859.6 Torr) Pc 0.1l678 MPa (859.6 Torr) 

Pc (41.45 ± 0.(04) . kg/rna Pc 4L45 kg/m3 

Tc (3.3099±0.003) K (T58 ) Tc 3.3099 K (TS8 ) 

Xo 0.48043 ± 0.02 Xo 0.48043 

f3 0.35831 ±0.005 f3 0.35831 
f, 4.26±O.04 6 4.26 
a 4.1559±O.1 El 2.6532 

b~LH 1.3639±0.003 E2 0.25773 

X 0.90 X 0.89 

a 0.1l5 a O.llS 

l' 1.168 l' 1.168 
B 1.300 B 1.300 
D 2.810 D 2.800 
r 0.2178 r 0.2200 

f' 0.05638 r' 0.05736 
rlf' 3.86 fir' 3.84 
A+ 0.271 
Ar 0.01 

An 0.685 

For the Linear Model fit we also calculated the 
variance-covariance matrix for simultaneous variation 
of all adjustable parameters, as described in section 4.6. 
This matrix is shown jn table 19 with the diagonal 
elements normalized to unity. 

TABLE 19. Correlation matrix of parameters. Linear Model fit for He 3 

Tc Pc Xo f3 i) b 

Tc 1 
Pc -0.06 1 
Xo -0.73 +0.05 I 

f3 +0.81 -0.05 -0.99 1 
i) -.0.93 +0.07 +0.89 -0.93 I 
b -0.24 -0.01 +0.78 -0.72 +0.41 1 

In figure 11 we show the normalized uevjatjuw:; uf 

a(8) from the average value ii for the Linear Model fit 
at a number of representative temperatures. However~ 
the deviations are not random: for tlp* < 0 the experi
mental a values are systematically higher than the 
average value and for tlp* > 0 the experimental a 
values are systematically lower than the average value. 
This behavior indicates a lack of perfect antisymmetry 
in the chemical potential data in contrast to' a claim of 
Wallace and Meyer [WI]. The lack of antisymmetry is 
more apparent in figures 12 and 13, where we have 
plotted the normalized deviations' of the chemical 
potential itself for the Linear Model and the NBS 
equation, respectively. These results do not necessarily 
Imply that the original PVT data of Wallace and Meyer 
are not consistent with our scaled equations. It is 
possible that systematic deviations were introduced by 
the numerical procedure followed by Wallace and Meyer 

in converting the pressure data into chemical potentia] 
data. We hope to resolve this issue in the future by 
fitting the Linear Model to the original PVT data 
directly, using a technique recently developed by 
Murphy and the authors [M2, M3]. 
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Wallace and Meyer deduced the following parameters 
for the NBS equation 

Te=3.3105K ~=0.361 £1=2.53 
(5.10) 

Xo=0.475 0=4.23 

There are no substantial differences between their fit 
and ours, except for the value of the critical temperature, 
Te. In our opinion, a lower value of Tc is definitely 
indicated. Our best value, Tc= (3.3099±0.003) K, 
removes the discrepancy between Wallace and Meyer's 
value, Tc= (3.3105 ± 0.0002) K, based on the equation, 
of state [WI] .and Brown and Meyer's value, Tc= 
(3.3092 ± 0.0006) K, based on specific heat data for the 
same sample of He3 [B2]. 

Chase and Zimmerman [C5] obtained Tc = (3.30930 ± 
0.005) K, which agrees with our and Brown and Meyer's 
values within combined error. The critical exponents 
reported by C4ase and Ziinmerman, f3 = 0.3653 ± 
0.005, o=4.12±0.15, and y= 1.19±0.03 do not differ 
significantly from the values we have derived from 
Wallace and Meyer's data (table 18). 

Huang and Ho have determined a set of Linear 
Model parameters forHe 3 by accepting the values re.: 
ported by Wallace and Meyer for Tc , ~ and 8 and then 
determining optimum values for a and k with the 
result a = 4.17 and k (= af) = 0.909 [H5]. Again, ex· 
cept for Tc , their parameters are quite cl~se to the 
parameters obtained by us. 

5.5. Carbon Dioxide 

5.5.0. Data Sources tor Carbon Dioxide 

Since the original discovery of the critical point by 
Andrews in 1869 [AI] and the equation of state work 
conducted by Amagat around 1890 [A2], carbon dioxide 
has continued to be the object of many studies. The 
principal reason for this interest' is probably the con
venient location of its critical temperature (31°C). 
The information concerning the thermodynamic be· 
haviorof CO 2 has been very important in the context 
of the development of equations of state, beginning with 
that of van der Waals l V2J, and in relation to the under· 
standing of critical phenomena. Recently. a super· 
critical therm~dynamic power cycle has been proposed 
which would make an accurate formulation of the 

critical thermodynamic behavior of CO 2 an eminently 
practical enterprise [F2J. 

Work of high accuracy on the equation of state in 
the critical region started with the measurements of 
Meyers and Van Dusen at the National Bureau of 
Standards in 1933 [MIOI. Though this work is of out· 
5tanding quality, it:'!) l;I.:Upt::: is luu lilllilt:::J [UI dtlltl I.:U11 t:::

lation. The largest single body of PVT data for CO 2 is 
that provided by the classica:l work of Michels and co
workers in the thirties [Ml. MIl]. Whereas data outside 
the critical region were taken by the piezometer method 
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refined· by Michels, the data in the critical region, 
spanning temperatures from 2 °C to 40°C, and densities 
from 0.2 Pc to 1.7 Pc, were taken in a glass cell, in which 
a fixed amount of gas was confined by means of mercury 
transferred from a weighing bomb. The density deter
mination was believed to be correct to at least 1: 3000, 
while the pressure was measured to ±O.OOI atm. The 
temperature was measured to within 5 millidegrees. 
There are, however; some problems with the tempera~ 
ture scale to be discussed in section 5.5.c. Wentorf 
measured a few PV isotherms of CO2 in 1956~ but the 
data were confined to a narrow temperature range 
within 0.1 °C from the critical temperature [W9]. 

Concerning the more modern work on CO2 , we men· 
tion the refractive index versus height measurements 
conducted by Lorentzen [L8] and the subsequent more 
detailed studies of the coexistence curve and the density 
profiles by Schmidt and Straub [SI2, S13]. The intensity 
of light scattered by CO 2 near the critical point has been 
studjedby White and Maccabee [W10] and by Lunacek 
and Cannell [L9); these measurements have yielded 
values for the exponents y and -y'. Levelt Sengers and 
Chen have recently determined the vapor pressure 
curve and the P-T relation along the critical isochore 
in some detail and with an accuracy of 0.001 bar and 1 
millidegree jn pressure and temperature, respectively 
[LI0]. The critical density and temperature were re
cently redetermined under well·controlled conditions 
by Moldover [M12]. The specific heat of CO 2 was meas· 
ured in a ramping experiment by Lipa, Edwards and 
Buckingham [Lll] superseding the earlier work of 
Michels and Strijland [M13]. The data were corrected 
for gravity effects by Hohe:t:\berg and Barmatz [H4] and 
by Schmidt [S3]. The low frequency sound velocity of 
CO 2 in the vicinity of the critical point was studied by 
Carome and coworkers [F3, F4]. 

For the pUlpUSt::: uf .:. l!iL:tllt:::u tlualy:silS, lht::: vrimary 

source is stilI the set of data of Michels, et al., because 
of their extent and accuracy. The other experiments 
can be used for several purposes. The coexistence curve 
data of Schmidt and Straub supplement the coexistence 
curve data of Michels which become rather scant and 
inaccurate very close to Te. The vapor pressure curve 
of Levell Sengers and Chen serves as a check on 
Michels' temperature scale. Moldover's redetermination 
of the critical point corrects Michels ~ estimate for Tc 
:mrl ('orroborlltee;. hie;. choi,ce for the critical density. 

The light scattering data give additional insight in the 
value of the exponent y for the compressibility. 

A reanalysis of the coexistence curve data for CO 2 

was recently published by Levelt Sengers, Straub and 
Vicentini-MiMoni [L 7]. The principal conclusions of 

interest. are that the exponent {3 is between 0.347 and 
0.35] ~ Te to be associated with Michels' experiment is 
somewhat below the value 31.04 °C favored by Michels, 
and the values of Tc for the two samples studied by 
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Schmidt and Straub are 30.99 °C and 31.03 °C, re
spectively, on the T48 scale. 

For our analysis we shall use f3 = 0.3486 togethe~ 

with xo == 0.14185· and a critical density Pc = 23f 

amagat =467.8 kg/rn 3 • The value of the critic~l tempera
;lure Tc will be adjusted to optimize the fit. 

The critical temperat~re and density were recently 
redetermined by Moldover by visual observation of 
meniscus disappearance [MI2]. We refer to his paper 
for a critical evaluation of about a dozen of the more 
reliable determinations of the critical parameters for 
CO 2 • According to Moldover the most probable value 
of the critical parameters for CO 2 are 

Tc= (304.127±0.004) K (T68 ) 

= (30.977±0.004) °C (T68 ) 

pc= (468±2) kg/rn 3 (5.11) 

Pc= (72.789±0.007) atm= (7.3753 ± 0.0007) MPa. 

'The value of the critical pressure was obtained by him 
from the vapor pressure measurements of Levelt 
Sengers and Chen [LIO], given his own value for the 
.critical temperature. 

5.S.c. On the Temperature Scale of Michels' Data 

In Michels' experiments, the temperature of the 
thermostat was read on mercury thermometers divided 
to 0.01 °C and calibrated at P.T.R. in Berlin. In the 
course of the experiment, the vapor pressure was de
termined at nine subcritical temperatures. These vapor 
pressures differ systematically from those of Meyers 
and Van Dusen in 1933 [MIO] and those of Levell 
Sengers and Chen in 1971 [LIO]. While the latter two 
sets of data agree to the equivalem of 0.01 "C, the 
disagreement with Michels' data is the equivalent of 
0.08 °C at 25°C and 0.02 °C at a temperature 0.03 °C 
below thp r.ritir.al tpmperature. A similar systematic 
difference is noticeabl~ at lower temperatures between 

TABLE 20. Apparent differences between the T48 scale and the 
temperatures reported by Michelset 81. [LlO] 

TM, Michels [MI, MIl] ! TM -T4S TM, Michels [MI, MIl] TM -T48 

°C °C °C °C 

2.853 0.070 28.052 0.035 
10.822 0.069 29.929 0.029 
19.874 0.068 30.409 0.032 
25.070 0.085 3].013 0.022 
25.298 0.085 I 

Michels' data and a set of vapor pressure data obtained 
in the same laboratory at a later date [M14]. Since we 
have reasons to believe that Michels' sample purity was 
very high and that his pressure scale was correct to at 
lea~t 1 part in SOOO, we prefer to explain the observed 
differences in terms of the temperature scales used. 
Since both :Meyers and Van Dusen's data and the Levelt 
Sengers and Chen data were obtained on the T48 scale, 

we can use the observed differences in vapor pressure 
to infer the relationship between Michels' temperature 
scale and the T48 scale. The results are summarized in 
table 20. 

At this point, we can try to infer the consequences 
of this scale correction on the values of Tc as obtained 
from Michels' data. We reach our conclusion in three 
steps: a) as we shall see, a scaled analysis of Michels' 
PVT data leads to values for Tc between 30.99 °C and 
31.03 °C on Michels scale~ b) applying a correction of 
-0.03 °C, in accordance wiih table 20, brings Tc into 
the range 30.96 °C to 31.00 °C on T48 ; c) a further correc
tion of - 0.01 °C [R6] brings Tc into the range 30.95 °C 
to 30.99 °C on T68 • This· result is in satisfactory agree· 
ment with the value 30.977 °C as determined by 
Moldover on the T68 scale. 

It is more difficult to decide how much the temperature 
scales differ at temperatures above the critical tempera
ture, since the pressure differences will depend on how 
accurately the critical density was realized in the experi
ment of Levelt Sengers and Chen. For the purpose of 
this correlation, which is concerned with a temperature 
range from 1 °C below Tc to 10°C above Te , it was not 
considered urgent to correct Michels' temperature 
scale. It should, however, be kept in mind that an offset 
in scale of 0.07° at 25°C and 0.01 ° at 31 °C would affect 
first temperature derivatives by as much as 1 percent 
and should be taken into account when C v values, 
predicted on the basis of an equation of state deduced 
from Michels' data, are compared with experimental 
C v data obtained on the international temperature 
scale. 

5.S.d. The Equation of State Data for Carbon Dioxide 

The experimental PVT data of Michels et a1. (M1] 
were converted into chemical potential data by nu
merical integration as discussed in section 5.1. The 
resulting values for the reduced chemical potential 
A/-L* are tabulated in table 21 as a function of tempera
ture T and density Ap*. The value used for reducing 
thp r.hemlr.Rl potential data is /Lc=p{jPc=O.3083 
atm/amagat 0.01577 MPa rna/kg. The table is a slightly 
"revised version of a table presented in an earlier 
paper [VI]. 

TABLE 21. Reduced equation of stale data for carbon dioxide 

T,K !J.p*a 1()4· !:J.{J-* a.h 
x+ Xo a.c 

Xo 

303.079 +0.2834 +S.2±0.S 6.726 x 10-2 

303.559 -0.2422 -7.7±0.8 1.862 X ]0-1 

303.559 +0.2382 +6.0±O.7 1.464 x )0- 1 

304.163 -0.2179 -27.3±0.7 1.:ft16 
304.163 -0.1859 -13.9±O.7 1.009 
304.163 -0.1550 -6.1 ±O.7 1.015 
304.163 -0.1288 -2.8±0.7 1.025 
304.163 +0.1302 + 3.1 ±O.7 1.024 

J. Phys. Chern. Ref. Dota, Vol. S, No.1, 1976 
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TABLE 2l. Reduced equation of state data for carbon dioxide 
-Continued 

T,K !.l.p* a 104. !.l.p.* a. b 

304.163 +0.]520 +6.1 ~0.7 

304.163 +0.2121 +24.2±0.7 
304.163 +0.2714 +70.6±0.9 

304.335 -0.2100 -31.0±0.7 
304.335 -0.1518 -10.5±0.7 
304.335 -0.1057 -4.3±0.7 
304.335 -0.0699 -2.5±0.7 

304.335 -0.0373 -0.9±0.7 

304.335 +0.0476 +L3±0.7 
304.335 +0.0948 +3.5±0.7 
304.335 +0.1503 +1O.B±0.7 
304.335 +0.2091 +31.0±0.7 

304.470 "':"'0.2097 -37.8:::0.7 
304.470 -0.1523 -lS.1±0.7 
304.470 -0.1058 -6.8±0.7 
304.470 -0.0693 -3.6±0.7 
304.470 -0.0372 -1.7±0.7 
304.470 +0.0473 + 1.7 ±0.7 
304.470 +0.0961 +5.2±0.7 
304.470 +0.1513 + 14.9±0.7 
304.470 +0.2096 + 37.6±·0.6 

304.673 -0.2645 -101.2±0.9 
304.673 -0.2117 -49.2±0.B 
304.673 -0.1502 - 20.1 ±0.7 
304.673 -0.0860 -7.6±0.7 
304.673 +0.0950 +8.3±0.7 
304.673 +0.1467 + 19.1 ±0.7 
304.673 +0.2027 +42.8±0.7 

305.204 -0.2921 187.3±1.0 

305.204 -0.2465 -114.4±0.9 
305.204 -0.1905 -flL2±O.7 

305.204 -0.1193 26.2 ±0.7 
305.204 -0.0511 -8.6±0.7 

305.204 +0.0386 +6.3±0.7 
~O~.204 +0.1398 +34.1 ±0.7 
305.204 +0.2232 +87.6±0.8 

307.871 -0.2737 -362.8±1.3 
307.871 -0.1995 -206.3± 1.0 
307.871 -0.1094 -93.2±0.8 

307.871 +0.0976 +83.0±O.8 
307.871 +0.2141 +236.8± 1.0 

313.237 -0.0698 -160.B± 1.4 

313.237 +0.0095 + 21.4± 1.3 
313.237 +0.1134 +271.6 ± 1.4 

a pc =<J367 :lm.!l/!:l1=d67.H ke/rn3 

b PdPc=0.3075 atrn/amagat=0.01577 MPa' rn 3/kg. 
c Tc= 304.16 K, {3 = 0.3486, xo=0.14185. 

X+Xo a.(· 

Xo 

1.015 
1.006 
1.003 

1.357 
1.905 
3.557 
9.380 
5.190 X 10 
2.625 X 10 
4.498 
1.932 
1.361 

1.634 
2.590 
5.513 
1.621 X 10 
9.144X 10 
4.652 X 10 
6.949 
2.619 
1.636 

1.539 
2.021 
3.736 
1.454 X 10 
1.117 X 10 
3.925 
2.157 

1.826 
2.345 
:U~13 

1.177 X 10 
1.239 X 102 

2.751 X 102 

7.834 
2.786 

4.538 
9.771 
5.009 X 10 

6.916 X 10 
8.161 

4.372:X 102 

1.329 X 105 

1.095 X 102 

5.5.e. Analysis of the CO 2 Data in Terms of the NBS Equation 

The fit of the NBS equation to the CO 2 data was 
carried out by fixing Pc= 236.7 amagat =467.8 kg/m 3 , 

xo=0.14185 and ,8=0.3486, varying a and Tc on a grid 
adjusting Eland E2 at each point on the grid by the 
method of least squares as described in section 4.7. 
For the absolute weight assignment the experimental 
error:,; were e~timated as 
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O'T* = 0.2 X 10-4 (0.006 K), O'p*= 3.3 X 10-4 , 

0',u*=0.65 X 10-4 (5.12) 

At each point on the grid we calculated the value of 
the reduced variance X2; part of the X2 surface is shown 
in tabJe 22. 

TABLE 22. The values of X2 as a function of 5 and Tc for CO2• NBS 
equation with {3=0.3486 and xo=0.14185. 

5=4.41 4.44 4.47 4.50 

Tc=30.98°C 2.41 1.71 1.37 1.37 
30.99°C 1.69 I 1.27 1.14 1.32 
30.00°C 1.28 1.06 1.14 1.49 
31.01°C 1.08 1.06 1.32 1.85 
31.02°C 1.08 1.27 1.85 2.34 

The minimum values of X2 are obtained for Tc = 31.00 
°C and 31.01 °C and 8=4.44. The X2 increases by about 
10 percent when Tc is changed by 0.01 °C and 8 by 0.03 
from their optimum values. The variations of Tc and 8, 
however, are strongly coupled and lower values of Tc 
correspond to high values of 8. This explains why in 
an earlier fit [VI], where a coarse grid and a slightly 
different f3 was used, a minimum was found at 
Tc=30.96 °C and 8=4.6. We now believe that the higher 
value of Tc around 31.01 °C, is a better choice. The 
value is corroborated by the most recent determination 
of the critical temperature of CO 2 as discussed in 
section 5.S.c. 

5.5.f. Analysis of the CO2 Data in Terms of the Linear Model 

The fit of the Linear Model to the CO 2 data was 
carried out by again fixing Pc, Xo and {3,varying 0 and 
Tr. and b2 on a grid and calculating the avera~e value 
a of a( 8) at each point of the gri~a, as described in 
section 4.5. The absolute error assignment was again 
based on the estimated error in tlT*, tlp* and tlf.L* given 
in (5.12). Among all gases studied in this paper, CO 2 was 
the only case in which the optimum value of the Linear 
Model parameter b2 differed from the restricted Linear 
Model v::Ilue b~Ll"1 The optimum Linear Model fit was 

obtained for b2 = 1.80; for this value of b2 we show part 
of the X2 surface in table 23. We note that X2 attains 

TABLE 23. The values of X2 as a function of 5 and Tc for CO2 • Linear 
Model with {3=O.3486, xo=O.l4185, b'l= 1.80. 

6=4.40 I 4.42 4.44 j 4.46 4.48 

T,. = 30.99 °C 2.59 1 1.95 1.53 I 1.32 1.31 
31.00 °C 

r 

1.84 I 1.40 1.18 1.17 1.36 
31.01°C 1.37 

! 
1.14. 1.11 

I 

1.29 1.68 
31.02°C 1.17 1.13 1.30 1.67 2.24 

a minimum value of 1.11 at the same parameter values 
1'c= 31.U1 vC and 6=4.44 as those eorn'sJlonding to the 
optimum fit of the NBS equation. When b2 was re
stricted to b~LH' X2 attained the minimulll value 1.70 
whieh is substantially higher than that .. htained with the 
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unrestricted Linear Model; the location of the minimum, 
however, occurs at the same value of o. 

For the Linear Model fit we calculated the variance
covariance matrix for simultaneous variation of all 
adjustable parameters, as described in section 4.6. 
This matrix is shown in table 24 with the diagonal 
elements normalized to unity. 

TABLE 24. Correlation matrix of parameters. Linear Model fit for 
CO 2• 

Tc Pc Xo fJ 8 b 

Tc I 

Pc +0.12 1 
Xo -0.66 -0.33 ] 

{j +0.78 +0.31 -0.97 ] 

8 -0.88 -0.24 +0.91 -0.95 1 
b -0.03 -0.31 +0.60 -0.54 +0.26 1 

5.5.g. Critical Region Parameters for CO 2 

The parameters for the best fit of the Linear Model 
and the NBS equation to the data of Michels et aI. 
[Ml] are presented in table 25. We also list the cor
responding values of the coefficients· and exponents 
of the power laws defin~d in ser-tion 4.2. 

TABLE 25. Critical region parameters for CO. from data of Michels 
et al. for the optimum Linear Model and NBS equation· 

Linear Model NBS equation 

Pc 7.3755MPa Pc 7.3755MPa 
Pc (467.8±O.07) kgJm:l Pc 467.8kg/m:l 
Tc (304.16±O.01) K Tc 304.16 K 
Xo 0.14185 ± 0.005 Xo 0.14i85 
{j 0.3486 ± 0.004- (3 0.3486 
<$ 4.44±O.05 <$ 4.44 
a 28.021 ±0.3 EI 2.1779 
1;.2 1.800::1: 0.005 E. 0.25344 

X 1.05 X 1.03 

a 0.104 a 0.104 
'Y 1 l(}Q ')' 1.199 
B 1.975 B 1.975 
D 2.353 D 2.323 
r 0.06522 r 0.06533 
f' 0.01419 f' 0.01539 
f/f' 4.60 fir' 4.25 
A+ 2.20 
A-J 0.0148 

An 5.13 

The errors quoted for Pc, Tc' xo, /3, 8 and b2 are those 
corrcsponding to one ~tandard deviation in the ~jx' 

parameter linearized error calculation. The error 
quoted for a is the standard deviation of the mean of 
a(O) in the Linear Model fit. 

In figure 14 we show the normalized oevlations of 
a(O) from the average value ii for the Linear Model 
fit. Plots of the normalized deviations of the experi, 
mental chemical potential data are presented in figures 

15 and 16 for the Linear Model and the NBS equation, 
respectively. 

In table 26 we present the parameters for the re
stricted Linear Model (b2 = b~LH) and the equivalent 
NBS equation. 

In collaboration with Murphy we have developed a 
method for fitting the Linear Model to the experimental 
pressures directly. Linear Model parameters recently 
obtained by this new technique are shown in table 
27 [M2J. The direct fit to the pressures confirms our 
.conclusion that for Michels' data the optimum Linear 
Model fit has a b2 that differs from the value of·· b§LH . 
corresponding to the restricted Linear Model. 

CO2 II 303079 K o 304.673 K 
o 303.559 K '3 305.204 K 
~ 304163 I( :. 307.871 K 
C 304.335 K <> 313n7 K 

~ 304470 K 

. FIGURE i4. Plot of normalized deviations (a-af/ua as a function of 
(x+xo)/xo for [he optimum Linear Model fit to the CO 2 

data. 

CO2 linear Model IIil 303.079 K 0304673 K 
0303.559 K '3305.204 K 
~ 304.163 K • 307.871 K 

o 304335 K <> 313.237 K 

~ 304.470 K 

FIGURE 15. Plot of normalized deviations (6/f!xp-AJL~alc)/u~f.t.as a 
function of (x+xo)/xo for CO 2 , when the data are 
represented by the Linear Model. 

CO2 NBS Equation B 303.079 K ° 304.673 K 

.. 4 
$ 303.559 K '3 305.204 K 
x 304.163 K + 307.871 K 
0304.335 K 0313.237 K 
I:. 304.470 K 

• :10°1:.° v OV <> 

- - - 0- -a::;::R-2vc0,;':-VO';-0 ~b - - - - -
x I:. V u ~ v 

2
x 

~ 0 l:b 

o 
\1 

-4L-____ L-____ ~ ____ ~ ____ ~ ____ ~ ____ ~ ____ ~ 
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FIGURE 16. Plot of normalized deviations (6/f:xp - AIL~alc)/u~f.t* as a 
fUllction of (x+xo)/xo for CO 2 • when the data are 
represented by the NBS Equation. 
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TABLE 26. Critical region parameters for CO 2 from data of Michels 
et al. for the restricted Linear Model and the equivalent 
NBS equation 

Restricted Linear Model Equivalent NBS equation 

Pc 7.3722 MPa Pc 7.3722MPa 

PC" 467.8 kg/rn 3 Pc 467.8 kg/rn 3 

Tr 304.14K Tc 304.14 K 

Xu 0.14185 x() 0.14185 
{3 0.3486 {3 0.3486 
8 4.44 0 4.44 
a 21.835 £1 2.1379 

b~uI 1.3824 £2 0.27170 

)( 1.30 X 1.12 

0: 0.104 0' 0.104 

Y 1.199 "Y 1.199 
B 1.975 B 1.975 
D 2.271 D 2.290 
r 0.06472 r 0.06525 
)" 0.01553 r' 0.01568 
1';)" 4.17 rtr' 4.16 
A+ 2.67 
A-1 0.093 

Ali 5.58 

TABLE 27. Linear Model parameters for CO 2 obtained from a direct 
pressure fit [M2] 

Linear Model Restricted Linear Model 

p~ 467.8 kg/rn3 Pc 467.8 kg/m:! 

Tr 304.18 K T,. 304.16 K 

Xu 0.141856 Xu 0.14185 
{3 0.3486 f3 

I 

0.3486 
0 4.37 0 4.38 
a 24.48 a 19.56 
b2 1.70 b~L11 1.3484 

5.S.h. Comparison with Results of Other Authors 

In table 28 we present a survey of the values reported 
for the critical exponent y of CO z• The value 1.26, 
initially reported from an analysis of the CO 2 data in 
terms of the NBS equation [VI], was too high for the 
reasons given in section S.S.e. 

White and Maccabee [W10] and Lunacek and Cannell 
[L9] measured the intensity of scattered light on the 
critical iSClchore and analyzed the data in terms of a 

power law. White and Maccabee found a low value 
y = 1.17 when a power law was fitted to the data in a 
large range of temperatures above Te. Lunacek and 
Cannell report a larger value y = 1.22, although the two 
sets of light scattering data do agree in their range of 
overlap. Lunacek and Cannell, however, put more 
emphasis on the data very close to Te, a region where 
the corrections in White and Maccabee's experiment 
become very large. All factors considered, our present 
value y= 1.20 for CO 2 seems very reasonable. 

There is, nevertheless, definitely room for improve
inent of our knowledge of the value for the exponent y 
of CO 2• That the reported values of 'Y for such a care
fully studied substance spans a range from 1.17 to 1.22 
is unsatisfactory. 

White and Maccabee have recently made an attempt 
to describe the chemical potential data, the light 
scattering data and the C1, data of CO 2 simultaneously 
in terms of the Linear Model. In this analysis they have 
revised their value for y upwards to y= 1.217 [WIl]. 

Several authors have proposed Linear Model param
eters for CO2 [C6, H4] but these proposals are not 
based on a detailed independent examination of the 
experimental data. 

The s·pecific heat C t' of CO z was measured by Lipa, 
Edwards and Buckingham using a sample with a height 
of 1 mm [LIl]. Hohenberg and Barmatz calculated the 
gravity corrections for a eel] of this height and found 
them to be less than 1 percent in the entire experimental 
range [H4]. Buckingham and coworkers represented 
their dat~ by a power law of the form 

~v =A+ I~T*I-a+ B+ (T> TeL 

~l' =Aii I~T*I-a+ B- (T < Te), 
(5.13) 

with the parameters a=O.12S,A+=5.583, B+=-3.457 
and Ali = 10.473, B- =- 0.024. Our fit to the chemical 
potential data yields a =.0.10. while a direct fit to the 
pressure data yields a = 0.13. It thus seems possible to 
reconcile the Michels' data with the value a = 0.125 
reported by the Australian workers, but the asymptotic 
scaling laws cannot accommodate background terms 
B+ and B- that differ above and below Te. 

TABLE 28. Values reported f(lr the exponent y of CO 2 

Experi menters Ref. Data analyzed by Ref. ! 1\Iethod of analY!'is 
I 

Michels et al........................ [Ml) Mis!';olli pI a1. .............. [V1] NBS eqn. 
this paper ............................... NBS eqn. 
this paper ............................... Linear Model 
Murphy et a1. ............... { [1\12] Linear Model i", 

Pl'f'!';sUJ'(' .. 

W'hile and Maccabee............. fW10] While and Ma('cabee ..... [\1;110] power l<l\\ 

Lunaeek and Cannell ............ fL9] Lunacek and CannelL""j [L9] P()WI'!' h\1 
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5.6. Steam 

5.6.0. Introductory Comments 

The practical importance of steam has prompted the 
experimental study of this substance over a pressure 
and a temperature range and with an accuracy exceed
ing that of any other fluid, notwithstanding the serious 
experimental difficulties resulting from the highly 
corrosive character of steam. Since steam engines and 
"tp::Im tnrhinp!1. wprp thp objPcts of tr::loP hptwppn m::lny 

countries, the need for agreement on design and 
performance led to an international cooperation with 
the aim of obtaining a set of tables of the thermo
physical properties of steam. This effort led to the 
adoption of the so called International Skeleton Tables 
in 1963 [MIS, S14]_ 

After these tables and their tolerances had been 

agreed upon, the need was felt for an analytic formula
tion that could be used to compute the properties of 
steam at any desired pressure and temperature includ
ing those used in the Skeleton Tables. An international 
formulating committee, established for this purpose, 
recommended a. representation of the properties of 
I5team for indul5trial ul5e (IFe '67) which hal5 been 

adopted internationally [MI5, SI4]. It also considered 
a representation for general and scientific use (IFC '68) 
[V5]. Both formulations used different equations in 
different ranges of pressure and temperature, while care 
was taken that derivatives vary smoothly across bound
aries. In the critical region the IFC '68 was based on a 
master formulation complete~ by Juza in 1966 [J2]. 
This formulation used polynomials in density and 
inverse temperature of degrees as high as 200; as 
mentioned by J uza, the large number of parameters 
was needed to accomodate the steep rise of the constant 
volume heat capacity' as determined by Amirkhanov. 
The most recent formulation of the thermodynamic 
properties of steam, namely that of Keenan, Keyes, Hill 
and Moore [K8],. uses an analytic equation for the' 
Helmholtz free energy as a function of volume and 
temperature containing a modest number of adjustable 
parameters. As a' consequence, it has more trouble 
reproducing the experimentally observed divergence 
of the specific heat. 

According to our c'urrent insight, analytic equations 
are fundamentally unsuitable for describing the thermo
dynamic behavior of fluids near the critical point. 
Steam is no exception and ita critical anomaliee are 

closely analogous to those of other fluids as w.as pointed 
out by one of us at the Seventh International Con
ference on the Properties of Steam [L4]. 

A reanalysis of the critical properties of steam cannot 
be based on the Skeleton Tables. First, the delicate 
nature of a critical anomaly can be masked by the 
process of averaging data of different origin. Secondly, 
some' important experimental results have beeome 
Hvailable after the formulation of the Skeleton Tables. 
]n particular, we refer here to Blank's redetermination 

of the critical parameters of steam [B6] and to the 
accurate and extensive set of experimental PVT data 
reported by Rivkin and coworkers [R2, R3, R4]. 

An analysis of the critical region anomalies of steam, 
an assessment of the critical parameters and a scaled 
analysis of Rivkin's PVT data in terms of the· NBS 
equation was recently published by Levell Sengers and 
S. C. Greer [L4]. In the present paper we present an 
analysis in terms of both the NBS equation and the 
Linear Modet 

5.6.b. Data Sources for Steam 

In our assessment, the most significant data sources 
concerning the thermodynamic behavior of steam in the 
critical region are the coexistence curve data obtained 
by Eck [E8], the vapor pressure data and the heat of 
vaporization data obtained by Osborne, Stimson and 

Ginnings [01], the PVT data obtained by Rivkin and 
coworkers [R2, R3, R4], the constant volume heat 
capacity data obtained by Amirkhanov and coworkers 
rA3] and the constant pressure heat capacity data 
obtained by Sirota [SI5]. 

The coexistence curve data of Eck are probably 
affected by thc }JIc::.eJJl:C uf Jj~~ulvcJ yuaIl:t;. Huwevel, 

since small amounts of impurities do not affect the value 
of the critical exponents fL7], Eck's data can be used 
to obtain a value for the exponent {3. 

The data of Osborne, Stimson' and Ginnings are of 
outstanding quality. Their heat of vaporization data can 
also be used to obtain information concerning the shape 
of the coexistence curve. Their vapor pressure data 
confirm the non analytic behavior of the vapor pressure 
curve implied by the scaling laws [L4]. 

The data of Amirkhanov et a1. can be used to demon
strate the divergence of C I' and the approximate validity 
of the scaling procedure [L4]. So far, we have not 
considered the C p data of Sirota et al. in our analysis. 
However, they will function as important test data in. 
future thermodynamic calculations that we are planning 
for steam. 

This paper is primarily concerned with an analysis 
of a detailed set of PV-isotherms at temperatures be
tween 360°C and 420 °C obtained by Rivkin and 
coworkers [R2, R3, R4]. The data are generally of good 
quality. The only serious drawback is that no measure
ments of the coexistence curve or the vapor pressure 
were reported. This leaves considerable uncertainty 
conc.erning the location of the twu-}Jha~e lCgiUJl. 

F~r the purpose of this analysis the PVT data of 
Rivkin et a1. were converted to chemical potential data 
as a function of density and temperature. However, the 
total body of available PVT data was so large as to 
preclude the use of the tedioJ)s process of graphical 
integration for the evaluation of the chemical potential. 
Instead, we used a numerical procedure based on 
Lagrangian interpolation in combination with the 
trapezoidal integration rule. Chemical poteiItial values 
obtained with both 4- and 5-point interpolation were 
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compared. In those cases where significant differences 
were found, it was decided that the original data were 
too widely spaced for safe interpolation and the corre
sponding chemical potential values were rejected. In 
principle, the numerical integration method can intro
duce spurious oscillations. For this reason, we have 
decided not to publish tables of these chemical potential 
data. We expect to obtain more reliable results in the 
future by fitting the Linear Model directly to the original 
pressure data [M3]. 

5.6.c. Critical Parameters for Steam 

The 6th International Conference on the Properties 
of Steam adopted along with the Skeleton Tables, the 
values Tc=374.15 °C on the T48 scale, Pc=315 kg/m3, 
Pc= 221.20 bar [MIS, SI4]. The value 374.15 °C for the 
critical temperature was based on an analysis conducted 
by Osborne, Stimson and Ginnings of their accurate 
heat of vaporization data. The accuracy of this value 
was questioned by Bridgeman and Aldrich [B7] who 
basically performed a power law analysis of the data 
of Osborne et al. and showed that Tc could be as low 
as 374.02 °C. A reanalysis of these data by Levelt 
Sengers and Greer, omitting the datum point at 374°C 
because of possibly large gravity effects, gave an 
optimurp fit for Tc= 373.85 °C [L4]. 

Blank [B6] recently redetermined the critical tempera
ture of steam as Tc = 373.91 °C by visual observation of 
meniscus disappearance. Our analysis of the PVT data, 
to be presented in the subsequent section, also leads to 
Tc values below 374· °C. We, therefore, conclude that 
the critical temperature is close to 373.9 °C. 

The ~alue for the critical pressure Pecan be de
termined from the vapor pressure data of Osborne, 

Stimson and Ginnings, once the value of Tc is chosen. 
Our scaled fit to these vapor pressure data yields 
P c =220.60 bar at 373.9 °C, while Blank finds 220.45 

bar at 373.91 °C. 
Valucll for the cTitical dem;;lty, u.5ed .in fUlllJulatjums 

of.the properties of steam, vary from'305 kg/rn 3 to 318 

kg/m3 with 315 kg/m 3 being accepted internationally. 
A puwer law aIJaly~h; uf lbe cuexj~leIice curve data uf 

Eck leads to a value 324 kg/m3 or 325 kg/m3 for Pc 

[L4]. The M(P) isotherms deduced from Rivkin's PVT 
data are aULbiYlIlIueLIjc aloulld the value Pc 322 kg/illS. 

A direct fit of the Linear Model to the experimental 

pressures, yields Pc 324 kg/m 3 [M3]. From the heat 
of vaporization data of Osborne et a1. we calculate the 

limiting value (pg + PI) (TdPldT) -1 = 3.70 kg/ms bar at 
373.9°C. Using the value TdPldT= 1724.3 bar from a 
scaled fit to the vapor pressure data. we then find 
Pc= 319 kg/m3, Thus, although the precise value of 

Pc is somewhat in doubt, all indications lead to a value 
of Pc substantially higher than the international1y 
accepted value. 

J. Phys. Chem. Ref. Data, Vol. 5, No.1, 1976 

In conclusion, the most probable values for the 
critical parameters of steam are 

Pc= 22.06 MPa = 220.6 bar, 
(5.14) 

Pc=319 kg/m 3 -324 kg/m 3 , 

(TdP/dT) c= 172.43 MPa=1724.3 bar. 

5.6.d. Critical Region Parameters for Steam 

In analyzing the steam data we adopted the value 
Pc = 322.2 kg/m3 as the point of antisymmetry of the 
chemical potential isotherms. For the coexistence 
parameters we used xo=0.100 and {3=O.35, which is 
one of the possible parameter sets recommended by 
Levelt Sengers and Greer on the basis of the data of 
Eck [L4]. 

The fit of the NBS equation to the steam data was 
carried out by fixing Pc, Xo and {3 at the values men
tioned above, varying 8 and Tc on a grid and adjusting 
E1 and E2 at each point on the grid by the method of 
least squares as described in section 4.7. The fit of the 

TABLE 29. Critical region parameters for H2 0 from data of 
Rivkin et al. 

Linear Model NBS equation 

Pc 22.06 MPa Pc 22.06 MPa 

Pc (322.2±0.03) kg/rn3 Pc 322.2 kg/m3 

Tc (647.05 ±O.OS) K (T4J!) Tc 647.05 K (T48 ) 

Xo O.]OO±O.OlO XI! 0.100 

P 0.350 ± 0.013 f3 0.350 
() 4.50±0.13 0 4.50 

a 24.473±0.3 E\ 1.2154 

b~LH 1.4286 ± 0.0035 E2 0.37]55 

X 1.94 X 1.~7 

0' 0.075 0' 0.075 

'Y 1.225 'Y ].225 

B 2.239 B 2.239 
D 1.380 D 1.345 

r 0.06825 r 0.06737 

r' 0.0161] r' 0.01715 

TABLE 30. Correlation matrix of parameters. Linear Model fit for· 
stealll 

Tc I),· XU f3 0 b 

Tc ] 

pc +OlO I 

XI! -O.S!) -IO.Oh 1 

f3 + 0.7'2 1),/)2 -0.96 1 
0 -0.74 O.O()2 +0.95 -0.99 1 

b 0.;1:\ I 0,12 +0.98 -0.96 +0.95 1 
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Linear Model to the steam data was carried out by again 
fixing Pe, Xo and {3, varying 8, Te and b2 on a grid and 
calculating the average value a of aCe) at each point' 
of the grid, as described in section 4.5. For the absolute 
weight assignment the experimental errors were esti
mated as 

U r = 0.15 x 10-4 (0.01 K), Up. =5X 10-4 , 

U IL* = 1.0 X 10-4 • (5.15) 

Near the minimum value of X2 the Linear Model fit was 
quite insensitive to the choice of 'b2 which, therefore, 
was identified with b~LH' 

The X2 surface showed' a minimum in the neighbor
hood of Te=373.90 °C and 8=4.50. In table 29 we 
present the corresponding parameters for the Linear 

Model and the NBS equation. The errors quoted for 
Pe, Te, Xo, {3, 8 and b2 for the Linear Model are those 
corresponding to one standard deviation, in the six
parameter linearized error calculation. In table 29 we 
list also the values of the coefficients and exponents of 
the power laws defined in section 4.2. . 

For the Linear Model fil we also calculated the vari
ance-covariance matrix for simultaneous variation of 
all adjustable parameters as described in section 4.6. 
This matrix is shown in table '30 with the diagonal 
elements normalized to unity. 

In figure 17 we show the normalized deviations of 
a (8) from the average value a for the optimum Linear 
Model fit. Plots of the normalized deviations of the 
chemical potential data are presented in figures 18 and 
19 for the Linear Model and the NBS equation, 
respectively. 

In view of the large body of data for steam we per
formed the error estimates of the individual points 
for only one choice of critical parameters, rather 
than repeating the estimate for each point. of the grid 
in parameter space. As a consequence, the value 
X2 = 1.88 corresponding to the NBS equation is not quite 

, 647.30 K I> 6~414 K 
• 64757 K "65613K 
~ 648.10 K <l6581OK 
V 64816 K .. 66018 K 
Il 64912 K ~ 66313 K 
.. 65012 K .;. 66812 K 
• 65117 K '67315K 
"652.18K t; 68311 K 

". • 65313 K .;. 69311 K . 0 
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._'X 
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-4 
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FIGURE 17. Plot for normalized deviations (a-al/a" as a function of 
(x + xo) /xo for the optimum Linear Model fit to the 
H 2 0 data. 

+4 -

, 

FIGURE 18. 

, 647.30 K t> 654.IA K 

H2 O linear Model .647.57 K .. 656.13 K 
, 64810 K <J 658.10 K 
v 648.16 K .. 660.18 K 

@ 
Il 649.12 K ~ 663.13 K 

V . .. 650.12 K .;. 668.12 K . v. .651.17 K x 673.15 K 
.. 652.18 K " 683.11 K 

X+Xo 

~ 

Plot of normalized deviations (dlf!xp - dJ.t~alc) fa AIL* as a 
function of (x+xo)fxo for H 20, when the data are 
represented by the Linear Model. 

, 647.30 K c· 654.14 K 
.647.57 K .. 656.13 K 
• 648.10 K <l65S.1OK 

H20 NBS Equation " 648.16 K ~ 660.18 K 
9649.12 K + 6'63.13 K 
.. ~~u J;/ K b~H.I~ K 

• 651.17 K x 67315 K 

II> 652.18 K {j 683.11 K 

.653.13 K 0693.11 K 
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~ 

FIGURE 19. Plot of normalized deviations (tllf!xp - dJ.t~alc )fa A/J.*as a 
function of (x+ xo)/xo for H 20, when the data arc 
represented by the NBS Equation. 

reliable. No such approximations were used in fitting 
the Linear Model. On comparing figures 18 and 19 it is 
evident that the Linear Model and the NBS equation 
yield representations of the chemical potential data of 
similar quality. We suspect that the value X2 =3.75 
corresponding to the Linear Model fit is larger than 
unity in part as a result of spurious errors introduced 
by integrating the PVT data numerically. Direct fits to 
the pressure data, which we have performed' recently, 
lead to parameter values similar to those obtained here 
from the chemICal potentIal, but reduce X'i. to 1.4 [M3] . 

5.7. Oxygen 

5_7.0_ OotID Snurt"'<;' for Qyygen 

There exists only a limited number of reliable data 
sources concerning the thermodynamic behavior of 
oxygen in the critical region. The vapor pressure of 
oxygen was measured very carefully by Hoge in 1950 
[H8]. Sound velocity measurements\have been reported 
by Van Itterbeek and coworkers [V6, V7], but the data 
are generally limited to the dense liquid. 

Fortunately, an accurate, extensive and compre
hensive set of data for the properties of oxygen has 
been obtained by Weber. He determined the equation 
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of state at temperatures between 56 K and 300 K and 
at pressures from 0.5 bar to 360 bar using an isochoric 
method developed at the Boulder Laboratories of the 
National Bureau of Standards [W12]. The pressure 
mew" ... rements were accurate up to a few millibar, the 
l~mperature was controlled at the millidegree level and 
the density was determined to better than 0.1 percent. 
'With Goodwin he also measured the specific heat Ct' 
along isochores and near the coexistence boundary [G4]. 

Near the critical point Weber's PVT data lacked? 
detail and accuracy; in particular, the accuracy was 
limited due to the effects of unknown hydrostatic heads. 
Therefure, Weber decided to build a cell in which the 
gravity effect could be studied directly using the 
variat.ion of the dielectric constant with height as an 
indicaijon of the density profile in the field of gravity 
[W2]. In this experiment five capacitors, with a 0.1 mm 
spacing between their plates, were stacked at intervals 
of 2.5 cm along the height of the cell. The capacitors 
were calibrated by filling the cell at a temperature away 
from the critical temperature where the density was 
distributed uniformly through the cell and could be 
calculated from Weber's earlier equation of state data. 
Near the critical point the capacitors would indicate the 
presence of a density gradient in the field of gravity. At 
each temperature the experimentally observed density 
as a function of height can be interpreted as density 
as a function of chemical potential. In total about 
200 J..t (p) data were thus obtained for oxygen. In the 
same apparatus Weber also measured the coexisting 
vapor and liquid densities of oxygen in a temperature 
span of 50 below the critical temperature. The tempera
ture was controlled to better than 1 mK. Weber at
tributes a precision of 0.05 percent to the density 
measurements, taking into aceount possible calibration 
errors and small hysteresis effects in the capacitors. 
The positions of the capacitors were measured to 0.003 

cm. 
Weber analyzed his coexistence curve data with the 

result 

154.576 K Pc= 436.2 kg/m3 

(5:15) 
f3 O.3530±O.005 B= 1.819 ± 0.005 

He analyzed the compressibility data by taking the 
observed values of flp/flh and applying, when necessary~ 
a curvature correction to nhtain f hp limiting vahlP 
(ap/ahh cr:. (ap/oj.t)r at the critical density and at the 
coexistence boundary as a function of temperature. 
He deduced 

;;= 1.247 ± 0.013 

f= 0.0526 ± 0.0050 

~i 1.24,1 ± 0.018 
(5.16) 

f' O.OllB ±O.0018 

Similarly, from the compress.ibiHties along the critical 
isotherm the exponent 0 waF determined as 

0= 4.59 ::t 0.06. (5.17) 
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In this paper we present the results of a statistical 
analysis of all of Weber's density profile data in terms 
of the Linear Model. The data are ideally suited for such 
an analysis since they provide the chemical potential 
directly. A preliminary account of this work was pre
sented at the 1973 Cryogenic Engineering Conference 
[L12]. 

S.7.h. The Coexistence Curve of Oxygen 

For the coexistence curve of oxygen we have on the 
one hand Weber's coexistence data between 150 K and 
Tc [W2] and on the other hand coexisting densities 
derived from his PVT data at temperatures below 150 
K rW12]. Because of the detail, accuracy and complete
ness of the data, they permit us to answer a number of 
questions which are of current interest [L3, L13], but 
perhaps somewhat outside the scope of this paper. 

From the combined set of capacitance and PVT data 
for the coexistence curve, Weber showed that the co
existence curve diameter is a straight line to within the 
accuracy of the data [W2]. If a power law is fitted to 
the PI - pg data from the capacitance experiment oniy, 
the standard deviation goes through a minimum at 
Tc= (154.576 ± 0.00l) K on the T48 scale; the value of 
the exponent f3 varies from 0.355 to 0.353 when the 
temperature range is shrunk from I t1T* l ::;:; 0.03 to 
It1T*1 ::;:; 0.004. If the exponent ,B is calculated from data 
in the range It1T*I::;:; 0.1 by including PVT data points, 
then the value 0.356 is obtained. Thus the exponent f3 
seems to be virtually independent of the range of th'e 
power law fit. 

In our analysis of Weber's density profile data we 
have assumed 

Tc= (l54.576±0.OOI) K (T48 ) ,8=0.353 

B=lR185 
(5.16) 

(xo= 0.183624) 

in accordance with Weber's analysis of his coexistence 
curve and as confirmed by our own reevaluation of this 
curve. 

5.7.c. Analysis 'Of Density Profile Data in Terms of the linear Model 

Consider two capacitors at heights hi and hj , respect
ively_ Since the ~l1m of thp ~hemical potential IL and 

the gravitational potential gil, is a constant throughout 
the fluid a1 equilibrium, we have, in reduced units, 

Pc/!,' (h.-h'\j P 1 J' 
c 

(5.17) 

wile! e f!. j:-, tin; pdvildt.jon constant. It is convenient to 

define ,.1 dirll(,!l~jolliess height h* as 

h."l< = Peg 1-1 Pc .•.. (5.18) 
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Thus the chemical potential difference is equal but 
opposite to the reduced height difference. 

Once a choice is made fOf Tc , Pc, and b2
, and using 

the observed densities and temperature, we can calculate 
the values Xi and Xj of the scaling variable X and, hence, 
the values (h and ej of the Linear Model parameter e 
corresponding to the levels hi and hj. From each pair 
of data points corresponding to the subscripts i, j we 
then calculate a value of the adjustable parameter a 

which we shall designate as aij. 

ei(l- en ] 
\1- b2e~IJ3S . 

(5.19) 

The variance in au is estimated from the errOfS in ei 

and 9 j and the estilllated experilllental errors in AT and 

the levels hi and hj. A weighted average li is then cal~ 
culated from the complete set of au's. The process is 
repeated for other choices of T e, 0 and b2

• That set of 
values for Te , 8 and b2 is considered-optimum which 
minizes the standard deviation of li. When this minimum 
is attained, a check is made of the distribution of the 
individual at) value~ around the average ii to aee whether 

deviations grossly exceeding the estimated error OCCUf. 
Since there are no more than five simultaneous den

sity readings at any given temperature and average 
filling density, not all choices of (i, j) pairs are inde
pendent. From those sets of data for which five densities 
were recorded along the length of the cell, we have 
u:sually formed the (i, j) vairiug:s (1, 3), '(1, 4). (2, 5) 

and (3, 5). If fewer than five densities were reported, we 
formed fewer pairs chosen in as symmetric a fashion as 
possible. We have generally avoided taking data pairs 
if the two re'adings corresponded to opposite sides of the 
coexistence curve, because a small error in B or {3 would 
then lead to large systematic errors. In addition to the 
data presented in reference [W2], we have also included 
four unpublished isotherms, kindly provided by Weber 
[WI3]. In total we had almost 150 data pairs at our 
disposal. 

In a first group of fits we estimated the errors to be 
0.3 mK in temperature, 0.05 percent in density and 0.038 
cm in height. The last number was arrived at as the 
maximum possible error due to 0.01 cm uncertainty in 
the location of the center of each capacitor and to the 
fact that the height differences under consideration 
usually involved three or four capacitors. We shall refer 
to the weights based on these error estimates as weight 
assignment I. Using these error estimates we obtained 
minimum X2 values of about 2.4. The minimum was 
obtained at Tc= 154.576 K or 154.577 K (T48 ) and for 
8 values near 4.30. Upon inspection it was found that 
the data near the critical isochore exhibited large and 
systematic deviati'ons. Several fits were made in which 
some of the data sets were removed, until it was found 
that removal of the run at 154.609 K resulted in a 
reduction of x2 by about 20 percent to 1.9. Removal of 
the unpublished data resulted in a further reduction of 
X2 to 1.7; however, we did not consider this reduction 
sufficiently convincing to reject the unpublished data. 

We thus proceeded with all data except those at 
154.609 K. When b2 was restricted to bhH' a minimum 
X2 of 1.91 was obtained at 8=4.33 and Te= 154.577 K 
corresponding to b~LH = 1.37. When b2 was varied inde

pendently, a slight1y lower X2 of 1.82 was obtained for 
b2 = 1.15, the lowest value we tried. Again, we decided 
that the decrease was not enough to warrant deviating 
from the choice b2 = b~HL' On examining the details of 
the fit, we found that the data near the critical isochore 
again showed the largest deviations, albeit smaller than 
when the points at T= 154.609 K were included. 

Finally, we tried a rather drastic change in the error 
estimates, since we might have overestimated the error 
in the height and underestimated the error in tempera
ture. Therefore, we considered an alternate weight 
assignment, to be referred to as weight assignment II, . 
for which the error in height was taken to be 0.02 cm 
and the error in temperature 0.6 mK, while the error in 
density was left unchanged at 0.05 percent. With these 
error estimates we again obtained minimum X2 values 
near 2. The minimum was obtained at 8=4.33 and 

TABLE 31. Optional choices for the Linear Model parameters of oxygen a 

Data All All except 154.609 K All except 154.609 K 

Weight assignment I I II 

Tc 154.577 K ]54.577 K 154.577 K 
S 4.29 4.33 4.33 

b~LH 1.337 1.371 1.371 
a ]2.41 ±0.52 13.94±0.63 13.93±0.61 
X

2 2.59 1.9] 2.00 

Tc 154.576 K 154.576 K 154.576 K 
S 4.30 4.37 4.37 

b;LH 1.340 1.395 1.395 

a 12.55±0.52 15.49±0.69 15.<W±0.67 
X2 2.66 2.02 2.12 

a Pc=50.43 bar, Pc = 436.2 kg/m3 , ,8=0.353, xo=0.183624. 
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Tc= 154.477 K and the larger deviations were again 
concentrated near the critical isochore. 

The results of our analysis are summarized in table 31. 
The values obtained for the Linear Model parameters 
turn out to be very insensitive to the choice of weight 
assignment. 

5.7.d. Critical Region Parameters for Oxygen 

In table 32 we present the Linear Model parameters 
for oxygen together with the corresponding coefficients 
and exponents of the power laws. As explained in the 
previous section these parameter values are obtained 
from an analysis in which the experimental isotherm at 
T~ 154.609 K is omitted. We selected the fits with 
weight assignment I since they lead to slightly lower 
x.2 values. We preferred the fits for Tc= 154.576 K, 
~ince the ~ame critical temperature i~ obtained from 

an analysis of the coexistence curve. 
In table 32 we also present the parameters for the 

equivalent NBS equation. These parameters. however. 
were not obtained by fitting the NBS equation to the 
density profile data directly, but were deduced from 
the Linear Model parameters using the relations (5.3) 
and (5.4). 

TABLE 32. Critical region parameters for O2 from density profile 
data of Weber 

Linear Model Equivalent NBS equation 

Pc 5.043 MPa Pc 5043 MPa 

Pc 436.2 kg/m 3 Pc 436.2 kg/m 3 

Tc 154.576 K (F48 ) Tc 154.576 K (T48 ) 

Xo 0.183624 Xo 0.183624 
{3 0.353 (3 0.353 
5 4.37 5 4.37 
a 15.485 ± 0.69 E) 2.2278 

b~LH 1.3827 E2 0.2855 

X 1.43 

a 0.104 a 0.104 

'Y 1.190 'Y 1.190 
B 1.819 B 1.819 

D 2.383 D 2.383 
[ 0.08369 [ 0.08369 
[' 0.02070 [' 0.02110 
nr ' 4.04- nr ' 3.97 
A+ 1.64 
A-

I 0.0647 
Ajj 3.56 

5.7.e. Discussion 

The results of our Linear Model fits to. Weber's data 
yield optimum values for the critical exponents that are 
very much in line with those obtained for other fluids. 
However, we face the problem that our values S = 4.37 
and y= 1.19 are much lower than the values S=4.59 
and y = 1.25 reported by Weber [W2]. This difference, 
we feel, arises from the fact that we have analyzed all 
data in terms of a scaled equation ot' state, while 
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Weber's analysis was restricted to the data along the 
critical isochore and the critical isotherm. 

We determined the value of x.2 that we would obtain 
for Weber's choice of the exponent S and found that it 
led to a substantial increase in x.2 • Specifically, the 
Linear Model parameters listed in table 32 with S = 4.37 
give x.2 =2.02, while Weber's value B=4.S9 leads to 
x.2 = 2.93. A 10 percent increase of x. 2 to the value 2.23 
is obtained when S is taken to be 4.47. Therefore, al
though the Linear Model fit does not define B much 
better than to ±0.1, the high value 4.59, subsequently 
used by Hohenberg and Barmatz in their evaluation of 
Linear Model parameters for oxygen [H4], seems ex
cluded by our fits. 

We have made some attempts to find an explanation 
for the large scatter of the data near the critical isochore. 
A recent study of the coexistence curve of SF 6 by 
Weiner, Langley and Ford [WI4] indicates the possi
bility that a value of Pc, deduced by extrapolating the 
rectilinear diameter, may be too high by a few parts in 
1000. However, if we decrea:5e the value of Pc in our 

fits, we find that the value of x.2 increases. It is possible 
that the Linear Model has the tendency of depressing 
the values for the exponents 'Y and B. The only other 
alternative seems to be the presence of small tempera
ture gradients. Even a gradient of 'a few tenths of a 
millidegree would affect the shape of the density profile 
close to the critical point drastically [WlS]. 

In summary, we have obtained a moderately satis
factory Linear Model fit to Weber's density profile data 
with critical exponents that are fairly well defined and 
comparable to those obtained for other fluids. However, 
some of these exponents, namely y and S, differ sub
stantially from those deduced by Weber from a power 
law analysis. The reason for this difference is not 
entirely clear. 

6. "Universal" Critical Region Parameters for 
a Number of Fluids 

6.1. The Principle of Universality of Critical Behavior 

In addition to the one-component fluids which form 
the subject of this study, there are many other examples 
of experimental systems exhibiting critical behavior. 
Partially miscible binary liquids, superfluid liquid 
helium, ferromagnets and solids exhibiting order
disorder transitions ::tll h::tvp C'ritlC'::tl point". Tn annition 

to these experimental systems, many model systems 
have critical points: thus, rigorous or approximate 
results are available for the critical behavior of the 2-
and 3-dimensional Ising and Heisenberg models. The 
principle of universality groups these systems in so
called universality classes; within each class, the critical 
behavior is universal, so that a unified description can 
be given for all its members. The resulting economy of 
description is a great advantage; it can roughly be 
compared wit It t Iw simplifying and predictive power of 
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,he law of corresponding' states, albeit limited to the 
.critical region. Before attempting to decide how to 
catalog systems according to universality class, it is 
necessary to know what causes these classes to differ 
from each other. The differences between the systems 
listed must be contained in their Hamiltonians. Typical 
parameters entering the Hamiltonian are, for instance, 
the system's dimensionality, its spin dimensionality, its 
lattice structure (if any), the form and range of the 
interaction forces between its fundamental particles. 
From a study of model systems, it has become clear that 
the values of the critical exponents depend on only a few 
of these parameters in the Hamiltonian, while being 
totally independent of others. Physically, this arises 
from the fact that in the critical region large "clusters" 
or ordered regions are in interaction with each other, 
so that many of th~ fin~ details of interparticle inter
actions become screened. 

The parameters in the Hamiltonian ca~ be classified 
as "relevant" or "irrelevant" depending on whether 
they affect critical exponents or not. Careful study of 
model systems has shown that the system's dimension
ality and its spin dime~sionality or symmetry are 
"relevant" parameters;_ Thus;, the criticaJ exponp.nt~ of 
the 2-dimensional Ising model are much further removed 
from the classical values than are those of the 3-dimen
sional Ising model. Also, the critical exponents of the 
Ising model, for which only one spin component enters 
into the Hamiltonian, are different from those of the 
Heisenberg model with three spin components. The 
range of the interparticle forces is only relevant in· a 
very crude sense: finite-range forces lead to nonclassical 
critical behavior, whereas in the limit of infinite-range 
forces the "mean-field" or classical behavior. obtains. 
Critical behavior in these model systems does not 
depend on details of the interparticle interaction, such 
as the size of the spin. It is also expected that critical 
exponents do not change if interactions extend beyond 
nearest neighbors, as long as their range remains finite. 
It must be remarked, though, that the available "experi
mental" evidence on this point from morlp.l calcll1ation~ 
is not entirely conclusive [D2~ FS]. Irrelevant is also the 
lattice symmetry, so that f.c.c., b.c.c. and simple cubic 
Ising models all have the same critical exponents. 

Our insight into the critical behavior of model sys
tems thus leads us to expect that systems exhibiting 
critical· behavior can be grouped into a number of 
universality classcs. Within eaeh class, the rclevant 
parameters are the same, but the irrelevant ones may 
differ from system to system. The principle of uni
versality 'implies that the critical exponents are the 
same for all systems within one universality class. The 
exponents change abruptly when a relevant parameter 
is changed, which results in a new universality class. 
The principle of universality implies, in addition, that 
the reduced scaled equation of state is the same for an 
systems within one universality class, except for two 
nonuniversal constants. Thus the function h(x) which 

characterizes the scaled equation (cf (2.12» may be 
written as 

h(x) =Dh*(x/xo), (6.1) 

where h * is the same function of x/xo for all 'systems 
within the universality class, while D and Xo are char
acteristic of the individual systems. 

These ideas about universality have been corroborated 
for model systems by the recently ' developed renormali
zation group approach towards the calculation of critical 
exponents [W16, WI7]. The relevant parameters are 
those that persist in the renormalization procedures, 
while the irrelevant ones disappear. 

For fluids, no realistic models or rigorous results are 
available. The so-called lattice gas, a version of the 
Ising model, is often used as a (highly artificial) model 
for the liquid-vapor phase trans;ition_ This would lead 
to the expectation that fluids should have the same criti
cal exponents as. the Ising model. The experimental 
evidence," however, argues against this assumption 
[LI3]. Thus, the exponent {3 characteristic of fluids 
is near 0.35, a full 10 percent higher than the Ising value 
of 0.3125. We may, ·however, use the experience 
gathel'ed with the rcnormalization group approach, 
especially with respect to the "relevance" or "irrele
vance" of parameters in the Hamiltonian, to speculate 
about the validity of universality in fluids. Universality 
may then certainly be expected to hold within the class 
of nonionized fluids. For such fluids the intermolecular 
forces are sufficiently short-rariged, so that their details 
can be expected to be irrelevant. The presence of 
dipolar interactions might be thought to present some 
complications, since these forces are long-ranged, and 
lead to many subtle effects in the solid systems, where 
they have been studied by the renormalization group 
approach [A4]. These results, however, have probably 
no analogy in the fluid case where the ordering is spatial 
rather than orientational, and where the dipolar forces 
average out to a potential that is effectively short
ranged [SI6]. 

In the absence of 0. workable rcnormalization group 
procedure for fluids, however, the question of the uni
versality of critical behavior in fluids must be con
sidered open from a theoretical point of view. In the 
absence of a theoretical framework, it seems therefore 
important to investigate the experimental material, 
gathered in this paper, to see whether it supports or 
disproves the hypothesis of universality of critical be
havior in fluids. 

6.2. Universali'ty of Fluid Critical Behavior 

The universality hypothesis has two parts to it: (a) 
within a universality class the critical exponents are the 
same and (b) within such a class the scaled function 
h* {x/xo} is the same. In order to see the implications 
of the latter statement for fluid critical behavior, it may 
be useful to compare it with the well-known principle 
of corresponding states, as formulated originally by 
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van der Waals. The latter requires that the equation of 
state, if expressed in units of PC! Ve and Te, be inde
pendent of the substance. This principle is known to 
have only limited validity. For instance, no close 
correspondence exists between the equations of staLe 
of heavy noble gases and air constituents on the one 
hand, and such substances as CO 2 (cigar-shaped 
molecules) or steam (large dipole moment) or helium 
(large quantum effects), even if one limits the comparison 
to the eriti~al region only_ While ~orre!';ponrling stHtes 

implies that the function h(x) in (6.1) should be the same 
for all fluids, it is in fact not. Attempts have been made to 
generalize the corresponding states principle by adding 
one additional parameter. The principle of universality, 
while al10wing more latitude than does the principle of 
corresponding states, asserts that to determine the 
equation of stutcin the critical region of nonionized 

fluids in addition to the critical parameters one never 
needs more than only two substance-dependent param
eters, namely D and xv. 

Our test of the two parts of the universality hypothesis 
will be carried out in two steps. First, we will investigate 
the experimental results for the critical exponents of the 
l;ix fluids thaI we have studied, to see whether these 
exponents are the same within experimental error. 
Then, we will test the universality of the scaled function 
h* (x/xo) by comparing this function for four fluids 
that very distinctly violate the principle of corresponding 
states. 

Turning to the first part of the program, involving the 
critical exponents, we summarize, in table 33, the criti
cal parameters from our "best" restricted Linear 
Model fits, together with the error estimates as obtained 
from a simultaneous 6-parameter variation as described 
in section 4.6. 

It is seen that the exponents in table 33 have the 
"universal" value {3 = 0.355 in common within one 
standard deviation, and the "universal" value S = 4.35 
within two standard deviations. The values {3= 0.355 
±0.007 and S=4.35±0.10 agree within combined 
error with all experimental values reported in table 33. 
Using the exponent equalities (2.5) and (2.6L the univer-

sal values Y=1.19±0.03 and 0'=0.10±0.04 are 
obtained. The parameter set 

{3 = 0.355 ± 0.007, 

o=4.35z ±0.10 
(6.2) 

y= 1.19±0.03, 

is also in quite good agreement with many other values 
of 0', {3, Y and 0 reported in the literature. A review of 
the values reported in the literature for {3 and y was 
presented in [L13]. The spread in the l' values presented 
in table 33 is no larger than is the "natural spread" ill 
y for u single substance, if different model functions, 

different ranges or data from different sources are used 
in the analysis [L3, L13]. Any such spread in that table 
is therefore not necessarily indicative of a violation of 
universality. The exponent {3 is generally more ac
curately known and less range-dependent than y. The 
noble gases have {3 values between 0.355 and 0.362, a 
spread too small to be significant. For several poly· 
atomic fluids, such as CO2 , NzO, CCIFa [L 7J and, in 
particular, SFf) [B8] {3 seems to· fall slightly below 0.35. 
Although the possibility that this difference between 
monatomic and poly atomic fluids might be real cannot 
be excluded, it is nevertheless marginal at best and 
will need more convincing experimental corroboration 
before a firm conclusion can be reached. Thus, the 
hypothesis of universality of the critical exponents of 
gases is confirmed by the experimental evidence 
investigated in this paper and elsewhere. 

The second half of the hypothesis, universality of the 
scaled function h* (x/xo), has been implicitly demon
strated by the observation that a two-parameter scaled 
equation is capable of representing critical-region data 
of many fluids to within experimental accuracy. A more 
direct test can be performed by plotting the experi
mental values of ~p,*J(~p*) lap*) 11l-1 as a function of 
the experimental values of x/xo for a number of fluids, 

TABLE 33. Linear Model parameters from statistical fit, b2 = b~LH 

He3 He4 Xe CO2 H2 O O2 

XU 0.480 ± 0.02 0.369±0.02 0.186± 0.1 0_]42 ± 0.006 0.100±0_01 0.184 
a 4.16±0.1 6.4±0.1 i 17.7:::t0.5 2].8±0_4 24.5±O.3 15.5 :::to.7 

b~LH 1.364:::t 0.003 1.389 ± 0.006 1.407 ±0_04 l_:m:z ± 0.006 1.429 ± 0.004 ].383 
{j 0.358 ± 0.005 O.356±O.O06 0-350±0.O4 IU41) ± 0.005 O.350±0.OI3 0.353 
6 4.26:!:O.O4 4.34...L0.06 4.46:!:0_3 '1-.'14:.'. (U)() 4.50...LO.13 4.37 

a=2-{j(S+l) 0.115 0.101 0.089 i 0./01 0.075 0.104 
1'={3(S-1) 1.168 1.188 1.211 J_ /.11)1) 1.225 1.190 
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FIGURE 20. Test of universality for Xe. CO 2, H 20 and He 4• 

to see whether these curves can be made to coincide by 
adjusting the vertical scales by a factor. Such a test was 
performed in [L3], using "universal" critical exponent 
values only slightly different from the ones we prefer 
here. The result is displayed in figure 20 which is taken 
from [L13]. It is seen that the scaled functions h*(x/xo) 
of the noble gas Xe, the nonspherical molecule CO z, 
the polar fluid Hz 0 and the quantum fluid He4 coincide 
withm error. Thus the hypothesis of universality of the 
scaled function h* (x/xu) is confirmed by the ex
perimental data. 

6.3. Critical Region Parameters for Gases in Terms of a 
Universal Equation 

In view of the corroboration of the principle of 
universality by the experimental data for the six fluids 
studied, it seems useful to produce for as man): gases as 
possible a table of parameters in terms of one universal 
::iCCih::u eljuCiliuH. TIlt:: "uJilven;a}" fOlllJ of Lbe LilleaI 

Mode] was assumed to be that for ",7hich f3 = 0.355~ 
0=4.35 2 and b2=b~LH" By (5.2): this implies a uni· 
versal value. E? 0.287, for the constant E 2 in the NBS 

equation. We then need, in addition, estimates oftwo non· 
uuiven;al cU1U;laJlL::i fur each ga~ cUIIl:;hleJeu. FUl· the :;ix 

fluids that we studied in the preceding chapter, we 
determined E 1 by fitting the NBS equation to the experi
mental Ap., * Ap * T data while E2 was fixed at the 
universal value 0.287. For some other gases, scaled equa
tions were available in the literature; usually, small 
shifts had to be made in the coefficients B (or xo), r or 
D, in order to have them correspond with the universal 
values adopted here for the critical exponents {3, l' 
or O. We made these shifts using the "rule of thumb" 

B()IAT~axI8o=BIA.T~axlo.35\or equivalently for the 

other exponents; the subscript max denotes the maxi
mum temperature range over which the data were fitted. 
From two of the three coefficients the two constants in 
the scaled equation were ca]culated~ whereas the third 
one was used as a check. For other gases, we had to 
obtain two of the coefficients B, r or D from whatever 
dala wele availablt: ill the litelillUIe. E:;timate:s of n were 

obtained by fitting coexistence curve data using f3 = 

0.355, while estimates for I' were made from the slope 
of supercritical isotherms or from data on the intensity 
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of scattered light using y= 1.19. In a few cases, it was 
possible to estimate D as well, so that a check on the 
proced~re was possible. The results of this work are 
summarized in table 34, in which the critical parameters 
and the parameters for the universal scaled equation, 
in terms of the Linear Model and the NBS equation are 
listed for 15 fluids. 

Our choice of critical parameters was not based solely 
on the particular data fitted. In most cases, additional 
experimemal material was available that, if considered 

. reliable, contributed to the final values listed in table 34. 
The values of the critical temperature are given on the 
TAg temperature ~eale whprever applicabJe; those for 

He 3 and He 4 are on the T 58 scale. Details on the calcule.
tion of the parameters in table 34 for those gases not 
studied in the previous sections are given below. 

TABLE 34. Critical region parameters for 15 fluids based on "uni· 
versal" exponents. 

Critical point parameters 

Pc p~ T,. 

MPa kg/m3 K 

He3 0.11678 41.45 3.3099 
He4 0.22742 69.6 :l.lR% 
Ar 4.865 535 150.725 
Kr 5.4931 908 209.286 
Xe 5.8400 IIlO 289.734 
O 2 5.043 436.2 ]54.580 
N" 2 3.398 313.9 126.24 
CH 4 i 4.595 162.7 190.555 
C 2H4 5.0390 215 282.344 
p-H; 1.285 31.39 32.935 
CO 2 7.3753 467.8 304.127 

SF~ 3.7605 730 318.687 

NH: 11.303 235 405.4-
H2O 22.06 322.2 647.13 
D 20 21.66 357 643.89 

(3=0.355 

y= 1.190 
<5 = 4.352 b;LH = 1.3909 
0'=0.100 E2 =0.287 

Critical region 
parameters 

XO a E] 

0.489 4.58 2.96 
O.~69 0.40 2.67 
0.183 16.1 2.27 
0.183 16.1 2.27 
0.183 16.1 2.27 
0.183 15.6 2.21 
0.164 18.2 2.]7 

0.164 17.0 2.03 
0.}68 Ii.S 2.17 
0.260 9.6 2.34 
O.l4} 

; 21.3 2.01 

0.172 22.2 2.86 
0.109 21.4 1.37 
0.100 21.6 1.20 
0.100 21.6 1.20 

a Estimated parameters of limited reliability; see discllssion in this 
section. 

(1) Argon. Use was made of unpublished PVT data 
kindly provided to us by Wu and Pings [W6]. Their 
fit to the NBS equation was used and the coefficients 
Bo, r 0 and Do transformed to correspond to the uni· 
versal exponents by the "rule of thumb" mentioned. 
The shifts were quite small, the largest one, occurring 
in, r, being only 3 percent. Values of a were calculated 
[rum r 1 amI DI aml w~n: 15.2 <:lm.l 16.7, lel!jpectively, 

leading to the average vafues a= 16.0 and E 1 2.26. 
Values of Xo of 0.lS3 to 0.184 were obtained. We con
sidered the parameter Xo= 0.lS3. that we used for 
xenon adequately representative of argon. 

(2) Krypton . . Unpublished PVT d~ta were kindly 
provided to us by Gulari and Pings [G2), and, in addition, 
their fits to the NBS equation for the derived j.L, p, T 
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data. The PVT data were fitted directly by Murphy and 
Gulari [M16] to a Linear Model pressure equation. The 
resulting values of Bo, fo, Do were transformed to 
correspond to "universal" exponents, the largest shift 
being one of 6 percent in r. From f and D, two a values 
resulted, of 16.2 and 16.6, respectively. We also cal· 
culated a from the NBS equation parameters of Gulari 
and Pings, finding a 16.1 and 16.5, respectively. For 
Xo, 0.lS2 was found. The fit to the xenon data using the 
universal exponents gave a= I5.S. The smaIl differences 
between xenon, argon, and krypton were not considered 
significant and we attributed to all three gases Xo = 0.lS3 
and a= 16.l. 

(3) Nitrogen. The correlation by Jacobson [J3] was 
used as a guide. The coexistence curve data of Mathias 
et a1. [MI7), of 1914, were used to estimate Xo. Using 
T, ~p data points at various temperatures, Xo values 
between 0.171 and 0.142 were found. The parameter r 
was estimated from the slopes of' the three isotherms 
reported in [K9]. We found r values 'from 0.065 to 
0.084, the higher values being more accurate. r was 
similarly estimated from near-critical PVT data in 
[W18] which yielded values of 0.062 to 0.073 in ap
proximately the same temperature range as that of 
[K9]. The available data were too scarce to permit a 
calculation of D. 

(4) Me'£hane. Several scaled filS are available in lhe 
literature, all obtained by the Louvain group of Verbeke 
and coworkers, and based on their own PVT data [J4, 
J5, G6]. From the parameters of the scaled fit presented 
in [G6], we calculated the coefficients Band D and 
made the small adjustments needed for correspondence 
with the universal parameters. The coefficient r was 
calculated directly from the pressure differences, at the 
same temperature, between two isochores, 3 percent 
above and 1 percent below the critical density, re
spectively. From the values B= L90 and r=O.080 7 

we calculated the parameters reported in table 34. 
They lead to a predicted value of D=2.19, to be com
pared with the value of 2.18 derived from the scaled fit 
in [G6]. 

(5) Ethylene. The coexistence curve of ethylene was 
measured in Leiden in 1927 [MIS]. From four Ph pg 
data points between + 6.5 and -11 °C, we calculated Xo 

values ranging from 0.169 to 0.157, the former being 
more precise. The coefficient r could be accurately 
calculated from four supercritical isochores, with densi
ties within a percent from the critical density, recently 
determined by Hastings and Levelt Sengers [H9]. The 
densities of the four isochores were calculated from the 
pressures at 30°C, makiug UiSt: vf unpublil!jhed PVT data 

at this temperature, kindly provided to us by Trappeniers 
and Wassenaar [T2]. From isothermal pressure differ
ences at several temperatures we found r to equal 0.077 
to within about 2 percent. The parameters in table 33 
were calculated from B = 1.S85, r = 0.077, whi]e the crit
ical parameters are those recently determined by 
Moldover [M12]. 
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(6) p-Hydrogen. The data for hydrogen stern from the 
NBS Boulder group [G7, R7]. From a reanalysis of the 
coexistence curve of hydrogen the values /3 = 0.3619, 
B= 1.639, Tc =32.955 K resulted. The B value was 
shifted to 1.613, to correspond with /3 = 0.355. From a 
number of slightly supercritical isotherms, values for 
r ranging from 0.09 to 0.13 were obtained. A value of 
0.12 was accepted. It was also found that a slightly 
lower value of Te, Tc =32.935 K, was more compatible 
with the compressibility data and a '}' value of 1.19, 
than the value of 32.955 obtained from the coexistence 
curve analysis. From Band r the parameters listed in 
table 33 were calculated. The predicted value· of D 
was 2.5 at one end of the range of values (2.5 to 4.4) 
obtained by analyzing several slightly supercritical 
isotherms. The critical pressure reported in table 34 
has been adjusted from the published value [C7] so as 

to correspond with the lowered value of Te. 
(7) Sulfur HexafluorIde. Coexistence curve data on 

SF 6 were recently reported by Balzarini and Ohrn 
[B8] and by Rathjen and Straub [R8], while prepublication 
results were kindly provided to us by Weiner, Langley, 
and Ford [W14]. In [B8], /3 is reported to have the value 
0.346 iu the n:lIJge 7 X 10-~ < I~T*I < 10- 1 dUU 0.339 

in the range 5 X 10-6 < iAT* I < 5 X 10-3 • Low values 
for /3 in the close-in range were also found by Hocken 
[H7]. In [R8], the value 0.3422 is reported in the range 
10-3 < I AT* I < 10- 1• Thus there seems to be a number 
of indications that SF 6 may depart from universality, 
which should be borne in mind when using our table 
34. The B value reported in that table was obtained by 
shifting-it from the value reported in [B8] to correspond 
with /3 = 0.355. U~ing the PVT data of MacCormack 
and Schneider [M19], the coefficient D was calculated 
from several points on the critical isotherm; D values 
ranging from 3.3 to 4.4, with an average of 3.5 considered 
most likely, were obtained. Values for the compressi
bility derived from [1\119] agree splendidly with those 
reported by Benedek and coworkers [F6] using light scat
tering and lead to a r value of 0.060. The Band r 
parameters in table 34 lead to a predicted value D= 3.06, 
to be compared with the experimental value of 3.5. 

(8) A mmonia. The critical DOlnt Darameters of NH 3 

were taken from a recent correlation by Haar [H10]. 
Xo was taken from a fit by Haar [H10] to the (scanty) 
coexistence curve data. The criticar region parameters 
were determined using a fit of the pressure version of 
the Linear Model [M20] to the experimental data of 
Date [D3]. Some Linear Model fits with exponents close 
to the "universar' ones were chosen, B, rand D 
calculated and shifted to correspond to "universal" 
exponents. 

(9) D 20. For the critical point parameters, we have 
made l1'"P of a compilation of properties of heavy water 
rJ6], which was kindly provided to us by R. Mares 
prior to publication. Mares et a1. [J6] have also demon
strated that the thermodynamic behavior of D 20 is 
very similar to that of H 2 0 in terms of corresponding 

states. For this reason we have assumed that the 
critical region parameters of D20 are the same as those 
for H 20. 

6.4. Validity of "Hyperscaling" Relations between Critical· . 
Exponents 

The thermodynamic exponents a, /3, ,}" Bthat we have 
obtained using the scaling laws fulfill the exponent 
relations (2.5) and (2.6) automatically. There are how
ever, other critical exponents that are related to the 
thermodynamic ones by inequalities or conjectured 

. equalities. These exponents describe the asymptotic 
behavior of the pair correlation function. Near the 
critical point, correlations extend over ranges much 
larger than the interaction range. Their size is indi
cated by the correlation length f The critical exponent 
v indicate5 how the correlation length diverge!5 ·when 

the critical point is approached· along the critical 
isochore 

g -- IAT*I-v. (6.3) 

At the critical point, the correlation length would decay, 
in d dimensions, as 1/rd - 2 if the Ornstein-Zernike 
theory were valid. The small exponent TJ denotes the 
·deviations from the Ornstein-Zernike theory. It is defined 
by assuming the form 

(; (r) - 1/rd - 2 + TJ , (6.4) 

for the behavior of the pair correlation function at the 
critical point for Jare:e values of r rF71. Scaling con
siderations (W3, S17] lead to the following rdations 
between the correlation function exponents v, TJ, the 
dimensionality and the thermodynamic exponents: 

dv= 2 - a, (6.5) 

(2 -TJ)/d= (8-1)/(0+ 1). (6.6) 

These relations are known as hyperscaling relations. 
They an:: satisfied by the 2-ujmem;iulliil hing mudel 

and the 3-dimensional spherical model for which cases 
the exponents are known exactly. There is some un
certainty about the validity of these relations for the 
3-dimensional Ising model [H2]. With the values we 
have obtained for the thermodynamic critical expo
nents, we can now test the validity of these hyper
scaling relations. 

The experimental values of the exponent v have been 
reviewed by Chu [C7]. The best value is v=O.63 ± 0.02. 
With our most probable value a = 0.10 ± 0.04, we 
predict, from- the hyperscaling relation (6.5): IJ= 0.63 ± 
0.015. From neutron scattering data in neon, an accurate 
value for tbe exponent TJ was recently reported by 
Warkulwiz, Mozer and Green [W20]. namely TJ = OJ] ± 
0.03; this value is supported by Lin and Schmidt's results 
f~om X-ray scattering in argon [L14]. Our most probable 
value 8 = 4.35±O.lO leads. with the hyperscaling rela-
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tion (6.6) to 'l1=O.12±O.02. The conclusion ]8 that the 
hyperscaling relations are obeyed by fluids to within 
the present state of experimental accuracy. 

6.5. Conclusions 

VI e have tested the principle of universality and 
found it to apply for the six fluids studied. The uni
versal values of the critical exponents have been shown 
to fulfill other, conjectured equalities involving the 
dimensionality and the correlation function exponents. 
Using these universal values, we have predicted critical 
region parameters for several other gases. These pre
dicted values should be considered as informed esti
mates, based on sometimes scanty or inaccurate 
experimental data. They should be useful for predicting 
fluid compressibilities in the critical region. . 

In extending their use to the prediction of other prop
erties care should be taken. The capability of the scaled 
equation of state to predict the specific heat Cl' is stm 
to be demonstrated. Work on simultaneous fits of scaJed 
equations to coexistence curve, PVT and specific heat 
data is currently in progress [M20J. 

The principle of universality very definitely need!;; 

further testing as well. A dedsive experiment would be 
one by which coexistence curves or compressibilities 
would be measured in the same apparatus for a variety 
of fluids of quite different molecular structure, and in 
which all data would be analyzed by the same fitting 
function in the same range. This would eliminate many 
of the sources of parameter variability presently cloud 

ing the issue of universality. 
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Appendix 

Deri.'uativesof the variable (3 1Dith respect to the 
a.dju.sta.ble para meters 

J. Phys. Chern. Ref. COlo., VoL 5, NQ. I I Y9/{' 

(
BO) =+_x_ao~ 
ap Q/lp* aX p 2c' c T"{3.x,,,b fJ 

(A.2) 

(
00 1 x BO T - ------
aTe pr,{3.x...b D..T* ax T~ (A.B) 

(
ao) x ao a =+2;- [lnID..p*f-lnIO(] 

f3 pn Troxil. b f3 x 
(A.4) 

(A.5) 

(~O) =+ 2b: 2 ~8 [~1011/.B+02] (A.6) 
db Pc,T,{3,xo 1-b 0 ax Xo 

Derivatives 0/ the quantity a with respect to the 
adjustable parameters 

IA]] 
[A2J 
lAS] 

[A4] 

[B1J 

fB2j 
[B3] 

n={( (A.7) 

aa (aa) 0-1-8
2
(8-3) (A.8) 

ao= ae Pc.".i5.J:o,{)=a e(l ( 2 ) 

( apr' ) T(!.8. L1'o.b (A.9) 

( aa ) aa BO (A.IO) 
aTc pc.{3.o.xo,b = ao aTe 

( aa ) ( b2:-1) aa ae - =aoln -- +-- (A.ll) 
Bf3 Pc, T(., O. xo,b Xo 00 af3 

(A.12) 

(A.13) 

(A.14) 
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